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We have performed the most comprehensive resonance-model fit of π−π−πþ states using the results of
our previously published partial-wave analysis (PWA) of a large data set of diffractive-dissociation events
from the reaction π− þ p → π−π−πþ þ precoil with a 190 GeV=c pion beam. The PWA results, which were
obtained in 100 bins of three-pion mass, 0.5 < m3π < 2.5 GeV=c2, and simultaneously in 11 bins of the
reduced four-momentum transfer squared, 0.1 < t0 < 1.0 ðGeV=cÞ2, are subjected to a resonance-model fit
using Breit-Wigner amplitudes to simultaneously describe a subset of 14 selected waves using 11 isovector
light-meson states with JPC ¼ 0−þ, 1þþ, 2þþ, 2−þ, 4þþ, and spin-exotic 1−þ quantum numbers. The
model contains the well-known resonances πð1800Þ, a1ð1260Þ, a2ð1320Þ, π2ð1670Þ, π2ð1880Þ, and
a4ð2040Þ. In addition, it includes the disputed π1ð1600Þ, the excited states a1ð1640Þ, a2ð1700Þ, and
π2ð2005Þ, as well as the resonancelike a1ð1420Þ. We measure the resonance parameters mass and width of
these objects by combining the information from the PWA results obtained in the 11 t0 bins. We extract the
relative branching fractions of the ρð770Þπ and f2ð1270Þπ decays of a2ð1320Þ and a4ð2040Þ, where the
former one is measured for the first time. In a novel approach, we extract the t0 dependence of the intensity
of the resonances and of their phases. The t0 dependence of the intensities of most resonances differs
distinctly from the t0 dependence of the nonresonant components. For the first time, we determine the t0
dependence of the phases of the production amplitudes and confirm that the production mechanism of the
Pomeron exchange is common to all resonances. We have performed extensive systematic studies on the
model dependence and correlations of the measured physical parameters.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The excitation spectrum of bound quark-antiquark
states that are composed of u, d, and s quarks, i.e.,
light-quark mesons, has regained interest in recent years.
Excited light-quark mesons are currently studied exten-
sively in high-flux fixed-target experiments with hadrons
at CERN [1] and with photons at Jefferson Lab [2,3]. They
are also produced, for example, in multibody decays of
heavy-quark mesons and in eþe− collisions with initial-
state radiation. Both processes are studied, for example,
at BESIII [4], BABAR [5], and Belle [5]. Recently, the
formulation of QCD on the lattice has gained new
momentum because it now also addresses light-meson
decays; see e.g., Refs. [6–9]. In the future, this will lead
to more realistic predictions for masses and widths of
excited hadrons. Hence obtaining more precise experimen-
tal knowledge of the properties of light mesons has become
important. Despite many decades of research, the spectro-
scopic information coming from different experiments is
sometimes inconsistent or even controversial. Extensive
discussions of the light-meson sector can be found in
Refs. [10–16].
Light-meson states are characterized by spin J, parity P,
charge conjugation C,1 and isospin I quantum numbers.
The mesons are grouped into SUð3Þflavor multiplets that
contain states with the same JP quantum numbers. In this
paper, we restrict ourselves to isovector mesons with
masses below about 2.1 GeV=c2, which decay into three
charged pions and hence have negative G parity. The
Particle Data Group (PDG) provides a complete listing
of the known states [10]. Figure 1 shows a summary of
recent measurements of masses and widths of these states
grouped by their JPC quantum numbers. For each reso-
nance, the four most recent entries from the PDG are
confronted with the results that will be presented in this
work. For some states, the variation of the resonance
parameters extracted from different experiments is by far
larger than the statistical uncertainties of the individual
measurements. In many cases, these variations originate
from different analysis methods and model assumptions.
Substantial differences among the measurements are found,
for example, for the parameters of the a1 ground state,
a1ð1260Þ, and the first excited states of the a1 and the a2,
a1ð1640Þ and a2ð1700Þ. The situation is similar for the
π1ð1600Þ, which has “exotic” JPC ¼ 1−þ quantum num-
bers that are forbidden for ordinary qq¯’ quark-model states
in the nonrelativistic limit. The resonance interpretation of
the π1ð1600Þ signal is controversial, in particular in the
ρð770Þπ decay mode that will be addressed in this analysis.
For all states discussed here, we exploit the observed
dependence of the production amplitudes on the squared
four-momentum transfer in order to better separate resonant
and nonresonant contributions. We also extract branching-
fraction ratios for the ρð770Þπ and f2ð1270Þπ decays of
a2ð1320Þ and a4ð2040Þ.
The COMPASS Collaboration has already published
properties of isovector 3π resonances with masses in the
range between 1.1 and 2.1 GeV=c2, produced in pion
scattering off a solid-lead target [17,18]. In particular,
we reported in Ref. [17] the observation of the spin-exotic
π1ð1600Þ in the ρð770Þπ decay mode. Our recent obser-
vation of a new axial-vector resonancelike structure, the
a1ð1420Þ, with the same quantum numbers as the elusive
a1ð1260Þ [19] has spurred much work on the interpretation
of states (including heavy-quark states), for which the
assignment to quark-model multiplets is unclear; see e.g.,
Refs. [20–29]. The present study uses the same data but
yields more accurate resonance parameters.
This work is based on the world’s largest data set
to date on diffractively produced mesons decaying into
three charged pions. The data were obtained by the
COMPASS experiment and were already presented in
detail in Ref. [30]. They contain exclusive events from
the inelastic reaction
π− þ p → π−π−πþ þ precoil; ð1Þ
which was induced by a 190 GeV=c π− beam impinging on
a liquid-hydrogen target. The recoiling target proton is
denoted by precoil. In such single-diffractive reactions, the
target particle stays intact and the beam pion is excited via
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FIG. 1. Masses and widths of light isovector mesons with
positive C parity and a 3π decay mode. For each resonance, the
four most recent measurements of masses (circles) and widths
(vertical size of boxes), as listed by the PDG [10], are compared
to the masses and widths obtained in this analysis (crosses and
black-framed boxes, respectively). The measurements are
grouped according to the JPC quantum numbers of the states.
Higher excitations with the same JPC are shown in different
colors.
1Although the C parity is not defined for the charged states
considered here, it is customary to quote the JPC quantum
numbers of the corresponding neutral partner state in the isospin
triplet. The C parity can be generalized to the G parity,
G≡ CeiπIy , which is a multiplicative quantum number that is
defined for the nonstrange states of a meson multiplet. Here, Iy is
the y component of the isospin.
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the exchange of a Pomeron with the target nucleon to a
short-lived intermediate state X− that then decays into
π−π−πþ as shown in Fig. 2.
Reaction (1) depends on two Mandelstam variables: the
squared π−p center-of-mass energy s, which is fixed by
the beam energy, and the squared four-momentum t
transferred by the Pomeron. It is convenient to define
the reduced four-momentum transfer squared
t0 ≡ jtj − jtjmin ≥ 0; where jtjmin ≈

m23π −m2π
2jp⃗beamj

2
ð2Þ
is the minimum absolute value of the four-momentum
transfer needed to excite the beam pion to a 3π state with
invariant mass m3π . The beam momentum p⃗beam is defined
in the laboratory frame. The analysis is limited to the
kinematic range 0.1 < t0 < 1.0 ðGeV=cÞ2. Typical values
of jtjmin are well below 10−3 ðGeV=cÞ2 for the 3π mass
range from 0.5 to 2.5 GeV=c2 considered in this analysis.
Since reaction (1) is dominated by Pomeron exchange,2
isospin and G parity of the beam pion are conserved so that
the quantum numbers of the intermediate state X− are
restricted3 to IG ¼ 1−. This limits the analysis to meson
states that belong to the πJ and aJ families.
4 The X− decay
is assumed to proceed independently of the X− production;
i.e., the amplitude for the process factorizes into production
and decay amplitudes.
In our previous publication [30], the data were subjected
to a partial-wave analysis (PWA) of the outgoing 3π
system. The employed PWA model relies on the isobar
model, which describes the X− → π−π−πþ decay as a
sequence of two two-body decays, X− → ξ0π− and ξ0 →
π−πþ via intermediate π−πþ states ξ0, the so-called isobars
(see Fig. 2). Each isobar is characterized by its IGJPC
quantum numbers and an assumed dependence of its decay
amplitude on the π−πþ invariant mass mπ−πþ , which in the
simplest case is a Breit-Wigner amplitude representing a ππ
resonance.
The PWA model used in Ref. [30] assumed that the
data are a mixture of interfering contributions of various
partial waves that are defined by the quantum numbers of
the X− and their decay modes. This set of partial waves
included six different isobars, and we allowed for total
spins 0 ≤ J ≤ 6 and orbital angular momenta 0 ≤ L ≤ 6
between the isobars and the bachelor π−. Independent fits
of the set of partial-wave amplitudes to the data were
carried out in 1100 ðm3π; t0Þ bins without applying model
assumptions about the resonance content of the 3π system.
We refer to this first step that was performed prior to the
present analysis as mass-independent analysis. The results
of a PWA fit in a given ðm3π; t0Þ bin were represented in
terms of a spin-density matrix that contains all information
about the partial-wave amplitudes and their mutual inter-
ferences that can be extracted from the data. This mass-
independent analysis is a prerequisite to searching for 3π
resonances produced in reaction (1), which can be iden-
tified only if we combine the information contained in the
spin-density matrices over a wide range of m3π.
In this paper, the results of the mass-independent
analysis from Ref. [30] are used as input for a reso-
nance-model fit, which is also referred to as mass-
dependent fit. In this second analysis step, we search for
3π resonances that contribute to the intermediate X− states
by modeling the m3π dependence of the earlier extracted
spin-density matrices over a wide range ofm3π . Resonances
appear as characteristic structures in the m3π dependence
not only of the moduli squared of the partial-wave
amplitudes, i.e., in the partial-wave intensities, but also
of the mutual interference terms of the partial waves. In
addition to the product of the moduli of the partial-wave
amplitudes, an interference term contains information
about the relative phase between a pair of waves. The
change of a relative phase with increasing m3π is called
phase motion. The fit model assumes that the partial-wave
amplitudes can be described by a coherent sum of Breit-
Wigner amplitudes representing the resonances and ampli-
tudes that describe nonresonant components. In a novel
approach, we extend this analysis technique that was used
in most of the previous analyses (see e.g., Refs. [17,31–34])
by including for the first time to our knowledge the
information on the dependence of the partial-wave ampli-
tudes on t0 in the fit. By requiring that the shape
parameters of the resonances are independent of t0, a
better separation of the resonant and nonresonant com-
ponents is achieved, which is a substantial improvement
over previous analyses.
FIG. 2. Diffractive dissociation of a beam pion on a target
proton into the π−π−πþ final state via an intermediate 3π state
X−. The decay of X− is described using the isobar model, which
assumes that the decay proceeds via an intermediate π−πþ state
ξ0, the so-called isobar. At the two decay vertices, the couplings
αX→ξπ (vertex 1) and αξ→ππ (vertex 2) appear, which are in general
complex numbers.
2The Pomeron is a quasiparticle with vacuum quantum
numbers and therefore has IG ¼ 0þ.
3We do not consider flavor-exotic states with isospin 2.
4Note that due to parity conservation, a0 states cannot decay
into π−π−πþ.
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Most of the details on the event selection and the mass-
independent analysis have already been presented in our
previous publication [30]. Therefore, we give in Sec. II
only a brief summary of the basic features of the
experimental setup and the event selection. Section III
contains a discussion of those details of the mass-
independent analysis from Ref. [30] that are relevant
for the resonance-model fit. In Sec. IV, we explain the fit
model and the employed fitting method. Because of the
large number of events, statistical uncertainties of the
extracted resonance parameters are negligible compared
to systematic uncertainties. Hence we performed exten-
sive systematic studies, which are described in Sec. V.
The results of the resonance-model fit are presented and
discussed in Sec. VI grouped by the JPC quantum numbers
of the resonances. This includes a comparison of the
obtained resonance parameters with world data and a
discussion of the extracted t0 spectra of the resonant and
nonresonant components. The t0 dependence of the relative
phases of the wave components is discussed in Sec. VII.
In Sec. VIII, we summarize our findings. The appendixes
contain the details about an alternative description of the
nonresonant contributions, about alternative formulations
of the χ2 function that is minimized to determine the
resonance parameters, and about the systematic uncertain-
ties of the extracted resonance parameters. The supple-
mental material [35] contains the amplitude data that enter
in the resonance-model fit, the full fit result, and additional
information required to perform the resonance-model fit.
The data required to perform the resonance-model fit are
provided in computer-readable format at [36].
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND
EVENT SELECTION
The experimental setup and the data selection criteria
are described in detail in Refs. [30,37]. Here, we give only a
brief summary.
The COMPASS experiment [1,38] is located at the M2
beam line of the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron. The
data used for the analysis presented in this paper were
recorded in the year 2008. A beam of negatively charged
hadrons with 190 GeV=c momentum and 96.8% π− con-
tent was incident on a 40 cm long liquid-hydrogen target
that was surrounded by a recoil-proton detector (RPD).
Incoming pions were identified using a pair of beam
Cherenkov detectors (CEDARs) that were placed in the
beam line upstream of the target. Outgoing charged
particles were detected by the tracking system, and their
momenta were determined using two large-aperture dipole
magnets. The large-acceptance high-precision two-stage
magnetic spectrometer was well suited for investigating
high-energy reactions at low to intermediate values of the
reduced four-momentum transfer squared t0. For the present
analysis, t0 was chosen to be in the range from 0.1 to
1.0 ðGeV=cÞ2, where the lower bound is dictated by the
acceptance of the RPD and the upper bound by the decrease
of the number of events with increasing t0.
Data were recorded using a trigger based on a recoil-
proton signal in the RPD in coincidence with an incoming
beam particle and no signal in the veto counters (see Sec. II
B in Ref. [30]). In the analysis, we require a production
vertex located within the target volume. This vertex must
have one incoming beam pion and three outgoing charged
particles. The sum of the energies of the outgoing particles,
Esum, is required to be equal to the average beam energy
within 2 standard deviations σEsum , i.e., within 3.78 GeV.
Contributions from double-diffractive processes, in which
also the target proton is excited, are suppressed by the RPD
and veto trigger signals and by requiring exactly one recoil
particle detected in the RPD that is back-to-back with the
outgoing π−π−πþ system in the plane transverse to the
beam (transverse momentum balance; see Sec. II C in
Ref. [30]). Events are disregarded if the incoming beam
particle is identified by the CEDARs as a kaon. If at least
one of the three forward-going particles is identified by the
ring-imaging Cherenkov detector (RICH) as not being a
pion, the event is also rejected. In addition, we require
Feynman-x of the fastest final-state π− to be below 0.9 for
rapidity differences between the fast π− and the slower
π−πþ pair in the range from 2.7 to 4.5. This suppresses
the small contamination by centrally produced π−πþ final
states in the analyzed mass range (see Sec. II C in
Ref. [30]). The selected kinematic region of 0.5 < m3π <
2.5 GeV=c2 and 0.1 < t0 < 1.0 ðGeV=cÞ2 contains a total
of 46 × 106 exclusive events that enter into the partial-wave
analysis (see Sec. III).
III. PARTIAL-WAVE DECOMPOSITION
We use a two-step procedure for the determination of
the spectrum of 3π resonances produced in the reaction
π− þ p → π−π−πþ þ precoil. In the first analysis step pub-
lished in Ref. [30], a partial-wave decomposition was
performed independently in 100 m3π bins each divided
into 11 t0 bins, which serves as input for the resonance-
model fit presented in this paper. The PWA method and the
results are discussed in detail in Ref. [30]. Here, we
summarize the facts relevant for the resonance-model fit,
which is introduced in Sec. IV.
Our basic assumption for the PWA model is that
resonances dominate the 3π intermediate states X− that
are produced in the scattering process. We therefore
describe the process as an inelastic two-body scattering
reaction π− þ p → X− þ precoil with subsequent decay of
X− into the three final-state pions, X− → π−π−πþ.
For fixed center-of-mass energy
ﬃﬃ
s
p
, the kinematic distri-
bution of the final-state particles depends on m3π , t0, and a
set of five additional phase-space variables represented by
τ. The latter fully describes the three-body decay. The set of
variables used in our analysis is defined in Sec. III A of
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Ref. [30]. For the reaction π− þ p → π−π−πþ þ precoil, a
perfect detector with unit acceptance would measure the
intensity distribution
Iðm3π; t0; τÞ≡ dNdm3πdt0dφ3ðm3π; τÞ
∝
dσπ−þp→π−π−πþþprecoil
dm3πdt0dφ3ðm3π; τÞ
∝ m3πjMfiðm3π; t0; τÞj2; ð3Þ
where N is the number of events, dφ3 the five-dimensional
differential Lorentz-invariant three-body phase-space
element of the three outgoing pions, dσπ−þp→π−π−πþþprecoil
the differential cross section for the measured process, and
Mfi the transition matrix element from the initial to the
final state.5 The right-hand side of Eq. (3) is derived from
Fermi’s golden rule as given e.g., in Ref. [39]. We factorize
the phase space of the four outgoing particles into the two-
body phase space for X− and precoil and the three-body
phase space for the decay X− → π−π−πþ, which introduces
the factor m3π. The differential two-body phase space
element is expressed in terms of t0. All constant factors
have been dropped from the right-hand side of Eq. (3). It is
worth noting that, since I is differential in the three-body
phase-space element, it is independent of the particular
choice of the variables τ.6
Since we assume that the 3π intermediate state is
dominated by resonances, the production of X− can be
treated independently of its decay (see Fig. 2). The
amplitude for a particular intermediate state X− therefore
factorizes into two terms: (i) the transition amplitude
T ðm3π; t0Þ, which encodes the m3π-dependent strength
and phase of the production of a state X− with specific
quantum numbers, and (ii) the decay amplitude Ψðm3π; τÞ,
which describes the decay of X− into a particular π−π−πþ
final state.
As demonstrated in Ref. [30], we observe dominant
contributions of resonances in the π−πþ subsystem of
the π−π−πþ final state. Therefore, we factorize the
three-body decay amplitude into two two-body decay
terms (see Fig. 2). This factorization is known as the
isobar model,7 and the intermediate neutral π−πþ state ξ0 is
called the isobar. In the first two-body decay, X− → ξ0π−, a
relative orbital angular momentum L appears. The orbital
angular momentum in the isobar decay ξ0 → π−πþ is equal
to the spin of the isobar. For a given three-pion mass, the
decay amplitude accounts for the deviation of the kinematic
distribution of the three outgoing pions from the isotropic
phase-space distribution and is specified by the quantum
numbers of X− (isospin I, G parity, spin J, parity P, C
parity, and the spin projectionM) and its decay mode (ξ, L).
For convenience, we introduce the partial-wave index
a≡ ðIG; JPC;M; ξ; LÞ: ð4Þ
We describe the decay X− → ξ0π− in the Gottfried-Jackson
rest frame of the X− (see Sec. III A in Ref. [30]), where
the quantization axis is chosen along the beam direction,
and we employ the reflectivity basis, where positive and
negative values of the spin projection M are combined to
yield amplitudes characterized by M ≥ 0 and by the
reflectivity quantum number ε ¼ 1 [41]. The reflectivity
ε is the eigenvalue of the reflection through the X−
production plane. In the high-energy limit, ε corresponds
to the naturality of the exchange in the scattering process
such that ε ¼ þ1 corresponds to natural spin parity of the
exchanged Reggeon, i.e., JP ¼ ðoddÞ− or ðevenÞþ transfer
to the beam particle. Conversely, ε ¼ −1 corresponds
to unnatural spin parity of the exchanged Reggeon, i.e.,
JP ¼ ðevenÞ− or ðoddÞþ transfer to the beam particle.
The isobar-model decay amplitudes are calculable using
the helicity formalism up to the unknown complex-valued
couplings αX→ξπ and αξ→ππ , which appear at each decay
vertex (see Fig. 2). Assuming that these couplings do not
depend on the kinematics, they are moved from the decay
amplitudes into the transition amplitudes. The transition
and decay amplitudes redefined in this way are represented
by T¯ aðm3π; t0Þ and Ψ¯aðm3π; τÞ. It is worth noting that due to
this redefinition, the transition amplitudes T¯ a depend not
only on the X− quantum numbers but also on the X− decay
mode. Details are explained in Sec. III B of Ref. [30].
We model the intensity distribution Iðm3π; t0; τÞ of the
final-state particles in Eq. (3) as a truncated series of partial
waves, which are denoted by the index a as defined in
Eq. (4). The Nεwaves partial-wave amplitudes for the con-
tributing intermediate X− states and their decays are
summed coherently:
Iðm3π; t0; τÞ ¼
X
ε¼1
XNεr
r¼1
 XN
ε
waves
a
T¯ rεa ðm3π; t0ÞΨ¯εaðm3π; τÞ
2
þ T¯ 2flatðm3π; t0Þ: ð5Þ
5To simplify notation, the term jMfij2 is assumed to include
incoherent sums, e.g., over the helicities of the particles with
nonzero spin [see Eq. (5)].
6The simplest parametrization of the differential three-body
phase-space element is in terms of the energies of two of the final-
state particles, e.g., E1 and E3, and the Euler angles ðα; β; γÞ that
define the spatial orientation of the plane that is formed by the
daughter particles in the X− rest frame:
dφ3ðm3π; E1; E3; α; β; γ|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
≡τ
Þ ∝ dE1dE3dαdcos βdγ:
For different choices of τ, the respective Jacobians have to be
taken into account. 7An early detailed discussion can be found in Ref. [40].
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In the above formula,8 the contributions to the intensity
distribution corresponding to reflectivity ε and rank index r
(see next paragraph) are summed incoherently. The former
is due to parity conservation that forbids interference of
states with different reflectivities [41]. We also introduced
an additional incoherently added wave that is isotropic in
the three-body phase space and is referred to as flat wave.
The purpose of this wave is to absorb intensity of events
with three uncorrelated pions in the final state, e.g.,
nonexclusive background. The corresponding transition
amplitude T¯ flat is real-valued.
9
Several processes, e.g., spin-flip and spin-nonflip proc-
esses or the excitation of baryon resonances at the target
vertex, may disturb the coherence of the intermediate states.
Incoherence may also be introduced by integrating over
large ranges of t0, if intermediate states are produced with
different dependences on t0. Incoherences are incorporated
by the additional rank index r for the transition amplitudes,
which is summed over incoherently [see Eq. (5)]. In
general, the rank Nr may be different in the two reflectivity
sectors, i.e., Nεr.
The goal of the partial-wave analysis is to extract the
unknown transition amplitudes in Eq. (5) from the data.
The T¯ rϵa contain information about the intermediate 3π
resonances. Since the m3π dependence of the transition
amplitudes is unknown, the event sample is divided into
m3π bins that are chosen to be much narrower than the
width of typical hadronic resonances. The analyzed mass
range 0.5 < m3π < 2.5 GeV=c2 is subdivided into 100
equidistant m3π bins with a width of 20 MeV=c2. Within
each mass bin, the m3π dependence of the amplitudes is
assumed to be negligible, so that the transition amplitudes
only depend on t0.
We do not know a priori the t0 dependence of the
transition amplitudes. In previous analyses, it was often
assumed that the m3π and t0 dependences are uncorrelated
and the t0 dependence was modeled by real functions gεaðt0Þ.
These functions were extracted from the analyzed data
sample by integrating over wide m3π ranges, often only for
groups of waves. We have shown in Ref. [30] that for the
process under study this assumption is not valid. The t0
dependence of the intensity of individual waves depends on
m3π and may differ significantly from wave to wave. This
agrees with previous studies of diffractive dissociation of
pions (see e.g., Refs. [17,31,42,43]), which revealed con-
tributions of nonresonant background processes such as the
Deck effect [44]. The nonresonant processes typically
exhibit m3π and t0 dependences that are different from
those of resonances. In particular, the analyses presented in
Refs. [31,42] showed the importance of the kinematic
variable t0 in a partial-wave analysis of the diffractively
produced 3π system and illustrated the power of accounting
for the different t0 dependences of the reaction mechanisms
and also of the different resonances. Therefore, for each
m3π bin the partial-wave decomposition was performed
independently in 11 nonequidistant t0 slices of the analyzed
range 0.1 < t0 < 1.0 ðGeV=cÞ2 as listed in Table I. Within
each t0 bin, we assumed the transition amplitudes to be
independent of t0. In this work, we further develop this
approach to better disentangle resonant and nonresonant
components (see Secs. IV and VII).
In order to simplify notation, we consider the intensity in
Eq. (5) in a particular ðm3π; t0Þ bin. Within this kinematic
bin,m3π and t0 are considered to be constant, and hence I is
only a function of the set τ of phase-space variables.
In the resonance-model fit, special care has to be
taken about the normalization of the transition amplitudes.
A consistent normalization that makes the transition
amplitudes comparable across different experiments is
achieved by normalizing the decay amplitudes to the
integrals Iεaa, which are the diagonal elements of the
integral matrix
Iεabðm3πÞ≡
Z
dφ3ðτ;m3πÞΨ¯εaðτ;m3πÞΨ¯εb ðτ;m3πÞ; ð6Þ
where a and b are wave indices as defined in Eq. (4).
We define10
TABLE I. Borders of the 11 nonequidistant t0 bins, in which the partial-wave analysis is performed. The intervals are chosen such that
each bin contains approximately 4.6 × 106 events. Only the last range from 0.449 to 1.000 ðGeV=cÞ2 is subdivided further into two bins.
Bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
t0 [ðGeV=cÞ2] 0.100 0.113 0.127 0.144 0.164 0.189 0.220 0.262 0.326 0.449 0.724 1.000
8Equation (5) corresponds to Eq. (17) in Ref. [30]. The explicit
factor m3π that appears on the right-hand side of Eq. (3) is
absorbed into T¯ rεa ðm3π; t0Þ.9The decay amplitude Ψ¯flatðm3π; τÞ of the flat wave is a
constant and was set to unity.
10Since the decay amplitude Ψ¯flat of the flat wave was set to
unity, the corresponding normalized decay amplitude is given by
Ψflatðτ;m3πÞ≡ 1ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vφ3ðm3πÞ
p ð7Þ
with
Vφ3ðm3πÞ≡
Z
dφ3ðτ;m3πÞ: ð8Þ
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Ψεaðτ;m3πÞ≡ Ψ¯
ε
aðτ;m3πÞﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iεaaðm3πÞ
p : ð9Þ
The normalization of the transition amplitudes is deter-
mined by the expression for the number of events Npred
predicted for the ðm3π; t0Þ bin by the model in Eq. (5):
Npredðm3π; t0Þ ¼
Z
dφ3ðτ;m3πÞIðτ;m3π; t0Þ: ð10Þ
Based on Eq. (9), the transition amplitudes are redefined
according to11
T rεa ðm3π; t0Þ≡ T¯ rεa ðm3π; t0Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iεaaðm3πÞ
p
; ð12Þ
so that I remains unchanged. Using the fact that the decay
amplitudes Ψεa are normalized via Eqs. (7) and (9), Eq. (10)
reads
Npred ¼
X
ε¼1
XNεwaves
a
XNεr
r¼1
jT rεa j2
þ 2
XNεwaves
a<b
Re
XNεr
r¼1
T rεa T rεb
Iεabﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iεaa
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iεbb
p 	
þ T 2flat:
ð13Þ
We introduce the spin-density matrix for the ðm3π; t0Þ
bin,
ϱεabðm3π; t0Þ≡
XNεr
r¼1
T rεa ðm3π; t0ÞT rεb ðm3π; t0Þ; ð14Þ
which represents the full information that can be obtained
about the X− states. The parameter Nεr is the rank of the
spin-density matrix. With the above, Eq. (13) simplifies to
Npred ¼
X
ε¼1
8<
:X
Nεwaves
a
ϱεaa
z}|{Intensities
þ
XNεwaves
a<b
2Re

ϱεab
Iεabﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iεaa
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iεbb
p 	|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Overlaps
9=
;
þ T 2flat: ð15Þ
From this equation, we can derive an interpretation for the
spin-density matrix elements. The diagonal elements ϱεaa
are the partial-wave intensities, i.e., the expected number of
events in wave a.12 The off-diagonal elements ϱεab, which
contain information about the relative phase between waves
a and b, contribute to the so-called overlaps, which are the
number of events originating from the interference between
waves a and b.13 Limiting the summation in Eq. (15) to a
subset of partial waves yields the expected number of
events in these waves including all interferences. Such
sums will be denoted as coherent sums of partial waves in
the following text.
We used an extended maximum-likelihood approach
[45] to determine the unknown transition amplitudes T rεa
by fitting the model intensity IðτÞ of Eq. (5) to the
measured τ distribution, in narrow bins of m3π and t0.
The extended likelihood function for a ðm3π; t0Þ bin,14
L ¼ N¯
Ne−N¯
N!|ﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄ}
Poisson
probability
YN
i¼1
IðτiÞ
N¯|ﬄ{zﬄ}
Probability
for event i
; ð16Þ
contains a Poisson term for the actually observed number
of events Nðm3π; t0Þ and the number of events
N¯ðm3π; t0Þ ¼
Z
dφ3ðτ;m3πÞηðτ;m3π; t0ÞIðτ;m3π; t0Þ ð17Þ
that is expected to be observed by the detector. Via this
term, the detection efficiency ηðτ;m3π; t0Þ of the exper-
imental setup is taken into account by the PWA model. In
addition, Eq. (17) together with Eqs. (7) and (9) ensures the
correct normalization of the transition amplitudes accord-
ing to Eqs. (11) and (12). This also fixes the normalization
of the diagonal elements of the spin-density matrix in
Eq. (14) to the acceptance-corrected number of events in
the particular wave.
In principle, the partial-wave expansion in Eq. (5)
includes an infinite number of waves. In practice, the
expansion series has to be truncated. We thus have to define
a wave set describing the data sufficiently well, without too
many free parameters. We included ½ππS, ρð770Þ, f0ð980Þ,
f2ð1270Þ, f0ð1500Þ, and ρ3ð1690Þ as isobars in the fit
model, where ½ππS represents a parametrization of the
broad component of the ππ S-wave, which dominates the
mπ−πþ spectrum from low to intermediate two-pion masses
and exhibits a slow phase motion (see Fig. 10 in Ref. [30]).
This selection of isobars is based on features observed in
the π−πþ invariant mass spectrum (see Ref. [30]) and on
analyses of previous experiments [17,42,43,46–48]. Based
on the six isobars, we have constructed a set of 88 partial
waves, i.e., 80 waves with reflectivity ε ¼ þ1, seven waves
with ε ¼ −1, and a noninterfering flat wave representing
three uncorrelated pions (see Table IX in Appendix A of
Ref. [30] for a complete list). This wave set is the largest
11Similarly, the transition amplitude of the flat wave is
redefined based on Eq. (7):
T flatðm3π ; t0Þ≡ T¯ flatðm3π; t0Þ
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Vφ3ðm3πÞ
q
: ð11Þ
12For a real experiment, this corresponds to the acceptance-
corrected number of events.
13For constructive interference, this number is positive; for
destructive interference, it is negative.
14For better readability, we do not explicitly write the m3π and
t0 dependences.
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used so far in a PWA of the π−π−πþ final state. It includes
partial waves with spin J ≤ 6, orbital angular momentum
L ≤ 6, and spin projection M ¼ 0; 1, and 2. The wave set
consists mainly of positive-reflectivity waves, which is
expected due to Pomeron dominance at high energies.
As discussed in Ref. [30], it was found that the ranks
Nðε¼þ1Þr ¼ 1 and Nðε¼−1Þr ¼ 2 describe the data well. In the
reflectivity basis, partial waves are completely defined by
the wave index a, as given in Eq. (4), and the reflectivity ε.
For the remaining text, we adopt the partial-wave notation
JPCMε½isobarπL.
The total intensity of all partial waves is defined as the
total number of acceptance-corrected events as given by
Eq. (10). The relative intensity of a particular partial wave,
as e.g., listed in Table II in Sec. IV, is defined as the ratio of
its intensity integral over the analyzed range 0.5 < m3π <
2.5 GeV=c2 and the corresponding integral of the total
intensity. Owing to interference effects between the waves,
i.e., overlaps, this value is in general different from the
contribution of a wave to the total intensity.15 Hence in our
fit, the relative intensities of all 88 partial waves add up to
105.3% instead of 100%.
As shown in Ref. [30], the waves with negative reflec-
tivity corresponding to unnatural-parity exchange proc-
esses contribute only 2.2% to the total intensity and do not
interfere with the positive-reflectivity waves. This domi-
nance of natural-parity exchange processes is consistent
with the expected dominance of the Pomeron contribution
at COMPASS energies. In this paper, we only consider a
selection of positive-reflectivity partial waves.
IV. RESONANCE-MODEL FIT
The goal of the analysis described in this paper is
to extract 3π resonances contributing to the reaction
π− þ p → π−π−πþ þ precoil and to determine their quan-
tum numbers and parameters, i.e., masses and widths. The
starting point of the analysis is the spin-density matrix
ϱabðm3π; t0Þ as defined in Eq. (14). It has been extracted
from the data in the first step of the analysis by performing
a partial-wave decomposition independently in 100 bins
of m3π and 11 bins of t0 for each m3π bin using a model
with 88 waves (see Ref. [30] and Sec. III).
For the resonance extraction presented here, we select a
subset of waves that exhibit resonance signals in their
intensity spectra and in their phase motions. Some waves
contain well-known resonances that are used as an interfer-
ometer to study the resonance content of more interesting
waves, such as the spin-exotic 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP wave. All
selected waves have positive reflectivity. Since the spin-
density submatrix of the ε ¼ þ1 waves was chosen to have
rank 1, we will drop reflectivity and rank indices from
Eq. (14) and from all formulas that will follow below. We
therefore write
ϱabðm3π; t0Þ ¼ T aðm3π; t0ÞT bðm3π; t0Þ: ð18Þ
For the selected waves, the m3π and t0 dependences of the
corresponding elements of the spin-density submatrix in
Eq. (18) areparametrized in termsof the transitionamplitudes.
The fitmodelmust therefore reproduce not only themeasured
partial-wave intensities but also their mutual interferences.
Performing the analysis on the amplitude level greatly
improves the sensitivity for potential resonance signals.
We employ a parametrization similar to the ones used by
previous analyses (see e.g., Refs. [17,31,32,34,48,49]). In the
following, model quantities will be distinguished from the
corresponding measured quantities by a hat (“ˆ”).
We model the transition amplitudes T aðm3π; t0Þ as the
product of an amplitude Pðm3π; t0Þ, which accounts for the
overall strength of the production of a 3π system with mass
m3π at a given t0 (see Sec. IVA), and a term that coherently
sums over possible resonance propagators and nonresonant
background contributions of the 3π system with quantum
numbers defined by the wave index a [see Eq. (4)]. The
model Tˆ a for the measured transition amplitude T a for
wave a is
Tˆ aðm3π; t0Þ ¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iaaðm3πÞ
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m3π
p
Pðm3π; t0Þ
×
X
j∈Sa
Cjaðt0ÞDjðm3π; t0; ζjÞ: ð19Þ
Here, Iaa is the decay phase-space volume of wave a as
defined in Eq. (6). This factor enters, because the partial-
wave intensities jT aj2 are normalized via Eq. (12) to
represent the acceptance-corrected number of events in
wave a. The factor
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m3π
p
results from the splitting of the
four-body phase space of the final-state particles in Eq. (3).
The functions Djðm3π; t0; ζjÞ are the dynamical amplitudes
that represent the resonant or nonresonant wave compo-
nents, which are enumerated by the index j. The coherent
sum runs over the subset Sa of the indices of those wave
components that we assume to appear in wave a. The
dynamical amplitudes depend on the set ζj of shape
parameters, which are e.g., the masses and widths in the
case of resonance components. It should be stressed that if
the samewave componentDjðm3π; t0; ζjÞ appears in several
partial waves, which must have the same JPC quantum
numbers, it has the same values of the shape parameters ζj.
The coefficients Cjaðt0Þ in Eq. (19) are the so-called
coupling amplitudes. They collect the unknown parts of
the model, which are the t0 dependences of the production
strengths and phases of the X− and the complex-valued
couplings, αX→ξπ and αξ→ππ , which appear at the two
vertices in the isobar decay chain.
Based on Eq. (19), we can formulate the model for the
spin-density submatrix of the selected waves
15The relative intensities include effects from interference
due to Bose symmetrization of the two indistinguishable final-
state π−.
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ϱˆabðm3π; t0Þ ¼ Tˆaðm3π; t0ÞTˆ bðm3π; t0Þ
¼
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iaaðm3πÞ
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Ibbðm3πÞ
p
m3πjPðm3π; t0Þj2
X
j∈Sa
Cjaðt0ÞDjðm3π; t0; ζjÞ
	X
k∈Sb
Ckbðt0ÞDkðm3π; t0; ζkÞ
	
; ð20Þ
which describes them3π and t0 dependences of the measured
spin-density matrix elements ϱabðm3π; t0Þ. The free param-
eters to be determined by the resonance-model fit are the
coupling amplitudes Cjaðt0Þ and the shape parameters ζj.
In Eq. (20) we extended the commonly used ansatz for the
parametrization of the spin-density matrix to explicitly
include the t0 dependence. In particular, the coupling
amplitudes Cjaðt0Þ are allowed to take different values in
each t0 bin. This novel approach allows us to perform for the
first time a t0-resolved resonance-model fit. The t0 informa-
tion that was extracted in the mass-independent analysis
performed in the first analysis step (see Sec. III)
is exploited here to better separate the resonant and non-
resonant contributions by allowing them to have different t0
dependences. The resonance-model fit yields as additional
results the t0 dependence of the intensity and the production
phases of the wave components (see Secs. IV C and VII).
Assuming factorization of production and decay of
the intermediate 3π state X−, the resonant amplitudes
DRj ðm3π; ζRj Þ, which represent the on-shell propagators of
the produced 3π resonances, should be independent of t0.
This is in particular true for the corresponding shape
parameters ζRj of the resonant amplitudes, i.e., the masses
andwidths of the resonances. This constraint is built into the
model by using the same shape parameters across all t0 bins.
Only the strengths and coupling phases of the resonant
components, which are represented by the Cjaðt0Þ, can be
chosen freely by the fit for each individual t0 bin. We exploit
the factorization of production and decay further for the
case, where a resonance appears in several partial waves,
which have the same JPCMε quantum numbers. These
waves represent different decay modes of the same X− state
and differ only in the isobar ξ0 or the orbital angular
momentum L. The resonant amplitude is expected to follow
the same t0 dependence in these partial waves. This is built
into the model by fixing the t0 dependence Cjbðt0Þ of a
resonance j that appears in wave b to the t0 dependence
Cjaðt0Þ that this resonance has in wave a via
Cjbðt0Þ ¼ bBjaCjaðt0Þ: ð21Þ
This replaces the set of independent coupling amplitudes
Cjbðt0Þ for wave b by a single t0-independent complex-valued
branching amplitude bB
j
a as a free fit parameter. This
quantity represents the relative strength and phase of the
two decaymodes of resonance j. The constraint expressed by
Eq. (21) significantly reduces the number of free parameters
and was also found to stabilize the fit (see Secs. V and VI).
In general, the above assumptions do not hold for the
nonresonant amplitudes DNRj ðm3π; t0; ζNRj Þ. The shape of
theirm3π distribution may vary with t0 and may also depend
on the X− quantum numbers and decay mode. Therefore,
for each wave in the fit, a separate nonresonant component
is added to the model. Although the nonresonant ampli-
tudes may have an explicit t0 dependence, the shape
parameters ζNRj are kept the same across all t
0 bins.
A. Fit model
Ideally, the resonance model would describe the m3π
dependence of the full 88 × 88 spin-density matrix
obtained from the PWA fit in the first analysis step.
However, in practice such a fit would require very large
computing resources owing to the large number of free
parameters. In addition, some partial waves, which mostly
have small relative intensities, are affected by imperfections
in the PWAmodel. These imperfections may cause artifacts
at the stage of the mass-independent analysis that the
physical model is not able to describe. Thus the reso-
nance-model fit is commonly performed using only a
selected submatrix of the spin-density matrix. For the
present analysis, we selected a subset of 14 waves that
are listed in Table II out of the 88 waves used in the partial-
wave decomposition (see Table IX in Appendix A of
Ref. [30]). Compared to previous analyses of the 3π final
state this constitutes the so far largest wave set included in a
resonance-model fit. The sum of the relative intensities
(see definition in Sec. III) of the 14 waves is 56.8%, whereas
the coherent sum of these waves amounts to 57.9%.
The intensity distributions of the waves are discussed in
detail in Ref. [30] with the exception of the spin-exotic
1−þ1þρð770ÞπP wave. The waves contain signals of the
well-known resonances a1ð1260Þ, a2ð1320Þ, π2ð1670Þ,
πð1800Þ, π2ð1880Þ, and a4ð2040Þ, which appear as peaks
in the intensity distributions of the partial waves with the
corresponding quantum numbers. In addition, the set of
selected waves includes a clear signal of the novel reso-
nancelike a1ð1420Þ, which was first reported in Ref. [19],
and potential signals of the less well-known or disputed
states π1ð1600Þ, a1ð1640Þ, and a2ð1700Þ. In the develop-
ment of the analysis model it was found that a third JPC ¼
2−þ resonance, theπ2ð2005Þ, is required to describe the data.
1. Parametrization of the dynamical
amplitudes for resonances
The selected 14 waves are described using the resonance
model of Eq. (20) with six aJ-like and five πJ-like
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resonances. The resonances are parametrized using rela-
tivistic Breit-Wigner amplitudes [50],
DRj ðm3π;mj;Γj|ﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄ}
≡ζRj
Þ ¼ mjΓj
m2j −m23π − imjΓj;totðm3πÞ
; ð22Þ
with the mass-dependent total width Γj;totðm3πÞ. The shape
parameters to be determined by the fit are mass mj and
width Γj of the resonance j. For most resonances, the decay
modes and relative branching fractions are not or only
poorly known. In these cases, we approximate the mass-
dependent width by a constant:
Γj;totðm3πÞ ≈ Γj: ð23Þ
Only for a1ð1260Þ and a2ð1320Þ are different para-
metrizations used. Due to the large width of the a1ð1260Þ,
we use the Bowler parametrization [Eq. (9) in Ref. [51]] to
account for the variation of the decay phase space across
the resonance width:
Γa1ð1260Þ;totðm3πÞ ¼ Γa1ð1260Þ
Iaaðm3πÞ
Iaaðma1ð1260ÞÞ
ma1ð1260Þ
m3π
ð24Þ
with a ¼ 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS. Here, Iaa is the decay phase-
space volume of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave calculated
according to Eq. (6), which takes into account the finite
width of the ρð770Þ, the angular-momentum barrier factor
in the ρð770Þ decay, and the Bose symmetrization of the
decay amplitude.
For the a2ð1320Þ, we approximate the total width by
assuming that it is saturated by the two dominant decay
modes, ρð770Þπ and ηπ, both in a D wave [52,53],16
Γa2ð1320Þ;totðm3πÞ ¼ Γa2ð1320Þ
ma2ð1320Þ
m3π

ð1 − xÞ qρπðm3πÞ
qρπðma2ð1320ÞÞ
F22ðqρπðm3πÞÞ
F22ðqρπðma2ð1320ÞÞÞ
þ x qηπðm3πÞ
qηπðma2ð1320ÞÞ
F22ðqηπðm3πÞÞ
F22ðqηπðma2ð1320ÞÞÞ
	
:
ð25Þ
16We neglect the additional mass dependence of the a2ð1320Þ width that would be induced by the ωππ and KK¯ decay modes, which
have branching fractions of 10.6 3.2% and 4.9 0.8%, respectively [10].
TABLE II. Fit model with 11 resonances to describe the elements of the spin-density matrix of the selected 14 partial waves from six
JPC sectors using Eq. (20). The relative intensities listed in the second column are evaluated as a sum over the 11 t0 bins and are
normalized to the total number of acceptance-corrected events [30]. The relative intensities do not include interference effects between
the waves. The third column lists the resonances used to describe the waves. For most resonances, the total width is approximated by a
constant [see Eq. (23)]. For the other resonances, the width parametrization is given in square brackets. The fourth column lists the
parametrizations used for the nonresonant components, the last column the fit ranges (see Sec. IV B for details).
Partial wave Relative intensity Resonances Nonresonant component Eq. m3π fit range [GeV=c2]
0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS 2.4% πð1800Þ (29) 1.20 to 2.30
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS 32.7% a1ð1260Þ [Eq. (24)], a1ð1640Þ (27) 0.90 to 2.30
1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP 0.3% a1ð1420Þ (29) 1.30 to 1.60
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP 0.4% a1ð1260Þ [Eq. (24)], a1ð1640Þ (29) 1.40 to 2.10
1−þ1þρð770ÞπP 0.8% π1ð1600Þ (27) 0.90 to 2.00
2þþ1þρð770ÞπD 7.7%
0.3%
0.5%
)
a2ð1320Þ [Eq. (25)], a2ð1700Þ
(27) 0.90 to 2.00
2þþ2þρð770ÞπD (29) 1.00 to 2.00
2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP (29) 1.00 to 2.00
2−þ0þρð770ÞπF 2.2%
6.7%
0.9%
0.9%
9>=
>; π2ð1670Þ, π2ð1880Þ, π2ð2005Þ
(27) 1.20 to 2.10
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS (27) 1.40 to 2.30
2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS (29) 1.40 to 2.30
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD (29) 1.60 to 2.30
4þþ1þρð770ÞπG 0.8%
0.2%
o
a4ð2040Þ
(29) 1.25 to 2.30
4þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπF (29) 1.40 to 2.30
Intensity sum 56.8%
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In Eq. (25), we neglect the width of the ρð770Þ and
use the quasi-two-body approximation, where qξπ is the
two-body breakup momentum in the decay X− → ξ0π−. It
is given by
q2ξπðm3πÞ¼
½m23π − ðmπþmξÞ2½m23π − ðmπ −mξÞ2
4m23π
ð26Þ
with mξ being the mass of the isobar ξ0.
17 The FlðqξπÞ
terms in Eq. (25) are the Blatt-Weisskopf angular-
momentum barrier factors [54], which take into account
the centrifugal-barrier effect caused by the orbital angular
momentum l ¼ 2 between the bachelor π− and the ρð770Þ
or the η. We use the parametrization of von Hippel and
Quigg [55] as given in Sec. IVA of Ref. [30] with a range
parameter of qR ¼ 200 MeV=c.18 We approximate the
relative branching fraction between both a2ð1320Þ decay
modes by setting x ¼ 0.2.19
2. Parametrization of the dynamical amplitudes
for nonresonant components
For each of the 14 selected partial waves, a separate
nonresonant component is included in the fit model. We
adopt a phenomenological parametrization for the non-
resonant amplitude in the form of a Gaussian in the two-
body breakup momentum q of the decay that was inspired
by Ref. [56]. We extend this parametrization to have a more
flexible threshold behavior and to include an explicit
empirical t0 dependence:
DNRj ðm3π; t0; b; c0; c1; c2
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{≡ζNRj
Þ
¼

m3π −mthr
mnorm
	
b
e−ðc0þc1t
0þc2t02Þq˜2ξπðm3πÞ: ð27Þ
Here, b and the ci are the free shape parameters for the
nonresonant component j.20 The parametersmnorm andmthr
are the same for all nonresonant components and are
empirically fixed to 1 GeV=c2 and 0.5 GeV=c2, respec-
tively. The quasi-two-body breakup momentum for the
decay X− → ξ0π− is represented by q˜ξπðm3πÞ. However,
we cannot use Eq. (26) to calculate this quantity because
qξπðm3πÞ becomes imaginary for m3π < mπ þmξ. We
therefore construct an approximation, q˜ξπðm3πÞ, to the
two-body breakup momentum, which is valid also below
the quasi-two-body threshold and takes into account the
finite width of the isobar ξ0,21
q˜ξπðm3πÞ≡ qξπðmnormÞ Iaaðm3πÞIaaðmnormÞ
m3π
mnorm
: ð28Þ
Here, q˜ξπ is normalized such that it is equal to the value
of qξπ at mnorm ¼ 2.4 GeV=c2.22 The decay phase-space
volume Iaa of wave a is calculated according to Eq. (6).
For partial waves with small relative intensities ≤ 2.4%,
we simplify the parametrization in Eq. (27) to
DNRj ðm3π; b ¼ 0; c0; c1 ¼ 0; c2 ¼ 0Þ ¼ e−c0q˜
2
ξπðm3πÞ: ð29Þ
This reduces the number of free parameters and increases
the fit stability. The only exception is the spin-exotic
1−þ1þρð770ÞπPwave because of its dominant nonresonant
contribution.
3. Parametrization of the production probability
At high energies, hadronic scattering reactions are
dominated by t-channel Pomeron (P) exchange. In earlier
measurements of inclusive diffractive reactions of the type
pþ p → Xþ þ p at the CERN ISR [57], the differential
cross section d2σ=dm2Xdt was observed to fall approxi-
mately as s=m2X, with
ﬃﬃ
s
p
being the center-of-mass energy
of the reaction and mX the invariant mass of the produced
system Xþ. This behavior is described by Regge theory
[58,59],
d2σ
dm2Xdt
¼ gPppðtÞσtotPpðm2X; tÞ

s
m2X
	
2αPðtÞ−1
; ð30Þ
where gPpp is the t-dependent proton-proton-Pomeron
coupling and σtotPpðm2X; tÞ is the total Pomeron-proton cross
section. The Regge trajectory of the Pomeron is
αPðtÞ ¼ α0 þ α0t, which yields the d2σ=dm2Xdt ∝ s=m2X
behavior for α0 ¼ 1 and α0 ¼ 0.
In Ref. [60], a phenomenological Regge framework was
developed to describe exclusive central-production reac-
tions of the type pþ p → pþ X0 þ p in terms of double-
Pomeron exchange. In these calculations, the cross section
is proportional to the so-called “Pomeron flux” factor
17For the a2ð1320Þ, the lower bound of the fitted m3π range
was chosen such that q2ρπ > 0.
18This corresponds to an assumed strong-interaction range of
1 fm.
19The masses of π, η, and ρð770Þ in Eq. (26) are set to
mπ ¼ 139MeV=c2, mη¼547MeV=c2, and mρ ¼ 770MeV=c2.
20In order to simplify notation, we omit the subscript j for
these parameters.
21We start from the ansatz that the two-body phase-space
volume φ2 ∝ qξπ=m3π approximates the three-body phase-space
volume Iaa well at large values of m3π because the effects from
the finite width of the ξ0 and from the barrier factors become
negligible. For lower values of m3π , these effects are taken into
account by defining an “effective” two-body breakup momentum
via Iaa ∝ q˜ξπ=m3π .
22The value of mnorm was somewhat arbitrarily chosen to lie
above the maximum of the fit range of 2.3 GeV=c2 (see Table II)
and low enough so that the decay phase-space volume IaaðmnormÞ
can be calculated reliably.
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FPpðxP; tÞ ∝
e−bPjtj
x2αPðtÞ−1P
ð31Þ
using the approximate relation m2X=s ≈ xP with xP being
the longitudinal proton-momentum fraction carried by
the Pomeron in the center-of-mass frame of the reaction.
The slope parameter of the Pomeron exchange is bP.
Equation (31) can be interpreted as the probability for
Pomeron emission by the proton, which in the limit of
α0 ¼ 1 and α0 ¼ 0 is proportional to 1=xP and therefore
similar to the probability of photon emission in the case of
bremsstrahlung. Assuming that Eq. (31) is universal, it can
be used to model various diffractive processes in terms of
single-Pomeron exchange [61].We follow this approach and
have chosen the 3π production probability in Eq. (20) to be
proportional to the probability of Pomeron emission by the
target proton:
jPðm3π; t0Þj2 ≡ 1
x2αPðt
0Þ−1
P
¼

s
m23π
	
2αPðt0Þ−1
: ð32Þ
Here, m3π takes the role of mX and we have made the
approximation t0 ≈ −t thereby neglecting jtjmin, so that
αPðt0Þ ¼ α0 − α0t0. The normalization and the explicitly
t0-dependent factor e−bPt0 in Eq. (31) are both absorbed into
the coupling amplitudes Cjaðt0Þ in Eq. (20).We use a value of
α0 ¼ 1.2, based on an analysis of data from the H1 experi-
ment at HERA [62], while for the shrinkage parameter we
use a value of α0 ¼ 0.26 ðGeV=cÞ−2, which was obtained
from a simultaneous fit to CDF (Fermilab) and ISR (CERN)
data [63].23 Figure 3 shows the deviation of Eq. (32) from the
s=m23π dependence in the analyzed kinematic range.
4. Discussion of the fit model
Our analysis focuses on 3π resonances with masses up
to about 2 GeV=c2. The goal was to parametrize the data
with a minimum number of resonances while at the same
time covering an m3π range as large as possible. The
employed m3π fit ranges are listed in Table II. For most
waves, the lower bound of the fit range is determined
either by thresholds applied in the PWA (see Table IX in
Appendix A of Ref. [30]) or by the phase-space opening.
For some waves, the reduced phase-space volume at low
m3π causes ambiguities in the solutions of the mass-
independent analysis leading to unphysical structures.
Such regions are excluded.24 Seven of the 14 waves
are described by the model up to masses of 2.3 GeV=c2.
For the other waves, the model departs from the data
already at lower masses. This could be due to higher-
lying excited states above 2 GeV=c2 or due to increased
nonresonant contributions. Motivations for the particular
choice of the fit ranges will be discussed in more detail
in Sec. VI.
We summarize in Table II the 14-wave fit model. In
total, the model has 722 free real-valued parameters, to
be determined by the fit: 22 resonance shape parameters,
29 shape parameters for the nonresonant components,
22 real-valued parameters for the branching amplitudes
bB
j
a [see Eq. (21)], and 649 real-valued parameters for
the coupling amplitudes. The coupling amplitudes for the
a1ð1260Þ in the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave are chosen to
be real.
In the partial-wave decomposition (see Sec. III), res-
olution effects of the spectrometer in m3π and t0 are not
corrected, because the analysis is performed independ-
ently in ðm3π; t0Þ bins. Since the estimated resolution
effects are small,25 they are neglected in the resonance-
model fit.
Although the fit model describes the data rather well
(see Sec. VI), it has a number of potential caveats and
limitations that are mainly rooted in its simplicity [64].
Breit-Wigner amplitudes are in general good approxima-
tions only for single narrow resonances. When using a
constant-width parametrization [Eq. (23)], the resonance in
addition has to be far above thresholds. The description of a
set of resonances with the same quantum numbers as a sum
of Breit-Wigner amplitudes may violate unitarity and is a
good approximation only for well-separated resonances
with little overlap. In particular for the JPC ¼ 2−þ
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FIG. 3. Deviation of the m3π dependence of the 3π production
probability jPðm3π ; t0Þj2, as given by Eq. (32), from the s=m23π
dependence for various t0 values. The curves are normalized to 1
at m3π ¼ 0.5 ðGeV=cÞ2.
23The result for α0 in Ref. [62] is based on the α0 value from
Ref. [63]. The results of our resonance-model fit are not sensitive
to the particular choice of the values for α0 and α0.
24By limiting the fit ranges, 4.2% of the summed intensities of
all 14 waves are excluded from the fit.
25The 3π mass resolution varies between 5.4 MeV=c2 at small
m3π (in the range from 0.5 to 1.0 GeV=c2) and 15.5 MeV=c2 at
largem3π (in the range from 2.0 to 2.5 GeV=c2). The t0 resolution
as obtained from the reconstructed 3π final state ranges between
7 × 103 and 20 × 10−3 ðGeV=cÞ2 depending on the m3π and t0
region. See Ref. [30] for details.
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resonances, this condition is notwell fulfilled.Also coupled-
channel effects are not taken into account. All the above
effects render the extracted Breit-Wigner parameters model
and process dependent. An additional process and model
dependence is introduced by the decomposition of the
partial-wave amplitudes into resonant and nonresonant
components, which is not unique. However, our results
can be compared directly to previous analyses of diffractive
three-pion production (see e.g., Refs. [17,31,47,48]). The
model assumption that the phase of the nonresonant ampli-
tudes does not depend on m3π may not be well justified
for cases where these amplitudes exhibit pronounced
peaks in their intensity distribution. One may also remark
that singularities in the scattering matrix that are not
related to resonancesmightmimicBreit-Wigner resonances.
A possible example is the a1ð1420Þ [19], which could
be the singularity of a triangle diagram [23,26] (see also
Sec. VI E).
Some of the potential issues mentioned above are
expected to be mitigated by the fact that in our model
most of the resonances are fitted in at least two decay
modes. In addition, we combine in the fit the information
of 11 t0 bins while forcing the resonances to appear with
the same parameters in each t0 bin. By performing such
a t0-resolved analysis, resonance parameters are constrained
by the various production processes that may contribute
with different strengths and phases to the reaction under
study depending on the t0 region.
Instead of Breit-Wigner parameters, one could attempt to
extract the poles on the second Riemann sheet of the
scattering amplitude, which correspond to resonances. The
location of a resonance pole in the complex energy plane
and its residue represent the universal resonance properties.
However, the construction of coupled-channel models for
the reaction π− þ p → π−π−πþ þ precoil that are consistent
with the fundamental principles of unitarity and analyticity
is a formidable task. In the past, quasi-two-body K-matrix
approaches were applied to analyze 3π resonances in
diffractive production (see e.g., Refs. [31,46]). The extrac-
tion of resonance pole positions using an analytical
model based on the principles of the relativistic S-matrix
is currently under development [65,66]. A first successful
application of this model to the ηπ D-wave extracted from
COMPASS data yielded pole positions for the a2ð1320Þ
and a2ð1700Þ [67]. In Sec. VI C 2, we compare those
results to the ones from our analysis.
B. Fit method
The free parameters of the model in Eq. (20), i.e., the set
of coupling amplitudes Cjaðt0Þ and the set of shape param-
eters ζj of the wave components, are extracted by a fit to the
spin-density matrix ϱabðm3π; t0Þ that was extracted in the
mass-independent analysis (see Sec. III). In the resonance-
model fit, the information of the Hermitian spin-density
matrix is represented by a real-valued matrix Λabðm3π; t0Þ
of the same dimension. The elements of this matrix are
defined by the upper triangular part of ϱab:
Λabðm3π; t0Þ ¼
8><
>:
Re½ϱabðm3π; t0Þ for a<b;
Im½ϱbaðm3π; t0Þ for a>b;
ϱaaðm3π; t0Þ ¼ jT aðm3π; t0Þj2 for a¼ b:
ð33Þ
Hence the diagonal elements of Λabðm3π; t0Þ are the partial-
wave intensities, the upper off-diagonal elements are the
real parts of the interference terms, and the lower off-
diagonal elements are the corresponding imaginary parts.
The deviation of the resonance model Λˆab from the
matrix Λab, which is extracted from data, is measured by
summing up the squared Pearson’s residuals [68] of all
matrix elements for all m3π and t0 bins [47]:
χ2 ¼
XNwaves
a;b
Xt0 bins Xðm3π binsÞab Λabðm3π; t0Þ − Λˆabðm3π; t0Þ
σabðm3π; t0Þ
	2
:
ð34Þ
Here, Nwaves is the number of partial waves included in the
fit model and σabðm3π; t0Þ is the statistical uncertainty of
Λabðm3π; t0Þ as determined by the mass-independent analy-
sis. The sum in Eq. (34) runs over all 11 t0 bins and those
m3π bins that lie within the fit ranges. The fit ranges for the
intensity terms Λaa are listed in Table II. The fit ranges for
the off-diagonal interference terms Λab are defined by the
intersections of the fit ranges for the intensities of waves a
and b. The values of the model parameters are determined
by minimizing the χ2 function using the MIGRAD algorithm
of the MINUIT program [69].
Although we use the notation χ2 in Eq. (34) for the
quantity that is minimized in the resonance-model fit, it is
important to note that the minimum of Eq. (34) does not
follow a χ2 distribution. Therefore, the expectation value
of χ2 is neither the number of degrees of freedom (n.d.f.)
nor is its deviation from the n.d.f. an absolute measure for
the goodness of the fit. The reason for this is that Eq. (34)
does not take into account correlations among the spin-
density matrix elements. Although the spin-density matrix
elements from different m3π or t0 bins are independent
from each other, within an ðm3π; t0Þ bin, two kinds of
correlations appear: (i) statistical correlations of the spin-
density matrix elements and (ii) mathematical depend-
ences caused by using a rank-1 spin-density matrix for the
positive-reflectivity waves in the partial-wave decompo-
sition (see Sec. III). The result of the mass-independent
analysis in principle includes the covariance matrix of the
extracted transition amplitudes T a. However, the propa-
gation of this information to the covariance matrix for Λab
is not well-defined because the spin-density matrix has
more free real-valued parameters than the set of transition
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amplitudes.26 The rank-1 condition leads to analytical
relations among the spin-density matrix elements for
waves a, b, c, and d of the form
ϱabϱcd ¼ ϱadϱcb: ð35Þ
We have performed studies using alternative formula-
tions of χ2 that take into account the statistical correlations
and Eq. (35) (see Appendix C). For most parameters, the
obtained results are similar to those obtained with Eq. (34)
and the systematic effects are smaller than those from the
other systematic studies (see Sec. V). Exceptions are
discussed in Sec. VI and Appendix D. Given the limitations
of our model in describing details of the data, the χ2
formulation in Eq. (34) has practical advantages. The
information from the 14 waves enters symmetrically;
i.e., Eq. (34) does not require one to choose a reference
wave as it is the case in the alternative χ2 formulations.
In addition, compared to the alternative χ2 formulations,
Eq. (34) effectively assigns more weight to the interference
terms, which contain the phase information. This tends to
improve the fit stability as imperfections in the description
of the intensity distributions of some waves have less
influence. A possible issue of neglecting the correlations of
the spin-density matrix elements in Eq. (34) is that it may
lead to biased estimates for the statistical uncertainties of
the fit parameters. However, in our analysis this effect can
be safely ignored because, due to the large data set, all
uncertainties on physical parameters are dominated by
systematic effects outweighing the statistical ones. For
the above reasons, we use the χ2 definition of Eq. (34) to
determine the physical parameters.
The extraction of the resonance parameters using the
fit model described in Sec. IVA is based on highly
precise physical information obtained from the mass-
independent analysis. The 722 free parameters of the
model are constrained by the matrix Λabðm3π; t0Þ,
which has 14 × 14 elements for each of the 100 m3π
and 11 t0 bins. Taking into account the chosen m3π fit
ranges (see Table II), this yields a total number of 76 505
data points that enter into the fit.
The fit model described in Sec. IVA is highly nonlinear
in the shape parameters ζj of the wave components. Some
of the model parameters are also strongly correlated. In
addition, the employed parametrizations are only approx-
imations or in the case of the nonresonant components
purely empirical. Hence they often do not describe all
details of our high-precision data. The resulting deviations
between model and data lead to a multimodal behavior of
the minimized χ2 function. Therefore, the fit result may
depend on the start values for the fit parameters. To avoid
the fit being trapped in local χ2 minima, we perform
numerous fit attempts using different sets of start values for
the shape parameters, which are randomly picked from
uniform distributions. For the resonance parameters, con-
servatively wide ranges are chosen for these distributions
based on previous measurements [10]. The ranges are
shown as dotted rectangles in Fig. 4. For the shape
parameters of the nonresonant components, we use wide
uniform distributions to pick the start values as there is no
prior knowledge. Details are discussed in Ref. [70]. The
central values for the fit parameters are estimated by
performing fits with 250 different sets of start values,
which are shown as dots in Fig. 4. For the systematic
studies discussed in Sec. V, we typically use 50 random sets
of start values.
With the randomly chosen start values for the fit
parameters, it is in general not possible to fit all 722 free
parameters at once. Therefore, a multistaged approach is
used, where first only a subset of the parameters is left free,
while the others are kept fixed. The parameter values found
in this first stage are then used as start values for the next fit
stages, in which in addition some of the previously fixed
parameters are freed. In the last fit stage, all 722 model
parameters are left free. Since also the order, in which the
parameters are released during the fit, may influence the fit
result, we perform for each set of start values four different
schemes of releasing the fit parameters (see Ref. [70] for
details). Using this procedure, the central values of the
model parameters are estimated based on a total of 1000 fit
attempts performed using the 250 independent randomly
chosen sets of start values.
Figure 5(a) shows the frequency distribution of the χ2
values from the 1000 fit attempts in narrow bins of 0.1 units
of χ2. We assume that fits falling into the same χ2 bin
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FIG. 4. The dotted boxes indicate the ranges of the uniform
distributions that were used to randomly generate start values for
the mass and width parameters of the resonances included in the
fit model. Different colors encode different resonances.
26In each ðm3π; t0Þ bin, the resonance-model fit minimizes the
distance to N2waves data points, which are the elements of
Λabðm3π; t0Þ. However, the transition amplitudes extracted in
the mass-independent analysis with rank-1 spin-density matrix
represent only ð2Nwaves − 1Þ data points.
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correspond to identical solutions. In order to remove
unphysical solutions from this set of solutions, we apply
a series of selection criteria. Most of these criteria aim at
rejecting solutions, where components of the resonance
model are misused to compensate for imperfections in the
model. The fit ranges listed in Table II were chosen such
that they cover the peak regions of the resonances included
in our model. Therefore, solutions are rejected if the mass
value of any of the resonance components lies outside of
the respective fit ranges27 (see Table II). Solutions are also
rejected if any of the resonance width values lie at the
border of the allowed parameter range from 40 to
1000 MeV=c2. Furthermore, solutions are rejected if a
component that represents an excited resonance is misused
by the fit to describe a lower-lying state and vice versa.
Such solutions are clearly unphysical. For example, in
some unphysical solutions the a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ
components become wide and have nearly identical masses
to better describe the dominant peak in the intensity
distribution of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave. The above
condition removes in particular all 17 solutions, which
have a lower χ2 than the selected physical solution [the
latter one is shown in red in Fig. 5(a)]. In the last step, we
remove solutions that are found only once.28 More details
can be found in Refs. [70,71].
The fit method described above is computationally
expensive, but it avoids constraining the range of parameter
values in the fit, while at the same time it allows us to use
wide ranges for the random choice of the start values.
For 252 out of the total of 1000 fit attempts, the χ2
minimization procedure converged and the resulting sol-
ution passed the selection criteria. The χ2 distribution of
those solutions is shown in Fig. 5(b). The solution with the
lowest χ2 of 289 834 is shown in red and is found 190
times. In addition, Fig. 5(b) shows four physical solutions
with slightly larger χ2 values. For all four solutions, the
parameter values lie within the estimated systematic
uncertainties (see Sec. V). The solution with the lowest
χ2, which is also the most frequently found solution, is
called main solution in the remaining text. It is interesting
to disentangle the contributions from the intensities and
interference terms to the χ2 in Eq. (34). This is visualized
for the main solution in Fig. 6 in the form of a matrix,
which shows the χ2 contributions (summed over the m3π
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FIG. 5. (a) Distribution of the χ2 values of the 832 fits that
converged out of the 1000 fit attempts. The selected physical
solution (see text) is shown in red. Additional solutions that are
considered physical are shown in blue and unphysical solutions in
green. (b) Corresponding distribution after removing all unphys-
ical solutions. Note the narrower χ2 range.
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FIG. 6. Contributions from the intensities and interference
terms to the χ2 in Eq. (34) summed over the m3π and t0 bins.
The two cells for the interference term of the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP
and 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD waves are empty because the fit ranges
for these two waves do not overlap (see Table II).
27An exception is made for the a1ð1260Þ component in the
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave.
28With this step, we remove in particular solutions, where the
fitting algorithm was trapped in shallow local minima. It is worth
stressing that all solutions removed by this criterion have a larger
χ2 than the selected physical solution.
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and t0 bins) from the elements of the matrix Λabðm3π; t0Þ
defined in Eq. (33). The diagonal elements in Fig. 6 show
the χ2 contributions from the intensity distributions of each
partial wave, the off-diagonal elements the χ2 contributions
from the real (upper triangle) and imaginary parts (lower
triangle) of the interference terms between the waves. The
intensity distribution of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave gives by
far the largest contribution to the χ2. Also the χ2 contri-
butions of some of its interference terms are large. The
reason for this is that the model is not able to describe all
details of this partial-wave amplitude within the extremely
small statistical uncertainties, which are a consequence of
the large relative intensity of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave of
32.7% and the large data set. Due to the dominant
contribution of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS amplitude to the χ2,
the parameters of resonances in other waves are sensitive
to the parametrizations used for the 1þþ waves (see Sec. V
and Appendix D).
C. Extraction of t0 spectra of wave components
Performing the partial-wave analysis in bins of t0 not
only helps to better disentangle resonant and nonresonant
contributions via their different t0 dependences but also
allows us to determine the t0 dependence of each wave
component in the resonance model. Since the analysis is
performed on the amplitude level, we can extract the t0
dependence of the intensity, i.e., the t0 spectrum, of each
wave component and the t0 dependence of the relative
phases of the coupling amplitudes Cjaðt0Þ of the compo-
nents. The latter is discussed in more detail in Sec. VII.
Starting from Eq. (19), we can write the model Tˆa for the
transition amplitude of wave a as
Tˆ aðm3π; t0Þ ¼
X
j∈Sa
Tˆ jaðm3π; t0Þ: ð36Þ
Here, Tˆ ja is the transition amplitude for component j in this
wave and given by
Tˆ jaðm3π; t0Þ≡
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Iaaðm3πÞ
p ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
m3π
p
Pðm3π; t0Þ
× Cjaðt0ÞDjðm3π; t0; ζjÞ: ð37Þ
With the above, the partial-wave intensity reads
jTˆ aðm3π; t0Þj2 ¼
X
j∈Sa
Iaaðm3πÞm3πjPðm3π; t0Þj2jCjaðt0Þj2jDjðm3π; t0; ζjÞj2
zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{Intensity of wave component j
þ
X
j<k∈Sa
Iaaðm3πÞm3πjPðm3π; t0Þj22Re
h
Cjaðt0ÞDjðm3π; t0; ζjÞCka ðt0ÞDkðm3π; t0; ζkÞ
i
|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Overlap of wave components j and k
: ð38Þ
Due to the chosen normalization of the transition ampli-
tudes via Eq. (12), the partial-wave intensity in Eq. (38)
corresponds to the expected number of events in wave a.
Using the same reasoning as for Eq. (15), we interpret
the terms
jTˆ jaðm3π; t0Þj2 ¼ Iaaðm3πÞm3πjPðm3π; t0Þj2
× jCjaðt0Þj2jDjðm3π; t0; ζjÞj2
≡ dN
j
a
dm3πdt0
ð39Þ
as the expected number of events Nja in component j in
wave a in the ðm3π; t0Þ bin. Integrating Eq. (39) over m3π
gives the t0-dependent yield, i.e., the t0 spectrum I jaðt0Þ≡
dNja=dt0 of wave component j in wave a. To account for the
nonequidistant t0 binning, we normalize in each t0 bin the
intensity to the respective bin width Δt0:
I jaðt0Þ ¼ 1Δt0 jC
j
aðt0Þj2
Z
mmax
mmin
dm3πIaaðm3πÞm3π
× jPðm3π; t0Þj2jDjðm3π; t0; ζjÞj2: ð40Þ
The model for the nonresonant amplitudes is valid only
within the applied fit ranges in m3π . Therefore, we use the
fit ranges from Table II as the m3π integration range in
Eq. (40) for all wave components.
As an example, we show in Fig. 7(a) the t0 spectrum of
the π2ð1880Þ component in the 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF wave. In
each t0 bin, the black horizontal line indicates the central
value of the intensity I jaðt0Þ of the wave component as
determined by Eq. (40). The horizontal extent of the line
indicates the width of the t0 bin. The statistical uncertainty
is represented by the height of the gray box around the
central value. It is calculated from the statistical uncertain-
ties of the resonance-model parameters using Monte Carlo
error propagation. For many wave components, the stat-
istical uncertainties are very small and barely visible in the
diagrams.
The intensities of most wave components fall approx-
imately exponentially with increasing t0. This is consistent
with Regge theory, which at high energies describes the
scattering process as Pomeron exchange between the beam
pion and target proton. For waves with spin projection
M ≠ 0, the exponential behavior is modified by an
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additional ðt0ÞjMj factor, which is given by the forward limit
of the WignerD-functions [72] and suppresses the intensity
at small t0 [see for example Fig. 7(b)]. We therefore
parametrize the t0 spectra by the model
Iˆ jaðt0Þ ¼
dNˆja
dt0
¼ Aja · ðt0ÞjMj · e−bjat0 ð41Þ
with the real-valued amplitude parameter Aja and the slope
parameter bja for component j in wave a as free parameters.
The red curves in Fig. 7 show the result of a χ2 fit of
Eq. (41) to the data. In the formulation of the χ2, the model
function is integrated over each t0 bin (red horizontal lines)
and compared to the data (black horizontal lines). For most
wave components, the simple model in Eq. (41) holds only
approximately and in a limited t0 range. Therefore, we
exclude the two extremal t0 bins and fit the data in the
reduced range 0.113 < t0 < 0.724 ðGeV=cÞ2. For some
wave components, narrower fit ranges are used (see
Table VI in Sec. VI). The t0 bins excluded from the fit
and the extrapolations of the model curve are shown in
lighter colors.
Special cases are resonance components, for which the
coupling amplitudes in different waves are constrained via
Eq. (21). This constrains the t0 dependence of the coupling
amplitudes Cjaðt0Þ in the different waves to be the same up to
complex-valued proportionality constants, i.e., the branch-
ing amplitudes bB
j
a. Although the dynamic amplitude Dj
for a resonance component is independent of t0, the t0
spectra of the resonance component in the different waves
can be slightly different even in this case. This is caused by
the Iaaðm3πÞjPðm3π; t0Þj2 term in the integrand in Eq. (40)
as the function Iaaðm3πÞ is different for different waves.
In addition, the statistical uncertainties of the extracted
intensities I jaðt0Þ are different in the different waves.
Therefore, the slope parameters of resonances in different
waves, which are extracted using Eq. (41), may be slightly
different even though the coupling amplitudes are related
by Eq. (21).
D. Extraction of branching-fraction ratios
In order to extract the branching-fraction ratios of
resonances that appear in more than one decay channel,
we calculate the yieldsN jaðt0Þ of resonance component j in
the corresponding waves. To this end, we integrate the
resonance intensity in a given t0 bin over m3π:
N jaðt0Þ ¼ jCjaðt0Þj2
Z
mmax
mmin
dm3πIaaðm3πÞm3π
× jDRj ðm3π; ζRj Þj2: ð42Þ
This expression corresponds to Eq. (40) with the produc-
tion probability jPðm3π; t0Þj2 set to unity29 and without the
division by the t0 bin width. The branching-fraction ratio
for resonance component j is defined as the ratio of the
t0-summed yields in the two waves a and b:
Bjab ≡
P
t0 binsN jaðt0ÞP
t0 binsN jbðt0Þ
: ð43Þ
It is important to note that due to the phase-space factor
Iaaðm3πÞ in Eq. (42), N ja;bðt0Þ and therefore also Bjab
depend on the chosen m3π integration limits. We use
mmin ¼ 0.5 GeV=c2 and mmax ¼ 2.5 GeV=c2 for all reso-
nances in all waves. This mass range is much wider than the
width of any of the resonances.
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FIG. 7. Examples for t0 spectra of wave components extracted
according to Eq. (40). The black horizontal lines indicate the
central values, and the gray boxes the statistical uncertainties (see
text for details). (a) π2ð1880Þ component in the 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF
wave; (b) a2ð1700Þ component in the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave.
The red curves and lines show the result of a fit of Eq. (41) to the
data (see text for details).
29Equation (42) does not include the production probability
because the branching-fraction ratio is a property of the resonance
decay only. Therefore, the yields have arbitrary units and are not
normalized to number of events.
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V. SYSTEMATIC STUDIES
The physical parameters obtained from the resonance-
model fit, i.e., the resonance parameters, the branching-
fraction ratios, and the t0 slope parameters of the wave
components, are subject to systematic uncertainties related
to our fit model and fitting method (see Sec. IV). In order to
estimate these uncertainties, we performed a large variety
of studies. In each study, an aspect of the analysis is
modified and the result is compared to our main result. In
addition to studies that test the stability of the fit result, we
performed studies to evaluate the evidence for selected
resonance signals. These studies are discussed in Sec. VI
and Appendix D.
Due to the multimodal nature of the χ2 function (see
Sec. IV B), the effects observed in the various systematic
studies are statistically not always independent of one
another. In fact, for some studies the systematic effects are
correlated in a highly nonlinear way. Because of the
complexity of the resonance-model fits and their high
computational cost, it is not possible to estimate the
correlations between the various systematic studies. We
therefore estimate the systematic uncertainty intervals
using the minimum and maximum values of the physical
parameters observed in the performed studies. The uncer-
tainties estimated with this approach do in general not
represent Gaussian uncertainties. Unless stated otherwise in
Sec. VI and Appendix D, all systematic studies discussed
below are included in the estimation of the uncertainty
intervals for the extracted parameters. The obtained sys-
tematic uncertainties are found to be at least 1 order of
magnitude larger than the statistical uncertainties. Hence
we quote in Sec. VI only the systematic uncertainties and
omit statistical uncertainties.
In this section, we describe only the most important
studies that either define the systematic uncertainties of
some resonance parameters or illustrate interesting effects.
We will discuss in Sec. VI and Appendix D the effects of
these studies on the resonance and t0 slope parameters in
detail. For easier reference, the studies are labeled by
uppercase letters.
Study (A): In this study, the influence of background
contaminations from kaon diffraction, kaon pairs in the
final state, central-production reactions, and nonexclusive
events in the selected data sample on the fit result is studied.
To this end, the analysis is performed on a data sample, in
which (i) the information from the particle-identification
detectors for the beam (CEDARs) and the final-state
particles (RICH) was not used, (ii) the rejection of
central-production events was not applied, and (iii) the
requirements of exactly one recoil proton detected in the
RPD and of transverse momentum balance were not
applied in the event selection (see Sec. II). Possible back-
ground contributions are expected to be enhanced in this
data sample, which is 76.2% larger than that used for the
main analysis.
Studies (B) through (K): The selection of the 14 waves
that enter the resonance-model fit (see Table II) is to some
extent subjective. In addition, the fit model has difficulties
describing details of some partial-wave amplitudes. This in
particular is true for the intensity distribution of the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave, which is the most dominant wave
in the data. We therefore investigate in Studies (B) through
(K) how various waves influence the fit result, by omitting
single waves or combinations of waves from the fit. The
various studies are listed in Table III.
Study (L): We investigate the impact of the t0 binning by
applying a coarser t0 binning to the data using only eight
bins, which are given in Table IV.
Study (M): The impact of the assumption that the t0
dependence of resonance amplitudes is the same in partial
waves with the same JPCMε quantum numbers but different
decay modes is investigated in this study. To this end, we
performed a resonance-model fit without the constraints
in Eq. (21), so that the t0 dependence of the resonance
amplitudes can be chosen freely by the fit in all partial
waves. This model has 942 free parameters in comparison
to the 722 free parameters of the main fit. Despite the
largely increased number of free parameters, the minimum
χ2 value decreases only by a factor of 0.93 with respect to
TABLE III. List of studies performed on smaller wave sets, in
which some of the 14 waves that are used in the main fit (see
Table II) are omitted.
Study Omitted waves
(B) All four 2−þ waves
(C) 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP
(D) All two 4þþ waves
(E) 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD
(F) 2þþ2þρð770ÞπD
(G) 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP
(H) 2þþ2þρð770ÞπD and 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP
(I) 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD and 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP
(J) 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD and 2þþ2þρð770ÞπD
(K) All three 2þþ waves
TABLE IV. Borders of the eight nonequidistant t0 bins used for Study (L). The intervals are chosen such that each
bin contains approximately 5.8 × 106 events.
Bin 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
t0 [ðGeV=cÞ2] 0.100 0.116 0.136 0.159 0.188 0.227 0.285 0.395 1.000
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the main fit. This shows that for many resonances the
constraint in Eq. (21) is consistent with the data.
Study (M) plays a special role in the determination of
the systematic uncertainties of the branching-fraction ratios
that are calculated using Eq. (43). For a true resonance, the
branching-fraction ratio is expected to be independent of t0.
We include the values found in the individual t0 bins in the
estimation of the uncertainty intervals for the branching-
fraction ratios.
Study (N): As described in Sec. IVA, we use a purely
phenomenological parametrization for the nonresonant
contributions [see Eq. (27)]. The choice of this paramet-
rization may impact the fit result, in particular for waves
with significant nonresonant contributions. Although, we
cannot uniquely identify the underlying physics processes,
Deck-like processes [44] are believed to play a major
role. Several models exist for the Deck process. An
example is shown in Fig. 8. Using the Deck model in
Eq. (B1), which is discussed in Appendix B, we generated
108 Monte Carlo events and performed a mass-independent
analysis using the same model with 88 waves as for the real
data. In Study (N), we replace the parametrizations of the
nonresonant amplitudes [see Eqs. (27) and (29)] by
the square root of the intensity distributions of the Deck
Monte Carlo data in each partial wave. As in the main fit,
the phases of these partial-wave projections of the Deck
amplitude are assumed to be independent of m3π . In Study
(N), the fit model has 693 free parameters in comparison to
the 722 free parameters of the main fit. With respect to the
main fit, the minimum χ2 value increases by a factor of
1.42. In order to find out which partial-wave amplitudes
are described differently, we decompose the χ2 difference
between the study and the main fit into contributions from
the elements of the matrix Λabðm3π; t0Þ defined in Eq. (33).
This is visualized in Fig. 9 in the same way as in Fig. 6. The
diagonal elements show the contributions to the χ2 differ-
ence from the intensity distributions of each partial wave,
the off-diagonal elements the contributions from the real
(upper triangle) and imaginary parts (lower triangle) of
the interference terms between the waves. Figure 9 shows
that the largest contribution to the χ2 increase in
Study (N) comes from the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS amplitude.
Study (N) is particularly relevant for the interpretation of
the resonance signals in the 1þþ and 1−þ waves (see
Secs. VI E 1 and VI F 1).
Studies (O) and (P): As explained in Sec. IV B, the
minimum value of the χ2 function that is determined by
the resonance-model fit does not follow a χ2 distribution
because Eq. (34) does not take into account the correlations
of the spin-density matrix elements. In order to test the
potential bias introduced by this, we constructed two
possible χ2 functions that take into account these correla-
tions (see Appendix C). In Study (O), we use the χ2
formulation in Eq. (C5) with Eqs. (C1)–(C3), which is
based on a single row of the spin-density matrix. In Study
(P), we use Eq. (C5) with Eq. (C7), which directly
compares the modeled and measured transition amplitudes.
The differences between the resonance parameters esti-
mated in Studies (O) and (P) are small compared to the
systematic uncertainties. Comparing the two studies with
the main solution, large effects are only observed for the
resonances in the 1þþ and 1−þ waves. They are discussed
in Secs. VI E 1 and VI F 1.
Study (Q): The model we employ for the diffractive-
production probability jPðm3π; t0Þj2 in Eqs. (20) and (32)
also influences the fit result. In order to estimate the
systematic effect, we performed a study, in which this
FIG. 8. Example for a nonresonant production process for the
3π final state as proposed by Deck [44]. In this process, the beam
pion dissociates into the isobar ξ0 and the bachelor π−, followed
by diffractive scattering of one of these beam fragments (typically
the π−, as shown here) off the target proton.
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FIG. 9. Decomposition of the χ2 difference between the main fit
and the fit, in which the parametrization of the nonresonant
amplitude was replaced by the square root of the intensity
distribution of the partial-wave projections of Deck Monte Carlo
data [Study (N)]. The χ2 difference is visualized in the form of a
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colors) indicate that the data are described better in the study.
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factor was set to unity. With respect to the main fit, the
minimum χ2 value increased by a factor of 1.01 while the
number of free parameters remained unchanged. This
shows that both models describe the data on average
equally well. For most of the resonance parameters the
effects observed in Study (Q) are small. Exceptions are
the a1ð1640Þ (see Appendix D 2), the πð1800Þ (see
Appendix D 1), and the π2 resonances (see Appendix D 5).
Studies (R) and (S): We also studied the effect of the
range parameter qR of the Blatt-Weisskopf factors in the
decay X− → ξ0π− (vertex 1 in Fig. 2). These factors appear
explicitly in Eq. (25) and implicitly in the phase-space
integrals Iaa in Eqs. (19) and (28). In Study (R) we set qR to
267 MeV=c and in Study (S) to 155 MeV=c corresponding
to assumed strong-interaction ranges of 0.75 fm and
1.29 fm, respectively. Most resonance parameters change
only slightly in both studies. Exceptions are the a2
resonances (see Appendix D 4), the π1ð1600Þ (see
Appendix D 3), and the a4ð2040Þ (see Appendix D 6).
Integrating the model function in Eq. (34) over the m3π
bins instead of taking the function values at the mass bin
centers does not significantly influence the resonance
parameters.
VI. RESULTS ON RESONANCE PARAMETERS
AND t0 SPECTRA OF WAVE COMPONENTS
In this section, we describe and discuss the results of the
resonance-model fit grouped by the JPC quantum numbers of
the resonances. The subsections are ordered by increasing
complexity of the results. We start with the JPC sectors that
contain the clearest resonance signals that are well described
by our model and later discuss the more complicated cases,
where several resonances with the same JPC quantum
numbersappear. In the last Sec.VI F,wediscuss the resonance
content of the spin-exotic JPC ¼ 1−þ wave. The extracted
Breit-Wigner resonance parameters and their systematic
uncertainties are listed in Table V and are compared to the
PDG averages as listed in Ref. [10]. The positions of the
resonance poles of the Breit-Wigner amplitudes in the com-
plex energy plane are discussed in Appendix A. The t0 slope
parameters of the resonant and nonresonant wave compo-
nents, determined by fitting the extracted t0 spectra using
Eq. (41) (see Sec. IV C), are listed in Table VI. In the
presentation of the results, we restrict ourselves to figures
that illustrate the typical quality of the fit or certain aspects of
theanalysis.The full fit result canbefound in the supplemental
TABLE V. Resonance parameters with systematic uncertainties as extracted in this analysis. The statistical uncertainties are at least an
order of magnitude smaller than the systematic ones and are hence omitted. For comparison, the PDG averages are listed [10]. For the
a2ð1320Þ, we quote the PDG average for the 3π decay mode. For the two entries marked with a “*” no PDG average exists. The
a1ð1420Þ is listed as “omitted from summary table,” and the quoted mass and width values were estimated in an earlier COMPASS
analysis based on the same data set that is used here but with only three waves in the resonance-model fit [19]. The π2ð2005Þ is listed as a
“further state,” and we quote for comparison the parameters measured by the BNL E852 experiment [73] with the statistical and
systematic uncertainties added in quadrature.
(a) aJ-like resonances
a1ð1260Þ a1ð1420Þ a1ð1640Þ a2ð1320Þ a2ð1700Þ a4ð2040Þ
(Sec. VI E) (Sec. VI C) (Sec. VI B)
COMPASS Mass 1299þ12−28 1411
þ4
−5 1700
þ35
−130 1314.5
þ4.0
−3.3 1681
þ22
−35 1935
þ11
−13
[MeV=c2]
Width 380 80 161þ11−14 510þ170−90 106.6þ3.4−7.0 436þ20−16 333þ16−21
[MeV=c2]
PDG Mass 1230 40 1414þ15−13 1647 22 1319.0þ1.0−1.3 1732 16 1995þ10−8
[MeV=c2]
Width 250 to 600 153þ8−23* 254 27 105.0þ1.6−1.9 194 40 257þ25−23
[MeV=c2]
(b) πJ-like resonances
πð1800Þ π1ð1600Þ π2ð1670Þ π2ð1880Þ π2ð2005Þ
(Sec. VI A) (Sec. VI F) (Sec. VI D)
COMPASS Mass 1804þ6−9 1600
þ110
−60 1642
þ12
−1 1847
þ20
−3 1962
þ17
−29
[MeV=c2]
Width 220þ8−11 580þ100−230 311
þ12
−23 246
þ33
−28 371
þ16
−120
[MeV=c2]
PDG Mass 1812 12 1662þ8−9 1672.2 3.0 1895 16 1974 84
[MeV=c2]
Width 208 12 241 40 260 9 235 34 341 152*
[MeV=c2]
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material [35] together with additional information required
to perform the resonance-model fit. The data required to
perform the resonance-model fit are provided in computer-
readable format at [36].
A. JPC = 0− + resonances
1. Results on 0− + resonances
The only JPC ¼ 0−þ wave included in the resonance-
model fit is the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπSwave. It contributes 2.4%
to the total intensity in the mass range from 0.5 to
2.5 GeV=c2. The intensity distribution of this wave is
shown in Figs. 10(a), 10(d), and 10(g) for three t0 bins.
Except in the highest t0 bin, the intensity distributions
exhibit a clear peak of the πð1800Þ resonance at m3π ≈
1.8 GeV=c2 with a shoulder toward lower masses. The
picture changes dramatically in the highest t0 bin, where the
intensity at the πð1800Þ peak position is close to zero and
hence the low-mass shoulder dominates the spectrum.
Figure 10 also shows, as an example, the m3π dependence
TABLE VI. The t0 slope parameters bja in units of ðGeV=cÞ−2 extracted by fitting Eq. (41) to the t0 spectra of the
wave components. The quoted uncertainties are of systematic origin. Statistical uncertainties are at least an order of
magnitude smaller than the systematic ones and are hence omitted. For most wave components, the fits are
performed in the range 0.113 < t0 < 0.724 ðGeV=cÞ2. Reduced fit ranges are given in the footnotes. Cases where
the model is not able to describe the t0 spectrum are marked by a dagger (“†”). Partial waves, for which the t0
dependence of the resonance amplitudes is connected via Eq. (21), are marked with a star (“*”). Slight differences
of the extracted slope-parameter values for the resonances in these waves originate from differences in the decay
phase-space volumes and in the statistical uncertainties (see Sec. IV C).
(a) 0−þ Waves (Sec. VI A)
Wave πð1800Þ Nonresonant
0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS 8.8þ0.7−0.3 26þ6−5 a
(b) 1þþ Waves (Sec. VI E)
Wave a1ð1260Þ a1ð1420Þ a1ð1640Þ Nonresonant
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS * 11.8þ0.9−4.2    7.7þ6.2−0.4 12.5þ2.1−1.5
1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP    9.5þ0.6−1.0    11.8þ0.8−1.2
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP * 11 4    7.6þ1.6−0.5 11.2þ2.7−2.2
(c) 1−þ Waves (Sec. VI F)
Wave π1ð1600Þ Nonresonant
1−þ1þρð770ÞπP † 19.1þ1.4−4.7 b
(d) 2þþ Waves (Sec. VI C)
Wave a2ð1320Þ a2ð1700Þ Nonresonant
2þþ1þρð770ÞπD * 7.9 0.5 7.3þ2.4−0.9 13.6þ0.4−1.8
2þþ2þρð770ÞπD 9.0þ1.2−0.7 † 8.1þ1.6−0.5
2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP * 7.8þ0.6−0.5 7.2þ1.1−0.8 †
(e) 2−þ Waves (Sec. VI D)
Wave π2ð1670Þ π2ð1880Þ π2ð2005Þ Nonresonant
2−þ0þρð770ÞπF * 8.5þ0.9−0.5 7.8þ0.5−0.9 6.8þ0.4−3.9 †
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS * 8.5þ0.9−0.5 7.8þ7.5−0.9 6.7þ0.4−1.3 †
2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS † † 7.1þ3.5−2.6 6.9þ1.1−1.9
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD * 8.4þ0.8−1.7 7.8þ0.5−0.9 6.7þ0.4−1.3 12þ6−2
(f) 4þþ Waves (Sec. VI B)
Wave a4ð2040Þ Nonresonant
4þþ1þρð770ÞπG * 9.2þ0.8−0.5 14 4
4þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπF * 9.2þ0.8−0.5 14.5þ1.8−3.7
aFit range 0.113 < t0 < 0.326 ðGeV=cÞ2.
bFit range 0.113 < t0 < 0.449 ðGeV=cÞ2.
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of the relative phases of the 0−þ wave with respect to the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and the 2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπSwaves. Clearly
rising phase motions are observed in the 1.8 GeV=c2 mass
region.
The data are well described by the fit model (red curves
in Fig. 10), which contains two 0−þ components: a Breit-
Wigner resonance for the πð1800Þ (blue curves) and a
nonresonant component (green curves). The extrapolations
of these curves below and above the fitted mass range of
1.2 < m3π < 2.3 GeV=c2 are shown in lighter colors in
Fig. 10. The πð1800Þ is parametrized using Eqs. (22) and
(23), the nonresonant component using Eq. (29) (see
Table II). In our fit model, the nonresonant contribution
is attributed to the low-mass shoulder. At low values of t0, it
interferes constructively with the resonance at the πð1800Þ
peak position. At higher values of t0, the interference of
the two components is destructive at the peak position
due to a sign flip of the coupling amplitude of the
nonresonant component at t0 ≈ 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2 (see discus-
sion in Sec. VII). In the highest t0 bin, the destructive
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FIG. 10. The 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS partial-wave amplitude in three t0 bins (rows) : (left column) intensity distributions; (central column)
phase motions with respect to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπSwave; (right column) phase motions with respect to the 2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπSwave. The
data points are taken from Ref. [30] and represent the so-called mass-independent analysis (see Sec. III). The red curve represents the full
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resonance (blue curves), nonresonant contribution (green curves). The extrapolations of the model and the wave components beyond the
fit range are shown in lighter colors.
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interference of the two components is complete and leads to
a dip in the intensity distribution around the πð1800Þ mass.
The remaining low-mass shoulder is completely described
by the nonresonant component. In the intensity distribu-
tions, the model exhibits some disagreement with the
observed peak shape and does not reproduce the high-
mass shoulder in the two highest t0 bins.
The strong variation of the intensity of the 0−þ wave with
t0 originates from the very different t0 dependences of the
amplitudes of the two 0−þ wave components. Figure 11
shows the t0 spectra for both components as determined
using Eq. (40) together with the results of fits using
Eq. (41). While the intensity of the πð1800Þ component
exhibits an approximately exponential behavior with slope
parameter 8.8þ0.7−0.3ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2, the intensity of the
nonresonant component first drops steeply with b ¼
26þ6−5ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 at low values of t0, before it starts
to rise again with t0, forming a dip at t0 ≈ 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2.
The 0−þ wave exhibits clearly rising phases with respect
to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave in the πð1800Þ region (see
central column of Fig. 10). At low t0, the relative phase
decreases at about 1.3 GeV=c2 due to the a1ð1260Þ and
rises at about 1.8 GeV=c2 due to the πð1800Þ. At higher
values of t0, the decrease is less pronounced and the relative
phase rises steeply starting at 1.5 GeV=c2. This is
explained in our fit model by a sign change of the coupling
amplitude of the nonresonant 0−þ component, which
dominates the low-mass region, leading to an additional
rise of the total phase of the 0−þ amplitude. The extremely
rapid phase motion at 1.8 GeV=c2 in the highest t0 bin is a
direct consequence of the nearly vanishing intensity at this
mass. Since the phase is defined with respect to the origin
of the complex plane, its value changes rapidly by180° if
the amplitude passes close to the origin [74]. We observe a
similar t0 dependence of the phase motions with respect
to other waves. As an example, we show in the right
column of Fig. 10 the phase motions with respect to the
2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπSwave. Here, the phase drop in the lowest
t0 bin, which appears at about 1.6 GeV=c2, is caused by the
π2ð1670Þ. Within the fit ranges, the model describes all
relative phases of the 0−þ wave well in all t0 bins.
From the fit, we obtain the Breit-Wigner resonance
parameters mπð1800Þ ¼ 1804þ6−9ðsysÞMeV=c2 and Γπð1800Þ ¼
220þ8−11ðsysÞ MeV=c2. The πð1800Þ resonance parameters
are rather insensitive to changes of the fit model discussed in
Sec. V. The estimated systematic uncertainties are therefore
the smallest of all πJ-like resonances in the model. More
details on the results of the systematic studies are discussed
in Appendix D 1. It is worth mentioning that in the study,
in which the fit range was narrowed to 1.6 < m3π <
2.3 GeV=c2, the nonresonant component is practically
vanishing. This demonstrates that indeed most of the peak
structure arises from the πð1800Þ.
2. Discussion of results on 0− + resonances
Although the πð1800Þ in principle has been well
known for more than three decades, its resonance param-
eters are not well determined. In particular the πð1800Þ
mass values extracted by previous experiments show a
large spread and fall into two clusters [10]: one with central
values around 1780 MeV=c2 and the other around
1860 MeV=c2. Our result for the πð1800Þ mass of
mπð1800Þ ¼ 1804þ6−9ðsysÞ MeV=c2 falls between these two
clusters and is in good agreement with the PDG world
average of mπð1800Þ ¼ 1812 12 MeV=c2 [10]. This is
also true for the πð1800Þwidth, for which the PDG average
is Γπð1800Þ ¼ 208 12 MeV=c2 compared to our value of
Γπð1800Þ ¼ 220þ8−11ðsysÞ MeV=c2. Our measurement of the
πð1800Þ parameters is the most precise and accurate so far.
It is also consistent within uncertainties with a previous
COMPASS measurement using a lead target [17].
In the 0−þ0þ½ππSπS wave, we observe a peak that is
similar in shape and position to the πð1800Þ peak in the
0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave [see Figs. 24 and 25(b) in
Ref. [30]]. Although the ½ππSπ wave was not included
in the resonance model fit for reasons discussed below, the
observed similarity of the peaks suggests that the πð1800Þ
resonance parameters would be similar in this wave.
The πð1800Þ is the second radial excitation of the pion.
Its lighter partner state is the πð1300Þ. This state has been
observed in the ρð770Þπ and ½ππSπ final states, as well as
in γγ production [10]. The parameters of the πð1300Þ are
only poorly known. The world averages estimated by the
PDG are mπð1300Þ ¼ 1300 100 MeV=c2 and Γπð1300Þ ¼
200 to 600 MeV=c2 [10]. Also the coupling of the πð1300Þ
to the ½ππSπ final state is controversial. The Obelix
Collaboration claims that the coupling is 2.2 0.4 times
stronger than for the ρð770Þπ final state and extracts a
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FIG. 11. Similar to Fig. 7, but showing the t0 spectra of the two
JPC ¼ 0−þ wave components as given by Eq. (40): the πð1800Þ
component is shown as blue lines (central values) and light blue
boxes (statistical uncertainties; not visible for most bins), the
nonresonant component is shown as black lines and gray boxes as
in Fig. 7. The red and green curves and horizontal lines represent
fits using Eq. (41).
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resonance mass of mπð1300Þ ¼ 1200 40 MeV=c2 [75].
The Crystal Barrel Collaboration, however, sets an upper
limit for the coupling to the ½ππSπ decay channel of 0.15
times the coupling to ρð770Þπ [76] and quotes a mass of
mπð1300Þ ¼ 1375 40 MeV=c2. The two experiments also
disagree on the value of the πð1300Þ width. In our data, we
observe an unusually strong t0 dependence of the intensity
of the 0−þ0þ½ππSπS wave in the 1.3 GeV=c2 region [see
Figs. 24 and 35(a) in Ref. [30]], which is similar to that of
the nonresonant component in the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave
(see Fig. 11). In addition, the intensity in this mass region is
strongly dependent on the PWA model employed for the
mass-independent analysis. We therefore did not include
the 0−þ0þ½ππSπS wave in the resonance-model fit.
Since the intensity spectra of the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave
show a significant shoulder at m3π ≈ 1.3 GeV=c2, we tried
an alternative description of this partial-wave amplitude
using a πð1300Þ resonance component instead of the
nonresonant component. This model describes the data
less well than the main fit and does not yield meaningful
πð1300Þ resonance parameters.30 If we include in another
study a nonresonant component, the minimum χ2 value
decreases by a factor of 0.97 with respect to the main fit.31
In the solution with the lowest χ2, the πð1300Þ is found
with a mass and width of about 1630 MeV=c2 and
380 MeV=c2, respectively. While the width value is com-
patible with previous measurements, the mass value is
clearly not.32 Moreover, the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave does
not show any phase rise in the 1.3 GeV=c2 mass region.
Within our model, we therefore conclude that the data do
not support a πð1300Þ signal in the f0ð980Þπ decay mode.
This conclusion is consistent with the fact that so far no
observation of such a πð1300Þ decay has been claimed.
Heavier excited pion states with masses around 2070
and 2360 MeV=c2 were reported by the authors of
Ref. [77]. We do not see clear resonance signals of heavy
pions in the mass range from 2000 to 2500 MeV=c2 in the
0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave.
B. JPC = 4+ + resonances
1. Results on 4+ + resonances
We include two JPC ¼ 4þþ waves, 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG and
4þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπF, in the resonance-model fit. Both have
small intensities and contribute 0.8% and 0.2%, respec-
tively, to the total intensity in the mass range from 0.5 to
2.5 GeV=c2. The intensity distributions of the two waves
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FIG. 12. Amplitudes of the two JPC ¼ 4þþ waves in the lowest t0 bin. (a) through (d): intensity distribution and relative phases for the
4þþ1þρð770ÞπG wave. (e) through (g): intensity distribution and relative phases for the 4þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπF wave. The model and the
wave components are represented as in Fig. 10, except that here the blue curve represents the a4ð2040Þ.
30In the solutions with the lowest χ2 values, the πð1300Þ mass
is found at the lower parameter limit of 1 GeV=c2.
31Compared to the 722 free parameters of the main fit, this fit
has 746 free parameters.
32Only local minima with significantly larger χ2 values yield
πð1300Þ masses of about 1270 MeV=c2 that are compatible with
previous measurements.
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are shown for the lowest t0 bin in Figs. 12(a) and 12(e). In
both waves, a clear peak around 1.9 GeV=c2 is observed.
The shape of the intensity distributions depends only
weakly on t0. The 4þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπF wave exhibits a
slight shoulder at high masses. In the 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG
wave, this shoulder is more pronounced, and in addition a
low-mass shoulder is visible. In both waves, these features
are most pronounced at low t0 and vanish in the highest t0
bin. Figure 12 also shows, as an example, the m3π
dependence of the relative phases of the 4þþ waves with
respect to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP
waves in the lowest t0 bin. Clearly rising phases are
observed in the 1.9 GeV=c2 mass region. In addition,
Fig. 12(b) shows the relative phase between the two 4þþ
waves. The approximately constant phase indicates that
there is a common dominant resonance in the two waves.
Our model contains one JPC ¼ 4þþ resonance, the
a4ð2040Þ, which is the only confirmed isovector state with
these quantum numbers [10]. The a4ð2040Þ is parametrized
using Eqs. (22) and (23), the nonresonant components using
Eq. (29) (see Table II). The data are well described within the
fit range, which for the f2ð1270ÞπF wave is 1.4 < m3π <
2.3 GeV=c2. The low-mass tail of the ρð770ÞπG wave
allows us to extend the fit range for this wave down to
1.25 GeV=c2. In our fit model, the nonresonant components
are small in both 4þþ waves. Their contribution decreases
with increasing t0 and almost vanishes at higher values of t0.
The nonresonant components interfere destructively with the
high-mass tail of the a4ð2040Þ in the f2ð1270ÞπF wave and
constructively with the low-mass tail of the a4ð2040Þ in
the ρð770ÞπG wave. The model is not able to reproduce
the high-mass shoulder in the intensity distributions of the
ρð770ÞπG wave at low t0.
The two 4þþ waves exhibit clearly rising phases in
the 1.9 GeV=c2 mass region, e.g., with respect to the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave, as shown in Figs. 12(c) and 12(f).
This rise is observed for all t0 bins. Its magnitude is slightly
smaller for the 4þþ1þρð770ÞπGwave. The phase variations
with respect to the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave exhibit a more
complex pattern. The phase drop around 1.8 GeV=c2 due
to a stronger πð1800Þ signal in the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS
wave is compensated by the phase motion of the
a4ð2040Þ leading to a rising phase around 1.9 GeV=c2
[see Figs. 12(d) and 12(g)]. The magnitude of these phase
motions decreases with t0.
The relative phase between the two 4þþ partial-wave
amplitudes shows only little variation over the fitted mass
region. Together with the phase motions discussed in the
previous paragraph, this demonstrates that the two waves
are dominated by resonances and that they have the same
resonance content. The residual slight rise of the phase
between the f2ð1270ÞπF and ρð770ÞπGwaves is caused by
differences in the small nonresonant components.
We extract the Breit-Wigner parameters of the
a4ð2040Þ and find ma4ð2040Þ ¼ 1935þ11−13ðsysÞMeV=c2 and
Γa4ð2040Þ ¼ 333þ16−21ðsysÞ MeV=c2. The a4ð2040Þ resonance
parameters are rather insensitive to the systematic studies
(see Sec. V and Appendix D 6).
The t0 spectra of the 4þþ wave components are shown in
Fig. 13 together with the results of fits using Eq. (41). In our
model, the t0 dependence of the amplitudes of the a4ð2040Þ
components in the two waves is constrained by Eq. (21).
The fit finds a relative phase of the branching amplitudes
close to 0° for the a4ð2040Þ components in the two waves
(see Sec. VII). The slope parameters of the t0 spectra of the
a4ð2040Þ component in the two waves have practically
identical values of 9.2þ0.8−0.5ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2. For both t0
spectra, the model curve undershoots the data at small
values of t0. This could indicate that in this t0 range our
resonance model overestimates the a4ð2040Þ yields in
both waves. The nonresonant contributions have steeper
falling t0 spectra with almost identical slope parameters
of 14 4ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 for the ρð770ÞπG wave and
14.5þ1.8−3.7ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 for the f2ð1270ÞπF wave. It is
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FIG. 13. Similar to Fig. 11, but showing the t0 spectra of (a) the
4þþ1þρð770ÞπG and (b) the 4þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπF wave compo-
nents as given by Eq. (40): the a4ð2040Þ component is shown as
blue lines and light blue boxes, and the nonresonant components
as black lines and gray boxes. The red and green curves and
horizontal lines represent fits using Eq. (41).
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worth noting that, if we do not constrain the a4ð2040Þ
coupling amplitudes via Eq. (21) and thus allow them to
have different t0 dependence [Study (M); see Sec. V], we
obtain a4ð2040Þ resonance and slope parameters that are
consistent within the systematic uncertainties. Also the
relative phase of approximately 0° between the ρð770ÞπG
and f2ð1270ÞπF decay modes is recovered. This confirms
the assumptions contained in Eq. (21).
From the a4ð2040Þ yields in the two analyzed decay
branches we derive the ratio of branching fractions accord-
ing to Eq. (43):
Ba4ρπG;f2πF ¼
BF½a4ð2040Þ− → ρð770Þ0π− → π−π−πþ
BF½a4ð2040Þ− → f2ð1270Þπ− → π−π−πþ
¼ 2.5þ0.5−0.3ðsysÞ: ð44Þ
Taking into account the unobserved decays a4− → ρ−π0
and a4− → f2π− to the π−π0π0 final state and assuming
isospin symmetry, this value increases by a factor of 4=3:
Ba4;isoρπG;f2πF ¼
BF½a4ð2040Þ− → ρð770Þπ → 3π
BF½a4ð2040Þ− → f2ð1270Þπ → 3π
¼ 3.3þ0.7−0.4ðsysÞ: ð45Þ
The isospin factor needs to be corrected for self-
interference effects. Unlike the ρð770Þπ channel, the
f2ð1270Þπ channel is affected by different Bose symmet-
rizations in the π−π−πþ and π−π0π0 final states. In addition,
the branching fraction of the f2ð1270Þ into 2π of 84.2þ2.9−0.9%
[10] needs to be included. Taking both effects into account,
the isospin factor 4=3 should be replaced by 1.19þ0.04−0.02
33
leading to the corrected ratio
Ba4;corrρπG;f2πF ¼
BF½a4ð2040Þ− → ρð770Þπ
BF½a4ð2040Þ− → f2ð1270Þπ
¼ 2.9þ0.6−0.4 : ð46Þ
2. Discussion of results on 4+ + resonances
The PDG world averages for mass and width of the
a4ð2040Þ are ma4ð2040Þ ¼ 1995þ10−8 MeV=c2 and Γa4ð2040Þ ¼
257þ25−23 MeV=c
2 [10]. Our measurement of the a4ð2040Þ
parameters of ma4ð2040Þ ¼ 1935þ11−13ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and
Γa4ð2040Þ ¼ 333þ16−21ðsysÞ MeV=c2 is the most accurate
and precise so far, but we find the a4ð2040Þ mass to
be 60 MeV=c2 smaller and the width 76 MeV=c2 larger
than the world average. We agree with our two previous
analyses: the one based on the measurement of the
π−π−πþ final state diffractively produced on a solid lead
target [17], and the other based on the measurement of
the ηπ and η0π final states diffractively produced on a
liquid-hydrogen target [53]. Also, the results on diffrac-
tively produced π−π−πþ by the BNL E852 experiment [48]
and ωπ−π0 by the VES experiment [78] are in good
agreement with our results.
Our measurement of the a4ð2040Þ width is especially at
variance with the value of Γa4ð2040Þ ¼ 180 30 MeV=c2
obtained by the authors of Ref. [77]. They analyzed 3π0,
ηπ0, and η0π0 final states produced in p¯p annihilations.
They used a model with two 4þþ resonances below
2.5 GeV=c2 and claimed an excited a4 state with a mass
of 2255 40 MeV=c2 and a width of 330þ110−50 MeV=c2. In
the two analyzed waves, we do not see clear resonance
signals of heavier a4 resonances in the mass range from
2000 to 2500 MeV=c2.
The measured value of 2.5þ0.5−0.3ðsysÞ of the branching-
fraction ratio Ba4ρπG;f2πF in Eq. (44) is larger than the value
1.1 0.2ðstatÞ  0.2ðsysÞ that was reported by the BNL
E852 experiment in a study of the same channel at
18 GeV=c beam momentum [48]. Taking into account
the unobserved π−π0π0 decay mode and the f2ð1270Þ
branching fraction into 2π, the present result of 2.9þ0.6−0.4 for
Ba4;corrρπG;f2πF in Eq. (46) agrees with the value of 3.3 predicted
by the 3P0 decay model [79]. In this model, the strong
decay of a qq¯ state to the ðqq¯0Þðq0q¯Þ exit channel proceeds
via production of a q0q¯0 pair with vacuum quantum
numbers, JPC ¼ 0þþ. Note that the a4ð2040Þ width pre-
dicted by this model is a factor of 2 smaller than our
measured value of Γa4ð2040Þ.
C. JPC = 2+ + resonances
1. Results on 2+ + resonances
We include three JPC ¼ 2þþ waves in the reson-
ance-model fit: 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD, 2þþ2þρð770ÞπD, and
2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP. The 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave has
the third largest intensity of the 88 waves in the mass-
independent analysis (see Sec. III) and contributes 7.7%
to the total intensity in the mass range from 0.5 to
2.5 GeV=c2. The two other 2þþ waves contribute 0.3%
and 0.8% to the total intensity, respectively. The intensity
distributions of the three waves are shown in Figs. 14(a),
14(e), and 14(h) for the lowest t0 bin and in Figs. 15(a), 15(e),
and 15(h) for the highest t0 bin.
All three waves exhibit a clear peak around 1.3 GeV=c2.
The intensity distributions of the two ρð770ÞπD waves are
dominated by this peak. The peak shape is nearly inde-
pendent of t0. At low t0, the ρð770ÞπD wave with M ¼ 1
exhibits a dip in the intensity distribution at about
1.8 GeV=c2 [see Fig. 16(a)]. With increasing t0, this
dip moves toward higher masses and becomes shallower
until it disappears in the two highest t0 bins [see Figs. 16(b)
and 16(c)]. A much stronger variation of the shape
33We only take into account the uncertainty of the f2ð1270Þ →
2π branching fraction.
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of the intensity distribution with increasing t0 is observed
for the f2ð1270ÞπP wave. In addition to the peak at
1.3 GeV=c2, this wave exhibits a shoulder at about
1.6 GeV=c2, which is absent at low t0 and increases with
increasing t0, and a high-mass tail that becomes weaker
with increasing t0.
The right columns of Figs. 14 and 15 show the m3π
dependence of the relative phases of the 2þþ waves with
respect to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave. Clearly rising phases
are observed in the 1.3 GeV=c2 mass region in all t0 bins.
Figures 14 and 15 also show the relative phases between the
three 2þþ waves. Here, a more complex pattern is observed
that points to different relative contributions of the com-
ponents in these waves.
In our model, the three JPC ¼ 2þþ waves are des-
cribed using two resonances, a2ð1320Þ and a2ð1700Þ.
The a2ð1320Þ is parametrized using Eqs. (22) and (25),
the a2ð1700Þ using Eqs. (22) and (23), and the non-
resonant components using Eq. (27) for the
2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave and Eq. (29) for the other two
2þþ waves (see Table II).
Taking into account the high precision of the data in
particular for the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave, the model
describes the data well within the fit range, which is 0.9 <
m3π < 2.0 GeV=c2 for the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave and
1.0 < m3π < 2.0 GeV=c2 for the other two waves. The
two ρð770ÞπD waves are dominated by the a2ð1320Þ with
only small contributions from the a2ð1700Þ. This is strik-
ingly different in the f2ð1270ÞπP wave, in which the
a2ð1700Þ has an intensity comparable to that of the
a2ð1320Þ and the relative a2ð1700Þ intensity grows with
increasing t0. In our fit model, the nonresonant components
behave differently in the three 2þþ waves. Compared to the
dominant a2ð1320Þ peak, the nonresonant component in the
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FIG. 14. Amplitudes of the three JPC ¼ 2þþ waves in the lowest t0 bin. (a) through (d): intensity distribution and relative phases for the
2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave. (e) through (g): intensity distribution and relative phases for the 2þþ2þρð770ÞπD wave. (h) and (i): intensity
distribution and relative phase for the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave. The model and the wave components are represented as in Fig. 10,
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2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave is small and vanishes nearly com-
pletely in the highest t0 bin. The corresponding wave
with M ¼ 2 exhibits a larger nonresonant contribution
relative to the a2ð1320Þ, which slightly increases with
increasing t0. We find the largest nonresonant contribution
with respect to the a2ð1320Þ peak in the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP
wave. The relative nonresonant intensity, which grows
slightly with increasing t0, is concentrated mostly in the
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FIG. 15. Similar to Fig. 14 but for the highest t0 bin.
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FIG. 16. Intensity distributions of the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave for three t0 bins shown in logarithmic scale. The model and the wave
components are represented as in Fig. 14.
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a2ð1700Þ region and—as in the other two 2þþ waves—is
small in the a2ð1320Þ peak region.
In the a2ð1320Þ region, interference effects of the wave
components are small in all three waves. The largest effect
is a slight asymmetric distortion of the a2ð1320Þ peak in the
2þþ2þρð770ÞπD wave due to interference of the a2ð1320Þ
with the nonresonant component. This is different for the
a2ð1700Þ region. In the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave, a compli-
cated interplay between a2ð1320Þ, a2ð1700Þ, and the non-
resonant contribution becomes apparent. At low t0,
destructive interference causes the intensity to drop by 4
orders of magnitude from the a2ð1320Þ peak down to
the dip at about 1.8 GeV=c2. In the two highest t0 bins,
the nonresonant contribution practically vanishes in the
a2ð1700Þ region and the interference pattern changes so that
the dip in the high-mass region disappears. This distinct
interference pattern helps the fit to separate the small
a2ð1700Þ contribution despite the presence of the dominant
a2ð1320Þ. In the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave, the high-mass
shoulder is described by a relatively large a2ð1700Þ con-
tribution. At high t0, the rather sharp drop of this shoulder
around 1.8 GeV=c2 [see Fig. 15(h)] is described by the
interference of all three wave components.
Although the fit model describes the intensity distribu-
tions in general well, it falls short in some regions. In the
dominant 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave, it does not reproduce well
the high-mass tail, which is most pronounced at low t0 [see
e.g., Fig. 16(a)]. Also, the extrapolation of the fit model
above 2.0 GeV=c2, which is the upper limit of the fit range,
disagrees with the data. We observe a similar behavior also
in the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave [see e.g., Fig. 14(h)]. In this
wave, the model in addition undershoots the low-mass tail
below 1.2 GeV=c2, which is, however, mainly defined by
the opening of the f2ð1270Þπ phase space.
The interpretation of the structures in the intensity dis-
tributions in terms of resonances is supported by the relative
phases with respect to selected waves. The 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD
wave exhibits rapidly rising phases with respect to the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave in the 1.3 GeV=c2 region, which
are caused by the a2ð1320Þ, and slower rising phases in the
1.6 GeV=c2 region [see Figs. 14(d) and 15(d)]. Both features
depend only weakly on t0. The dominant a2ð1320Þ leads to
approximately constant phases relative to the other 2þþ
waves in the region between 1.0 and 1.4 GeV=c2 [see
Figs. 14(b), 14(c), 15(b), and 15(c)]. The extremely rapidly
decreasing phases around 1.8 GeV=c2 in Figs. 14(b)–14(d)
are connected to the dip in the intensity distribution of the
2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave. At this dip, the partial-wave ampli-
tude becomes nearly zero due to destructive interference.
This behavior of the phases is analogous to the one observed
in the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave [see Sec. VI A 1 and
Figs. 10(h) and 10(i)]. As the dip in the intensity distribu-
tions, the phase drop disappears toward higher t0. At
large values of t0, the phase of the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave
with respect to the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave becomes
approximately constant [see Fig. 15(c)], consistent with
the a2ð1700Þ appearing in both waves. The phases of the
2þþ2þρð770ÞπD wave with respect to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS
wave also exhibit the rapid rise in the 1.3 GeV=c2 region due
to the a2ð1320Þ. It is followed by a drop of the phase toward
the 1.7 GeV=c2 region. The missing rising phase from the
a2ð1700Þ is consistent with the small intensity of this
component in this wave. The phase motion changes only
slightly with t0. The phase with respect to the other two 2þþ
waves are approximately constant around the a2ð1320Þ. The
phase relative to the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave falls by more
than 180° above about 1.4 GeV=c2. This drop is approx-
imately independent of t0 and covers the mass region of the
a2ð1700Þ.34 The phases of the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπPwavewith
respect to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπSwave exhibit two consecutive
phase rises due to a2ð1320Þ and a2ð1700Þ. Unlike the
intensity distributions of this wave, the phase motions do
not change drastically with t0.
From the fit, we extract the following a2ð1320Þ Breit-
Wigner resonance parameters: ma2ð1320Þ¼1314.5þ4.0−3.3ðsysÞ
MeV=c2 and Γa2ð1320Þ ¼ 106.6þ3.4−7.0ðsysÞ MeV=c2. Due to
the large intensity of the a2ð1320Þ, its small width, and the
small contributions from the nonresonant components in
the 1.3 GeV=c2 region, the systematic uncertainties of the
a2ð1320Þ resonance parameters are the smallest of all reso-
nances in the model (see Appendix D 4).
The extracted Breit-Wigner resonance parameters for
the a2ð1700Þ are ma2ð1700Þ ¼ 1681þ22−35ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and
Γa2ð1700Þ ¼ 436þ20−16ðsysÞ MeV=c2. They are mainly deter-
mined by the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπPwave. Since the a2ð1700Þ
signal is much smaller than that of the a2ð1320Þ, the
a2ð1700Þ parameters have much larger systematic uncer-
tainties. The a2ð1700Þ parameters are sensitive to the
parametrization of the nonresonant component and to the
value of the range parameter qR in the Blatt-Weisskopf
factors (see Appendix D 4).
The t0 dependence of the intensities of the resonant and
nonresonant 2þþ wave components is shown in Figs. 17
and 18 together with the results of fits using Eq. (41). The
coupling amplitudes of the resonance components in the
two 2þþ waves withMε ¼ 1þ are constrained by Eq. (21).
Therefore, the extracted values of the slope parameters are
nearly identical: the a2ð1320Þ slope parameter has a value
of 7.9 0.5ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 in the ρð770ÞπD wave with
M ¼ 1 and of 7.8þ0.6−0.5ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 in the f2ð1270ÞπP
wave (see Table VI). Similar to the 1þþ and 2−þ sectors
(see Secs. VI D 1 and VI E 1, respectively), the slope
parameter of the higher-mass state, here the a2ð1700Þ, is
smaller. It has a value of 7.3þ2.4−0.9ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 in the
ρð770ÞπD wave with M ¼ 1 and 7.2þ1.1−0.8ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2
in the f2ð1270ÞπP wave. If we do not constrain the
34A similar behavior is observed for the a1ð1640Þ in the
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave (see Sec. VI E 2).
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coupling amplitudes of the resonance components via
Eq. (21) [Study (M); see Sec. V], the above slope values
remain essentially unchanged. The only exception is the
a2ð1700Þ in the ρð770ÞπP wave, the slope of which
becomes about 2 ðGeV=cÞ−2 steeper.
As in other waves, we observe that the t0 spectra of the
nonresonant components in the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD and
2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP waves are distinctly different from
those of the resonances. In particular in the ρð770ÞπD
wave with M ¼ 1, the nonresonant component exhibits a
much steeper t0 spectrum with a slope parameter value of
13.6þ0.4−1.8 ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2. The nonresonant t0 spectrum in
the f2ð1270ÞπP wave is sensitive to changes of the fit
model discussed in Sec. V (see Fig. 18). It is not well
described by the model, Eq. (41). The ðt0ÞjMj factor in the
model induces a downturn toward lower t0, which is
inconsistent with the data. From the above, we conclude
that the nonresonant component in this wave seems to have
too much freedom. We also cannot exclude that it is
distorted by leakage into the small f2ð1270ÞπP wave at
the stage of the mass-independent analysis.
In the fit model, the t0 dependence of the coupl-
ing amplitudes of the resonant components in the
2þþ2þρð770ÞπD wave is not constrained by Eq. (21) and
is therefore determined independently of the other two
2þþ waves. In the M ¼ 2 wave, we observe slope param-
eters for the a2ð1320Þ and the nonresonant contribution
of 9.0þ1.2−0.7 ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 and 8.1þ1.6−0.5 ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2,
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FIG. 17. Similar to Fig. 7 but showing the t0 spectra of the components in the 2þþρð770ÞπD waves with (upper row) Mε ¼ 1þ and
(lower row) Mε ¼ 2þ as given by Eq. (40): (left) a2ð1320Þ component, (center) a2ð1700Þ component, and (right) nonresonant
components. The red curves and horizontal lines represent fits using Eq. (41). (e) shows in addition to the a2ð1700Þ t0 spectrum from the
main fit (black/gray) the t0 spectra obtained in the various systematic studies (central values shown in green, statistical uncertainties in
light green).
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FIG. 18. Similar to Fig. 17(e), but showing the t0 spectrum of
the nonresonant component in the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave as
given by Eq. (40).
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respectively. The value for the a2ð1320Þ is slightly larger
than in the other two 2þþ waves, while the one for the
nonresonant component is significantly smaller. Both effects
are not understood at present and illustrate the limitations of
our model. The t0 spectrum of the a2ð1700Þ in the M ¼ 2
wave differs strongly from the t0 spectra in the other two
waves [see Fig. 17(e)]. It has a rather peculiar shape: after an
initial rise with increasing t0, the intensity drops sharply with
t0 until about 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2 and then levels off. The fit
function in Eq. (41) is not able to describe these data. The t0
spectrum is sensitive to changes of the fit model discussed in
Sec. V. We therefore conclude that with our model the
a2ð1700Þ signal in the M ¼ 2 wave is too small in order to
reliably extract a2ð1700Þ yields, although it helps to con-
strain the a2ð1700Þ parameters.
We extract the branching-fraction ratio for the decays of
the a2ð1320Þ into the ρð770ÞπD and f2ð1270ÞπP decay
modes with M ¼ 1, where the latter one is a subthreshold
decay. Using Eq. (43) we get
Ba2ρπD;f2πP ¼
BF½a2ð1320Þ− → ρð770Þ0π− → π−π−πþ
BF½a2ð1320Þ− → f2ð1270Þπ− → π−π−πþ
¼ 17.6þ1.1−2.6ðsysÞ: ð47Þ
This is the first measurement of this quantity. As for the
a4ð2040Þ (see Sec. VI B 1), this ratio increases by a factor
of 4=3 when we take into account the unobserved decays
a2− → ρ−π0 and a2− → f2π− to the π−π0π0 final state and
assume isospin symmetry. Hence
Ba2;isoρπD;f2πP ¼
BF½a2ð1320Þ− → ρð770Þπ → 3π
BF½a2ð1320Þ− → f2ð1270Þπ → 3π
¼ 23.5þ1.5−3.5ðsysÞ: ð48Þ
Taking into account the branching fraction of the f2ð1270Þ
to 2π and the effect of the different Bose symmetrizations in
the π−π−πþ and π−π0π0 final states, the isospin factor 4=3
should be replaced by 0.936þ0.032−0.010
35 yielding the corrected
branching-fraction ratio
Ba2;corrρπD;f2πP ¼
BF½a2ð1320Þ− → ρð770Þπ
BF½a2ð1320Þ− → f2ð1270Þπ
¼ 16.5þ1.2−2.4 : ð49Þ
2. Discussion of results on 2+ + resonances
From our analysis, we conclude that we observe two
resonanceswith JPC ¼ 2þþ. The a2ð1320Þ appears as a clear
peak in all three 2þþ waves, whereas the a2ð1700Þ shows up
most prominently in the f2ð1270ÞπP wave and is seen to
couple only weakly to ρð770ÞπD. In order to study the
significance of the extracteda2ð1700Þ signal,we performed a
fit, in which the a2ð1700Þ component was removed from the
fit model. Compared to themain fit, this fit has aminimum χ2
value that is larger by a factor of 1.48.36 Figure 19 shows the
contributions from the spin-density matrix elements to the χ2
difference between this and the main fit. As expected, the
largest contribution to the observed χ2 increase comes from
the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave intensity and from its interfer-
ences. This shows that most of the support for the a2ð1700Þ
component comes from the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπPwave, which
is consistent with the observation that the a2ð1700Þ signal is
small in the two ρð770ÞπD waves. Figure 20 shows that the
2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave cannot be described without the
a2ð1700Þ. The model without the a2ð1700Þ that is repre-
sented by the dashed red curve is in particular unable to
describe the shoulder at about 1.6 GeV=c2 in the intensity
distribution.
We clearly observe the production of a2ð1320Þ with
M ¼ 2. This is consistent with the peak observed in the
M ¼ 2 D-wave of the π−η final state [see Fig. 3(g) in
Ref. [53]]. Also the intensity ratio of theM ¼ 1 andM ¼ 2
waves at the a2ð1320Þ peak position is similar for the two
final states. In the present analysis, we have studied in
detail the t0 dependence of the a2ð1320Þ component in the
ρð770ÞπD waves with M ¼ 1 and M ¼ 2. Despite the
different functional dependence due to the ðt0ÞjMj factor
in Eq. (41), the extracted slope parameters have similar
values. In addition, the relative phase of the coupling
amplitudes of the a2ð1320Þ in the twowaves exhibits only a
weak t0 dependence and departs from zero by no more than
20° (see Sec. VII). All this points to the same production
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mechanism and shows that Pomeron exchange can transfer
helicity 2 to the produced state.
The PDG quotes world averages for the a2ð1320Þ param-
eters of ma2ð1320Þ ¼ 1319.0þ1.0−1.3 MeV=c2 and Γa2ð1320Þ ¼
105þ1.6−1.9 MeV=c
2 [10] for the 3π decay mode. While
our estimate of ma2ð1320Þ ¼ 1314.5þ4.0−3.3ðsysÞ MeV=c2 is
4.5 MeV=c2 lower, our width value of Γa2ð1320Þ ¼
106.6þ3.4−7.0ðsysÞ MeV=c2 agrees well with the PDG average.
Our present a2ð1320Þ parameters agree with the results
of our two previous analyses: the one based on the
measurement of the π−π−πþ final state diffractively pro-
duced on a solid lead target [17], and the other based on the
measurement of the ηπ and η0π final states diffractively
produced on a liquid-hydrogen target [53]. The finite
resolution in m3π , which is neglected in our analysis, is
estimated to affect the width by less than 1 MeV=c2. Our
values for the slope parameter of the a2ð1320Þ in the
ρð770ÞπD and f2ð1270ÞπP waves withM ¼ 1 are in good
agreement with the value of 7.3 0.1 ðGeV=cÞ−2 mea-
sured by ACCMOR [31].
The a2ð1700Þ is listed by the PDG as “omitted
from summary table” with world averages for
mass and width of ma2ð1700Þ¼173216MeV=c2 and
Γa2ð1700Þ ¼ 194 40 MeV=c2 [10]. Our result of
ma2ð1700Þ ¼ 1681þ22−35ðsysÞ MeV=c2 is consistent with the
world average, but our width value of Γa2ð1700Þ ¼
436þ20−16ðsysÞ MeV=c2 is 242 MeV=c2 larger. Our width
estimate is especially in disagreement with the result
of the Belle experiment, which measured an enhancement
in the invariant mass spectrum of KþK− pairs produced
in two-photon collisions [80] with a width of only
151 22ðstatÞ  24ðsysÞ MeV=c2. The PDG assigns this
measurement to the a2ð1700Þ and includes it in the world
average. It is interesting to compare our results with an
analysis of the ηπ D-wave intensity using an analytical
model based on the principles of the relativistic S-matrix
[67]. The analysis is based on the partial-wave decom-
position of COMPASS data from Ref. [53]. The extracted
a2ð1320Þ pole parameters from Ref. [67] are consistent
with the values of our Breit-Wigner parameters. The
same is true for the a2ð1700Þ mass, but the a2ð1700Þ
width of 280 10ðstatÞ  70ðsysÞ MeV=c2 that is found
in Ref. [67] appears to be lower than our value. This is a
hint that our simplifying model assumptions may cause an
overestimation of the a2ð1700Þ width.
We observe that the a2ð1700Þ predominantly decays into
f2ð1270ÞπP and less into ρð770ÞπD. This finding is
difficult to reconcile with the dominance of the ρð770Þπ
over the f2ð1270Þπ decay mode observed by the L3
experiment in an analysis of the πþπ−π0 final state produced
in two-photon collisions [81]. At the current stage of the
analysis we do not make a quantitative statement on the
a2ð1700Þ branching fractions because the a2ð1700Þ region
in the two ρð770ÞπD waves is dominated by the a2ð1320Þ
high-mass tail and the nonresonant components.
A number of observations of potential higher excited a2
states are listed by the PDG as “further states” [10]:a2ð1950Þ
[77], a2ð1990Þ [73,81], a2ð2030Þ [77], a2ð2175Þ [77], and
a2ð2255Þ [82]. We do not see clear resonance signals of
heavy a2 states above the a2ð1700Þ in the analyzed waves.
D. JPC = 2− + resonances
1. Results on 2− + resonances
We include four waves with JPC ¼ 2−þ in the resonance-
model fit. The 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF and 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS
waves have relatively large intensities and contribute
2.2% and 6.7% to the total intensity, respectively. The
2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS and 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD waves have
smaller intensities and each contributes 0.9% to the total
intensity. Figure 21 shows the intensity distributions of
the four waves for the lowest and the highest t0 bins (first
and third rows, respectively).
The intensities of the ρð770ÞπF wave and of the two
f2ð1270ÞπS waves exhibit a clear peak at 1.65 GeV=c2,
which dominates in particular the f2ð1270ÞπS waves. The
position of this peak does not depend strongly on t0. The
ρð770ÞπF wave has an additional high-mass shoulder at
1.9 GeV=c2, which becomes a dominant peak in the highest
t0 bin. The f2ð1270ÞπSwavewithM ¼ 0 has a smaller high-
mass shoulder at about 2.05 GeV=c2, which also grows
relative to the 1.65 GeV=c2 peak with increasing t0. This
shoulder is absent in the f2ð1270ÞπSwavewithM ¼ 1. The
f2ð1270ÞπDwave has no structure at 1.65 GeV=c2. Instead,
it exhibits a dominant peak at 1.8 GeV=c2 and a slight high-
mass shoulder at 2.05 GeV=c2, which becomes more
pronounced toward higher t0. The position of the peak is
independent of t0.
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The 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF wave and the two 2−þf2ð1270ÞπS
waves exhibit clearly rising phases with respect to the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave in the region of the 1.65 GeV=c2
peak (see second and fourth rows in Fig. 21). At low t0, the
phases of the 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF and 2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS
waves continue to rise in the 1.9 GeV=c2 region [see
Figs. 21(e)and 21(g)]. The phase motion of the
2−þ0þρð770ÞπF wave is approximately independent of t0,
whereas the phase of the 2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS wave flattens
out at about 1.9 GeV=c2 at higher t0, making the phase
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FIG. 21. Amplitudes of the four JPC ¼ 2−þ waves: (first column) 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF wave, (second column) 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave,
(third column) 2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS wave, and (fourth column) 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD wave. (first and third rows) Intensity distributions in
the lowest and highest t0 bins, respectively. (second and fourth rows) Phases relative to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave in the lowest and
highest t0 bins, respectively. The model and the wave components are represented as in Fig. 10, except that here the blue curves represent
the π2ð1670Þ, the π2ð1880Þ, and the π2ð2005Þ.
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motion of this wave similar to that of the corresponding
M ¼ 0 wave. The phase motion of the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD
wave with respect to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave exhibits a
rapid rise in the region of the 1.8 GeV=c2 peak and a slower
rise in the region of the 2.05 GeV=c2 shoulder. The
amplitude of the phase motion decreases with increasing t0.
The fit model contains three resonances, π2ð1670Þ,
π2ð1880Þ, and π2ð2005Þ, to describe the four JPC ¼ 2−þ
waves. The resonances are parametrized using Eqs. (22)
and (23), the nonresonant components using Eq. (27) for
the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS and 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF waves and
Eq. (29) for the other two 2−þ waves (see Table II). The
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FIG. 22. Amplitudes of the four JPC ¼ 2−þ waves in the lowest t0 bin. (a) through (d): Intensity distribution and relative phases for the
2−þ0þρð770ÞπF wave. (e) through (g): Intensity distribution and relative phases for the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave. (h) and (i): Intensity
distribution and relative phase for the 2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS wave. (j): Intensity distribution for the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD wave. The model
and the wave components are represented as in Fig. 21.
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ρð770ÞπF wave is fit in the range from 1.2 to 2.1 GeV=c2,
the two f2ð1270ÞπS waves from 1.4 to 2.3 GeV=c2, and
the f2ð1270ÞπD wave from 1.6 to 2.3 GeV=c2.
The ρð770ÞπF wave and the two f2ð1270ÞπS waves are
dominated by the π2ð1670Þ. In the ρð770ÞπF wave, the
nonresonant component is small compared to the π2ð1670Þ
component. Only in the two highest t0 bins does it have a
larger intensity. The contributions from the nonresonant
components are larger in the two f2ð1270ÞπSwaves. These
waves also show a stronger interference of the wave
components in the π2ð1670Þ region, in particular at lower
t0. In the ρð770ÞπF wave and the two f2ð1270ÞπS waves,
the intensities of the two excited π2 components are
comparable to those of the nonresonant components or
even smaller. In the f2ð1270ÞπS wave with M ¼ 0, the
π2ð1880Þ component is practically vanishing. The excited
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FIG. 23. Similar to Fig. 22 but for the highest t0 bin.
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π2 components show different interference patterns. In the
ρð770ÞπF wave, significant constructive interference of the
wave components describes the high-mass shoulder at
1.9 GeV=c2. In the f2ð1270ÞπS wave with M ¼ 0 these
interference effects are much smaller, whereas in the
f2ð1270ÞπS wave with M ¼ 1 the components interfere
destructively leading to a steeper drop of the intensity in the
1.8 GeV=c2 region at larger t0.
The composition of the f2ð1270ÞπD wave is strikingly
different. In this wave, all three resonance components play
a significant role, with the π2ð1880Þ being the dominant
one that destructively interferes with the other components.
At lower values of t0, the π2ð1670Þ and the π2ð2005Þ appear
with similar intensities. In the two highest t0 bins, the
π2ð2005Þ component becomes larger. The contribution
from the nonresonant component is small.
Within the fit ranges, the fit model describes the
intensity distributions in general well. This is in par-
ticular true for the two f2ð1270ÞπS waves. The fit model
does not reproduce the details of the high-mass shoulder
at 2.05 GeV=c2 in the f2ð1270ÞπD wave. In this wave,
also the extrapolation of the fit model above the fit
range of 2.3 GeV=c2 deviates from the data, in particu-
lar at lower t0. In the ρð770ÞπF wave, the fit model does
not reproduce details of the peak at 1.65 GeV=c2 and of
the shoulder at 1.9 GeV=c2. The extrapolation of the fit
model above the fit range of 2.1 GeV=c2 deviates from
the data.
The dominance of the π2ð1670Þ in the ρð770ÞπF wave
and in the two f2ð1270ÞπS waves is supported by the
clearly rising phases of these waves with respect to the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave (see Fig. 21). It is also consistent
with the approximately constant relative phases among
these three 2−þ waves in the 1.6 GeV=c2 region at low t0
(see Fig. 22). Above the π2ð1670Þ region, the similar
relative strengths of π2ð1880Þ and π2ð2005Þ in the
2−þ0þρð770ÞπF and 2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS waves lead to
only small variations of their relative phase. The
2−þ0þρð770ÞπF and 2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS waves exhibit
more pronounced phase motions in the 1.9 GeV=c2 region
with respect to the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave because of
the vanishing π2ð1880Þ component in the latter wave.
The interference pattern of the three 2−þ waves changes
toward higher t0 mainly because of the changing compo-
sition of the 2−þ0þρð770ÞπFwave (see Fig. 23). The phase
of the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD wave with respect to the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave rises in the 1.8 GeV=c2 region
and, less rapidly, in the 2.0 GeV=c2 region. This phase
motion is caused by π2ð1880Þ and π2ð2005Þ and is con-
nected to the phases of the coupling amplitudes of the two
heavier π2, which are close to 180° relative to the π2ð1670Þ
in this wave (see Sec. VII). With respect to the other three
2−þ waves, the f2ð1270ÞπD wave shows similar phase
motions. This is consistent with the large contributions
from π2ð1880Þ and π2ð2005Þ in this wave compared to the
π2ð1670Þ component.
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FIG. 24. Similar to Fig. 7, but showing the t0 spectra of the components in the two 2−þf2ð1270ÞπS waves as given by Eq. (40): (top
row) Mε ¼ 0þ wave and (bottom row) Mε ¼ 1þ wave; (first column) π2ð1670Þ component, (second column) π2ð1880Þ component,
(third column) π2ð2005Þ component, and (fourth column) nonresonant components. The red curves and horizontal lines represent fits
using Eq. (41).
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Within the fit range, the model is able to describe well
most of the phase motions. Some details in the high-mass
regions are not reproduced. Often, the high-mass extra-
polations of the fit model deviate from the data (see e.g.,
Fig. 22 and the second row of Fig. 21). In some cases, this
is also true for the extrapolations below the low-mass limits
of the fit ranges (see e.g., Fig. 22). However, in many of
these cases the intensities of the waves are small.
The extracted resonance parameters for π2ð1670Þ,
π2ð1880Þ, and π2ð2005Þ are
mπ2ð1670Þ ¼ 1642þ12−1 ðsysÞ MeV=c2;
Γπ2ð1670Þ ¼ 311þ12−23ðsysÞ MeV=c2;
mπ2ð1880Þ ¼ 1847þ20−3 ðsysÞ MeV=c2;
Γπ2ð1880Þ ¼ 246þ33−28ðsysÞ MeV=c2;
mπ2ð2005Þ ¼ 1962þ17−29ðsysÞ MeV=c2; and
Γπ2ð2005Þ ¼ 371þ16−120ðsysÞ MeV=c2:
Hence in the 2−þ sector, the model assumption of well-
separated resonances with little overlap is not well fulfilled.
Although constrained by the amplitudes of four waves, the
2−þ resonance parameters exhibit a larger sensitivity to
changes of the fit model discussed in Sec. V. They therefore
have larger systematic uncertainties than, for example, the
parameters of the πð1800Þ. In addition, some of the
systematic uncertainty intervals are highly asymmetric.
The parameters of the three 2−þ resonances are correlated
in a complicated way and depend, among other things, on
the set of waves included in the fit. Also the number of
background events in the selected data sample influences the
resonance parameters. The parameters of π2ð1880Þ and
π2ð2005Þ are in addition sensitive to the number of t0 bins.
This underlines the importance of using a fine-grained t0
binning in order to capture the evolution of the 2−þ
amplitudes with t0. The 2−þ resonance parameters exhibit
an exceptionally large sensitivity to the m3π and t0 depend-
ences of the production probability jPðm3π; t0Þj2 in
Eqs. (20) and (32). The widths of π2ð1670Þ and π2ð1880Þ
are also affected by the interference of the 2−þ waves with
the low-mass part of the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave. More
details on the results of the systematic studies can be found in
Appendix D 5.
Figures 24 and 25 show the t0 dependence of the
intensities of the resonant and nonresonant 2−þ wave
components together with the results of fits using
Eq. (41). In our fit model, the coupling amplitudes of the
resonance components in the three 2−þ waves with M ¼ 0
are constrained by Eq. (21). The t0 spectra of the resonance
components are well described by the exponential model
in Eq. (41). The extracted values of the slope parameters
for π2ð1670Þ, π2ð1880Þ, and π2ð2005Þ are approximately
8.5 ðGeV=cÞ−2, 7.8 ðGeV=cÞ−2, and 6.7 ðGeV=cÞ−2,
respectively [see Table VI for details], which are typical
values for resonances. As for the 1þþ and 2þþ resonances,
the slope parameter decreases with increasing mass of the
resonance. This flattening of the t0 slopewith increasingm3π
was also observed in the t0 spectra before partial-wave
decomposition (see e.g., Fig. 31 in Ref. [30]). The three-
component Deck model [59,83,84] may explain this behav-
ior. The relative enhancement of higher-mass states at larger
values of t0 helps to better disentangle the various resonance
components.
In the fit model, the t0 dependence of the coupl-
ing amplitudes of the resonant components in the
2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS wave is not constrained by Eq. (21).
Due to the relative smallness of this wave, the intensities
of the wave components are extracted less reliably.
Equation (41) does not describe well the t0 spectra of the
wave components. This is in particular true for the π2ð1670Þ
and π2ð1880Þ. Hence only a rough comparison of the
slope parameters is possible. The slope parameter values
for π2ð1880Þ and π2ð2005Þ are compatible with those
found in the other three 2−þ waves. However, the slope
of the π2ð1670Þ t0 spectrum is significantly smaller with
b ¼ 5.0 ðGeV=cÞ−2. This effect is not understood but it is
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FIG. 25. Similar to Fig. 7, but showing the t0 spectra of the
nonresonant components (a) in the 2−þ0þρð770ÞπFwave and (b)
in the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD wave. The red curve and horizontal
lines in (b) represent a fit using Eq. (41).
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consistent with the shallower t0 slope of the intensity of
this wave in the π2ð1670Þ mass region (see Table VI
in Ref. [30]).
Compared to the other JPC sectors, where we observe in
general a steeper t0 slope for the nonresonant components
than for the resonances, the nonresonant components in the
2−þ sector behave somewhat irregularly. The only excep-
tion is the nonresonant component in the f2ð1270ÞπD
wave. Its t0 spectrum is well described by the exponential in
Eq. (41) and has a slope of 12þ6−2ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2, which is
considerably steeper than the slopes of the π2 resonances
[see Fig. 25(b)]. The t0 spectrum of the nonresonant
component in the f2ð1270ÞπS wave with M ¼ 1 has a
shallower slope of 6.9þ1.1−1.9ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 that is compa-
rable to those of the π2 resonances [see Fig. 24(h)].
However, at low t0 the data deviate from the fit model.
Also for the nonresonant component in the f2ð1270ÞπS
wavewithM ¼ 0, the model deviates from the data at low t0
[see Fig. 24(d)]. Equation (41) cannot reproduce the step at
t0 ≈ 0.16 ðGeV=cÞ2. The extracted value of 5.1 ðGeV=cÞ−2
for the slope parameter is smaller than that for the π2
resonances, but is not well defined. The nonresonant
component in the ρð770ÞπF wave exhibits a complicated
t0 spectrum [see Fig. 25(a)]. It has a narrow dip at about
0.16 ðGeV=cÞ2 at the same locationwherewe observe a step
in the t0 spectrum of the nonresonant component in the
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave. Equation (41) cannot describe
such a distribution. The complicated shape of the t0 spectrum
may be an artifact caused by forcing the same t0 dependence
of the resonances in theM ¼ 0waves via Eq. (21). However,
if we leave the t0 dependence of all resonance components
free [see discussion of Study (M) below], the dip at low t0
remains. Since at low t0 the nonresonant component is much
smaller than any of the three resonance components, its
intensity is less well determined and more sensitive to
systematic effects. Monte Carlo studies of a model for the
Deck effect (seeAppendixB) have shown that the projection
of this nonresonant amplitude into the ρð770ÞπF wave is
vanishingly small so that the observed nonresonant intensity
is presumably of a different origin.
If we do not constrain the coupling amplitudes
via Eq. (21) and thus allow the resonance components
to have different t0 dependences [Study (M); see Sec. V],
the extracted t0 spectra agree in general less with the
simple model of Eq. (41). The components of the
2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS and 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD waves show
similar t0 spectra with slope parameters that deviate by
at most 2 ðGeV=cÞ−2 from those of the main fit. This is
also true for the π2ð1670Þ component in the other
two 2−þ waves, the π2ð1880Þ component in the
2−þ0þρð770ÞπF wave, and the π2ð2005Þ component in
the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave. However, in the latter wave,
the slope parameter of the π2ð1880Þ becomes almost twice
as large and thus inconsistent with the π2ð1880Þ slope
parameters in the other three waves. In the ρð770ÞπF wave,
the π2ð2005Þ t0 spectrum changes drastically and becomes
similar to the t0 spectrum of the nonresonant component in
the main fit. In turn, the t0 spectrum of the nonresonant
component becomes steeper. In addition to the t0 spectra,
also the resonance parameters of π2ð1880Þ and π2ð2005Þ
change in Study (M). The π2ð1880Þ becomes 29 MeV=c2
wider, whereas the π2ð2005Þ becomes 75 MeV=c2 nar-
rower. The results of this study indicate that without
the constraint of Eq. (21), the relative intensities of the
three π2 states and the nonresonant components are not
well constrained by the data. A possible reason for this
behavior is that our approach to model the partial-
wave amplitudes as a sum of Breit-Wigner amplitudes
might not be a good approximation anymore because of
the considerable overlap of the three π2 resonances.
Applying more advanced models is the topic of future
research [65,66].
2. Discussion of results on 2− + resonances
We observe three distinct resonances with JPC ¼ 2−þ in
our data set, which are clearly identified owing to their
different production characteristic and decay paths. The
π2ð1670Þ appears as a dominant peak with associated phase
motion in the ρð770ÞπF and the two f2ð1270ÞπS waves
with Mε ¼ 0þ and 1þ. The strongest signal for the
π2ð1880Þ appears in the f2ð1270ÞπD wave in the form
of a dominant peak with associated phase motion. The
relative intensity of the π2ð1880Þ in the other three 2−þ
waves is small, which is in particular true for the
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave. The π2ð2005Þ appears as high-
mass shoulders in the 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF, 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS,
and 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD waves, which due to the shallower
t0 slope of the π2ð2005Þ are more pronounced in the highest
t0 bin. In the ρð770ÞπFwave, this shoulder even turns into a
clear peak at large t0. The π2ð2005Þ contribution is
significantly larger than that of the π2ð1880Þ in the
ρð770ÞπF wave and in the f2ð1270ÞπS wave with
M ¼ 0. In the f2ð1270ÞπS wave with M ¼ 1, the two
contributions are of comparable strength.
The parameters of the π2ð1670Þ are well known. The
PDG quotes world averages for its mass and width of
mπ2ð1670Þ ¼ 1672.2 3.0 MeV=c2 and Γπ2ð1670Þ ¼ 260
9 MeV=c2, respectively [10]. We find a mass ofmπ2ð1670Þ ¼
1642þ12−1 ðsysÞ MeV=c2, which is smaller by 30 MeV=c2,
and a width of Γπ2ð1670Þ ¼ 311þ12−23ðsysÞ MeV=c2, which is
larger by 51 MeV=c2. However, within uncertainties
our result is consistent with our previous measurement
of the π−π−πþ final state diffractively produced on a
solid lead target [17]. It is interesting to note that a
study with a reduced set of only 11 waves, from which
all 2−þ waves but the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave have been
removed, yields π2ð1670Þ resonance parameters of
mπ2ð1670Þ ¼ 1663 MeV=c2 and Γπ2ð1670Þ ¼ 256 MeV=c2,
which are close to the world average. In that fit, the
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2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS amplitude was described in a smaller
mass range from 1.4 to 1.9 GeV=c2 using the π2ð1670Þ as
the only 2−þ resonance component.
The π2ð1880Þ appears to be experimentally well estab-
lished according to the PDG, although its measured mass
and width values vary considerably. The PDG lists no
observation for the decay π2ð1880Þ→ 3π. The PDG world
averages of the π2ð1880Þ parameters are mπ2ð1880Þ ¼
1895 16 MeV=c2 and Γπ2ð1880Þ ¼ 235 34 MeV=c2
[10]. While we find a value for the π2ð1880Þ width of
Γπ2ð1880Þ ¼ 246þ33−28ðsysÞ MeV=c2 that is compatible with
the world average, our mass value of mπ2ð1880Þ ¼
1847þ20−3 ðsysÞ MeV=c2 is 48 MeV=c2 smaller. The four
measurements listed by the PDG fall into two subsets. The
first consists of two measurements with lower masses
mπ2ð1880Þ ≤ 1880 MeV=c
2 and smaller widths Γπ2ð1880Þ ≤
255 MeV=c2 [73,85]. Our estimate of the π2ð1880Þ param-
eters is within uncertainties compatible with these two
measurements, although there is some disagreement with
the extremely small width estimate of 146 17ðstatÞ 
62ðsysÞ MeV=c2 from Ref. [73]. The other two measure-
ments with larger masses mπ2ð1880Þ ≥ 1929 MeV=c
2 and
larger widths Γπ2ð1880Þ ≥ 306 MeV=c
2 [86,87] are better
compatible with our estimates for the π2ð2005Þ parameters.
The π2ð2005Þ is listed by the PDG only as a “further
state” with two observations [10]. It was claimed in an
analysis by the BNL E852 experiment of the ωπ0π− final
state diffractively produced on a proton target [73] and
in two analyses based on pp¯ annihilation data from
the Crystal Barrel experiment: a combined analysis of
3π0, π0η, and π0η0 final states [77] and an analysis
of ηηπ0 [82]. The mass range explored in pp¯ annihila-
tions in flight starts only around 1.95 GeV=c2 and thus
covers only the high-mass part of the π2ð2005Þ resonance.
Within uncertainties, our estimate for the π2ð2005Þ para-
meters, mπ2ð2005Þ ¼ 1962þ17−29ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and Γπ2ð2005Þ ¼
371þ16−120ðsysÞ MeV=c2, is compatible with either
measurement.
In order to study the significance of the π2ð2005Þ signal
in our data, we have performed a systematic study, in which
we omitted the π2ð2005Þ from the fit model. The minimum
χ2 value found in this fit is 1.07 times larger than the one of
the main fit.37 Figure 26 shows the contributions from the
spin-density matrix elements to the χ2 difference between
this and the main fit. Without the π2ð2005Þ, the model
describes the 2−þ intensity distributions and interference
terms less well, in particular for the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS and
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD waves. Figure 27 shows that the high-
mass shoulders cannot be reproduced well. Omitting the
π2ð2005Þ component also shifts some of the resonance
parameters. On the one hand, the π2ð1880Þ becomes
20 MeV=c2 lighter and 100 MeV=c2 wider, which would
be contradictory to all previous measurements. On the other
hand, the π2ð1670Þ parameters move closer to the PDG
world average.38
In addition to π2ð1670Þ, π2ð1880Þ, and π2ð2005Þ, the
PDG lists the π2ð2100Þ as “omitted from summary table”
[10]. The PDG entry is based on two observations reported
by the ACCMOR [31] and the VES experiments [46] in the
diffractively produced π−π−πþ final state. The π2ð2100Þ
thus requires further experimental confirmation. It is close in
mass to the π2ð2005Þ, but has a much larger width of
625 50 MeV=c2. In the ACCMOR analysis, the intensity
distributions of the 2−þ0þ½ππSπD, 2−þ0þρð770ÞπP,
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS, and 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD waves were
fit together with selected relative phases of these waves
using a model with two 2−þ resonances, π2ð1670Þ and
π2ð2100Þ, which was based on the K-matrix approach [31].
In this model, the dominant peak at 1.8 GeV=c2 in the
f2ð1270ÞπD wave is explained as a constructive interfer-
ence of the two resonance components. The VES analysis
is similar and confirms this finding [46]. It is worth
noting that in both analyses rather high π2ð1670Þ masses
≥ 1710 MeV=c2 are found.Our data exhibit similar features
as the ACCMOR and VES data. In particular, considering
the uncertainties it is likely that our π2ð2005Þ signal
corresponds to the π2ð2100Þ measurements discussed
above, although the width estimates differ significantly.
The main difference of our analysis is that we include
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37Compared to the 722 free parameters of the main fit, this fit
has 672 free parameters.
38The π2ð1670Þ becomes 17 MeV=c2 heavier and 20 MeV=c2
narrower. Large changes are also observed for the a1ð1640Þ,
which becomes 42 MeV=c2 lighter and 82 MeV=c2 wider, and
for the π1ð1600Þ, which becomes 51 MeV=c2 narrower.
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different waves in the resonance-model fit. We did not
include the ρð770ÞπP wave because it exhibits a sizable
and not well understood low-mass enhancement below the
π2ð1670Þ region [see Fig. 57(e) in Ref. [88]]. The ½ππSπD
and f0ð980ÞπD waves have complicated intensity distribu-
tions [see Figs. 25(c) and 25(d) in Ref. [30]]. At low m3π,
both partial-wave intensities are sensitive to the wave set
that is used in the mass-independent analysis. They
also may be affected by the particular parametrizations
chosen for the ½ππS and f0ð980Þ isobar amplitudes. A less
model-dependent analysis, in which the amplitude of
the π−πþ S-wave subsystem was extracted from the data
instead of using a parametrization with fixed functional
form, shows a clear correlation of a peak in the region of
m3π ¼ 1.9 GeV=c2, which is presumably the π2ð1880Þ,
with a peak in the f0ð980Þ region in the π−πþmass spectrum
[see Figs. 40 and 43(c) in Ref. [30]]. However, shape,
position, and strength of the observed peak structure in the
π2ð1670Þ region depend strongly on t0, which hints at large
contributions from nonresonant components.
As discussed above, the four 2−þ waves selected for
the resonance-model fit are not well described if we
include only two 2−þ Breit-Wigner resonances in the
model. In particular, we do not observe solutions similar
to those found by ACCMOR or VES with a second
resonance in the 2.1 GeV=c2 region. It is therefore unlikely
that the π2ð1880Þ signal is caused by a constructive
interference of the other two resonances. It is also
unlikely that the π2ð1880Þ signal arises from an interfer-
ence with a nonresonant component since the t0 spectrum
of the π2ð1880Þ exhibits a resonancelike behavior [see
Figs. 24(b) and 24(f)].
The PDG lists another potential higher excited π2
state, the π2ð2285Þ, as a “further state” [10]. It was
reported with the parameters mπ2ð2285Þ ¼ 2285 20ðstatÞ 
25ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and Γπ2ð2285Þ ¼ 250  20ðstatÞ 
25ðsysÞ MeV=c2 by the authors of Ref. [89] in an analysis
of the ηπ0π0π0 final state produced in pp¯ annihilations in
flight, which was based on data from the Crystal Barrel
experiment. Although we do not see clear resonance signals
of heavy π2 states in the mass range from 2200 to
2500 MeV=c2 in the analyzed waves, we cannot exclude
that the observed deviations of the model from the data at
high masses, in particular in the 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF wave, are
due to additional excited π2 states.
The mass of the π2ð1670Þ agrees well with the quark-
model prediction for the π2 ground state by Godfrey and
Isgur [90]. The mass of the π2ð2005Þ agrees with the
prediction for the first radial excitation of the π2. However,
the π2ð1880Þ does not fit into this picture. The interpre-
tations of the π2ð1880Þ are manifold. It has been interpreted
as a supernumerous exotic meson with conventional
quantum numbers. It has in particular been considered
as a good candidate for a hybrid meson by the authors
of Refs. [11,85]. In contrast, Li and Zhou argue in
Ref. [91] that the observed decay width of approximately
235 MeV=c2 is too large for a pure hybrid state, for which a
smaller width of rather 100 MeV=c2 would be expected. In
addition, the dominant decay into the f2ð1270ÞπD wave
and the small coupling to the f2ð1270ÞπS wave that we
observe in our data contradict the hybrid-meson interpre-
tation based on model calculations for the decay of such
objects performed by Page, Swanson, and Szczepaniak in
Ref. [92], which predict the opposite behavior for a hybrid
resonance. Li and Zhou argue that the π2ð1880Þ decay
pattern is more similar to model predictions for the first
radial excitation of the conventional π2 [91]. However, they
do not exclude a possible small admixture of a hybrid state.
In an alternative approach, Dudek and Szczepaniak
have proposed in Ref. [93] that the 1.65 GeV=c2 peak
in the f2ð1270ÞπS wave and the 1.8 GeV=c2 peak in the
f2ð1270ÞπD wave are caused by the same π2 ground-state
resonance. The seemingly different structures are caused by
interference of this resonance with a type of nonresonant
background originally proposed by Deck [44], which is
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much stronger in the f2ð1270ÞπS wave. In order to explain
the phase motions, this model requires a second π2
resonance at a higher mass as in the ACCMOR and
VES analyses discussed above. Their hypothesis may be
tested by including the t0 dependence and the population of
the M substates of the Deck amplitude.
E. JPC = 1+ + resonances
1. Results on 1+ + resonances
The resonance-model fit includes three waves with
JPC ¼ 1þþ. The 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave is the most dom-
inant wave in the 88-wave set with a relative intensity of
32.7%. The 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP and 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP
waves are about 2 orders of magnitude less intense with
relative intensities of 0.4% and 0.3%, respectively. The
intensity distributions of the three 1þþ waves, as shown in
Figs. 28(a), 28(e), and 28(h) for the lowest t0 bin and in
Figs. 29(a), 29(e), and 29(h) for the highest t0 bin, are
surprisingly different.
The 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS intensity exhibits a broad peak
around 1.2 GeV=c2, which changes its shape and shifts
by about 140 MeV=c2 toward higher masses with increas-
ing t0 (see Fig. 30). This behavior suggests large con-
tributions from nonresonant components in addition to the
expected a1ð1260Þ signal and underlines the importance
of a t0-resolved analysis to better disentangle these
components.
The 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP intensity distribution exhibits a
low-mass enhancement below threshold and a broad peak
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FIG. 28. Amplitudes of the three JPC ¼ 1þþ waves in the lowest t0 bin. (a) through (d): Intensity distribution and relative phases for
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structure at about 1.8 GeV=c2 that disappears in the two
highest t0 bins. In addition, a weaker enhancement appears
around 1.5 GeV=c2 at lower t0. A portion of the low-mass
enhancement might originate from leakage within the 1þþ
sector at the stage of the partial-wave decomposition.39 This
leakage is presumably induced by Deck-like nonresonant
contributions. Monte Carlo simulations of a model for the
Deck amplitude (see Appendix B) have shown that at low
t0, the shapes of the isobars are distorted, especially that of
the ρð770Þ. This might cause leakage into the f2ð1270ÞπP
wave, which has an intensity that is 2 orders of magnitude
smaller than that of the ρð770ÞπS wave.
The most peculiar intensity distribution is observed for
the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave. It has a dominant narrow peak
at approximately 1.45 GeV=c2 that disappears in the
highest t0 bin. In this mass region, large and rapid phase
motions of the f0ð980ÞπP wave are observed relative to
the other two 1þþ waves in all t0 bins [see Figs. 28(b), 28(f),
29(b), and 29(f)]. This suggests that the f0ð980ÞπP wave
has a different resonance content. Similar phase motions
are also observed with respect to other waves. As an
example, Figs. 28(g) and 29(g) show the phases relative to
the 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG wave, where the latter was discussed
in Sec. VI B 1.
Also the relative phase between the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves changes substantially with m3π
[see Figs. 28(c) and 29(c)], which suggests that the wave
components contribute with different strengths to these two
waves. At high t0, this phase becomes approximately
constant in the a1ð1260Þ region and the phase motion in
the 1.6 GeV=c2 region becomes shallower. In general, the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave shows only slowly changing or
approximately constant phases with respect to other waves
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FIG. 29. Similar to Fig. 28 but for the highest t0 bin.
39This is supported by our finding that the low-mass enhance-
ment in the intensity distribution of the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave
changes significantly if a reduced set of 53 waves is used for the
partial-wave decomposition (see Sec. IV F in Ref. [30]).
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FIG. 30. (a) to (k): Intensity distributions of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπSwave in the 11 t0 bins. (l) The t0-summed intensity. The model and the
wave components are represented as in Fig. 28. The contribution of the a1ð1640Þ component is so small that it is barely visible in
linear scale.
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in the a1ð1260Þ mass region. As an example, Figs. 10(b),
10(e), and 10(h) in Sec. VI A 1 show the phase with respect
to the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave. The dominant feature is a
rising phase in the 1.8 GeV=c2 region due to the πð1800Þ. In
a similar way, the phasewith respect to the 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG
wave is dominated by the a4ð2040Þ [see Figs. 28(d)
and 29(d)]. The 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave shows phase
motions in the1.65 GeV=c2 region, for examplewith respect
to the other two 1þþ waves and the 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG wave
[see Figs. 28(c), 28(f), 28(i), 29(c), and 29(f)]. In the highest
t0 bin, the phase with respect to the 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG wave
becomes constant [see Fig. 29(i)].
We model the three 1þþ waves using three reso-
nance components, a1ð1260Þ, a1ð1420Þ, and a1ð1640Þ.
The a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ appear in both the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves, whereas
the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave is described using the a1ð1420Þ
as the only resonance component (seeTable II). Thea1ð1260Þ
is parametrized by Eqs. (22) and (24), and the a1ð1420Þ and
a1ð1640Þ by Eqs. (22) and (23). For the nonresonant
component in the ρð770ÞπS wave we use Eq. (27), for those
in the other two waves Eq. (29). The ρð770ÞπSwave is fit in
the mass range from 0.9 to 2.3 GeV=c2 and the f2ð1270ÞπP
wave from 1.4 to 2.1 GeV=c2. For the f0ð980ÞπP wave, a
narrower fit range from 1.3 to 1.6 GeV=c2 was chosen.40
The employed model is in fair agreement with the data.
In particular it is able to describe the change of the
ρð770ÞπS intensity with t0 in terms of a t0-dependent
interference between the a1ð1260Þ and the nonresonant
component (see Fig. 30). The relative phase of the coupling
amplitudes of the nonresonant component with respect to
the a1ð1260Þ changes from approximately 0° at low t0 to
þ100° at high t0 (see Fig. 53(a) in Sec. VII). Although the
model reproduces the main features of the data, the
extremely small statistical uncertainties of the ρð770ÞπS
data points lead to significant disagreement of the model
with the data in the a1ð1260Þ region. The intensity
distributions of the ρð770ÞπS wave and the real and
imaginary parts of its interference terms in the 11 t0 bins
contribute together already about 25% to the total χ2 of the
model [see Eq. (34)]. The model systematically deviates
from the ρð770ÞπS intensity in the low- and high-mass
flanks of the peak and also cannot well describe the tip of
the peak (see Fig. 31). Some of the discontinuities in this
mass region might be induced by the thresholds applied to
some of the 88 waves used in the partial-wave decom-
position (see Table IX in Appendix A of Ref. [30]). The
deviations of the model from the ρð770ÞπS intensity
increase with t0. In the two highest t0 bins, the peak
becomes significantly narrower, which the model is not
able to reproduce [see Figs. 30(j) and 30(k)]. The model
also does not reproduce smaller details in the high-mass
region. The a1ð1260Þ and the nonresonant component
contribute with similar intensities to the ρð770ÞπS wave
and interfere constructively in the a1ð1260Þ region. In the
low-t0 region, the two components interfere destructively at
higher masses. The contribution of the a1ð1640Þ compo-
nent to the ρð770ÞπS wave is approximately 2 orders of
magnitude smaller than that of the a1ð1260Þ. It accounts for
the small shoulder at 1.8 GeV=c2.
The a1ð1640Þ parameters are mainly determined by the
f2ð1270ÞπP wave. The model describes the low-mass
enhancement of the f2ð1270ÞπP intensity by a dominant
nonresonant component that is sharply peaked in the
a1ð1260Þ region and a comparatively small a1ð1260Þ
component. The high-mass region of the f2ð1270ÞπP
intensity is dominated by a peak at about 1.8 GeV=c2 that
is described well as the constructive interference of the
a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ components. The peak disappears
toward t0 ¼ 1.0 ðGeV=cÞ2 and so do the resonance com-
ponents. The extrapolations of the model below and above
the fit range undershoot the f2ð1270ÞπP intensity at low
and high m3π [see Figs. 28(h) and 29(h)].
The intensity distribution of the f0ð980ÞπP wave is
peculiar in that it shows a peak slightly above the a1ð1260Þ
but significantly narrower. The peak is well described by
the third 1þþ resonance in our model, the a1ð1420Þ. The
a1ð1420Þ interferes destructively with a smaller nonreso-
nant component that peaks at about 1.3 GeV=c2. The
model is not able to describe the high-mass tail, which
grows with increasing t0. This is why the fit range was
limited to below 1.6 GeV=c2.
Within the fit ranges, the model describes the relative
phases of the 1þþ waves better than the intensity
distributions discussed above. In particular the rapid
phase motion of the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP with respect to
other waves is well reproduced. This is also true for the
phase motions of the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave in the
1.6 GeV=c2 region, which are caused by the a1ð1640Þ.
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FIG. 31. Zoomed view of the t0-summed 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS
intensity distribution in Fig. 30(l).
40Therefore, this wave has no overlap with the fit range of the
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD wave, which starts only at 1.6 GeV=c2.
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A significant a1ð1640Þ component in this wave is
also consistent with the phase relative to the
2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave (see Fig. 32). The a2ð1320Þ
causes a decreasing phase in the 1.3 GeV=c2 region.
At higher masses, the relative phase varies only slightly
due to a compensation of the phase motions of a2ð1700Þ
and a1ð1640Þ. The phase of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave
shows a completely different behavior [see Figs. 14(i)
and 15(i)]. In addition to the rapid phase motion caused
by the a2ð1320Þ, also the a2ð1700Þ creates a clear phase
motion that is not canceled by the a1ð1640Þ. Hence
neither a1ð1260Þ nor a1ð1640Þ causes strong phase
motions of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave. This is also true
for the phases of this wave with respect to other waves
[see e.g., Figs. 28(b)–(d) and 29(b)–(d)]. The behavior of
the phases is consistent with the large nonresonant
component over the full mass range and the weak signal
of the a1ð1640Þ compared to the a1ð1260Þ ground state
in the ρð770ÞπS wave. For many phases, the extrapola-
tions of the model below and above the fit range follow
approximately the data. Deviations appear in particular at
low t0. For the phases of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave, the
model extrapolations deviate from the data in the region
above 2.3 GeV=c2 [see e.g., Figs. 28(c) and 28(d)]. For
the phases of the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave, the model
deviates typically at low masses [see e.g., Figs. 28(c) and
28(i)] where also the intensity distribution is not well
reproduced.
Figure 33 shows the t0 spectra of the 1þþ wave
components together with the results of fits using
Eq. (41). The t0 dependence of the amplitudes of
a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ in the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves is constrained via Eq. (21).
The t0 dependence of the a1ð1420Þ amplitude in the
1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave is independently determined by
the fit. The simple exponential model in Eq. (41) is in
fair agreement with the t0 spectra of all 1þþ wave
components. The extracted slope-parameter values for
the a1ð1260Þ are 11.8þ0.9−4.2ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 in the
ρð770ÞπS wave and 11 4ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2 in the
f2ð1270ÞπP wave. The a1ð1260Þ has the steepest t0
spectrum of all resonances in the model (see
Table VI) although the uncertainty toward smaller slope
values is considerable. The a1ð1260Þ slope values agree
within uncertainties with the slope values of the non-
resonant components in all three 1þþ waves. This is in
contrast to most other waves, for which we typically
observe steeper t0 spectra for the nonresonant compo-
nents. This might be a hint that the model is not able to
completely separate the a1ð1260Þ from the nonresonant
components. As expected, the a1ð1640Þ has a shallower
t0 spectrum with slope-parameter values close to
8 ðGeV=cÞ−2. This value is similar to those of other
resonances. In particular, it agrees with the slopes of the
a2ð1700Þ, which has similar resonance parameters.
The t0 spectrum of the a1ð1420Þ in the f0ð980ÞπP
wave is consistent with the resonance interpretation of this
signal. The a1ð1420Þ slope parameter has a value of
9.5þ0.6−1.0ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2, which confirms the tendency that
slopes decrease with increasing mass.
If none of the coupling amplitudes of the resonance
components is constrained via Eq. (21) [Study (M); see
Sec. V], the model has more freedom and can better
describe the intensity distribution of the ρð770ÞπS wave
at high t0 [see Fig. 34(b)]. The a1ð1260Þ resonance
parameters change only slightly. However, the extracted
a1ð1260Þ slope parameters become inconsistent:
9.0 ðGeV=cÞ−2 in the ρð770ÞπS and 15 ðGeV=cÞ−2 in
the f2ð1270ÞπP wave. The slope of the a1ð1640Þ increases
to 14 ðGeV=cÞ−2 in the ρð770ÞπS wave but remains
practically unchanged in the f2ð1270ÞπP wave. This
confirms that the a1ð1640Þ resonance is well determined
by the f2ð1270ÞπP wave. The results of Study (M) also
indicate that without the constraint of Eq. (21) the relative
intensities of the two a1 states and the nonresonant
components are not well constrained by the data.
For the a1ð1260Þ, we extract the resonance parameters
ma1ð1260Þ ¼ 1299þ12−28ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and Γa1ð1260Þ ¼ 380
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80ðsysÞ MeV=c2. The extracted resonance parameters for
the a1ð1640Þ are ma1ð1640Þ ¼ 1700þ35−130ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and
Γa1ð1640Þ ¼ 510þ170−90 ðsysÞ MeV=c2. Due to the dominance
of the a1ð1260Þ signal, the parameters of the a1ð1640Þ are
correlated with those of the a1ð1260Þ. The fit model does
not describe well the ρð770ÞπS and f2ð1270ÞπP intensities
in some mass regions. This leads to a bimodal behavior of
the fit with a second solution with a narrower a1ð1260Þ and
a wider and heavier a1ð1640Þ. In the main fit, this solution
has a larger χ2 but in some of the systematic studies (see
Sec. V), the solution with the narrow a1ð1260Þ is preferred.
The parameters of a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ depend strongly
on the interference of the 1þþ and 2þþ waves and therefore
on the set of 2þþ waves included in the fit. We also observe
a large dependence of the parameters of a1ð1260Þ and
a1ð1640Þ on the number of background events in the
selected data sample. Studies (O) and (P) with alternative
χ2 formulations (see Appendix C) indicate that the model
deviates more from the measured intensity distributions
than from the phases of the 1þþ waves. The results from the
above mentioned systematic studies are discussed in more
detail in Appendix D 2.
Since the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave has a large nonresonant
component, the fit result depends on the choice of the
parametrization used for the nonresonant component. Also
the strongly peaked shape of the nonresonant component at
about 1.5 GeV=c2 in the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave seems
rather implausible. We therefore studied the dependence of
the fit result on the parametrization used for the nonreso-
nant component. In Study (N), we replace the parametri-
zation of the nonresonant amplitude by the square root of
the intensity distribution of the partial-wave decomposition
of Deck Monte Carlo data that were generated according to
the model described in Appendix B. This model describes
the measured 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS amplitude well [see Figs. 9,
35(a), and 35(b)]. The ρð770ÞπS intensity distribution in
the high-t0 region is described even better than in the main
fit. The shape of the nonresonant component from the Deck
model in the ρð770ÞπS wave is qualitatively similar to that
obtained in the main fit. The a1ð1260Þ parameters change
only slightly, but the yield of the a1ð1260Þ component
becomes larger and that of the nonresonant component
smaller in particular at high t0. The model is also in fair
agreement with the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP intensity distribu-
tion [see Fig. 35(d)], although the shape of the nonresonant
component from the Deck model is drastically different
from that used in the main fit. The a1ð1640Þ width
increases by 126 MeV=c2 in Study (N).
Compared to the studies discussed above, the a1ð1260Þ
and a1ð1640Þ parameters depend only weakly on the parti-
cular choice of the t0 binning. This was verified in Study (L),
in which the analysis was performed using only 8 t0 bins.
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FIG. 33. Similar to Fig. 7, but showing the t0 spectra of some of the components in the three 1þþ waves as given by Eq. (40). The red
curves and horizontal lines represent fits using Eq. (41).
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From the fit, we extract a1ð1420Þ resonance parameters
of ma1ð1420Þ ¼ 1411þ4−5ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and Γa1ð1420Þ ¼
161þ11−14ðsysÞ MeV=c2. In spite of the smallness of the
a1ð1420Þ signal, its resonance parameters are found to
be remarkably stable in the systematic studies described
above, which results in small systematic uncertainties41
(see Appendix D 2 for details). This result supersedes
our previous measurement of the a1ð1420Þ parameters
reported in Ref. [19], which was obtained using the same
data set and the same analysis technique but with only three
waves included in the resonance-model fit.
2. Discussion of results on 1+ + resonances
We observe three JPC ¼ 1þþ resonances in our analysis.
The a1ð1260Þ appears in the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave, which
is the most dominant wave, together with a large contri-
bution of the nonresonant component. The contribution of
the a1ð1260Þ to the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave is not well
determined, since the model does not describe well the data
in the region below 1.5 GeV=c2 because of the apparent
leakage as pointed out in Sec. VI E 1 above. The a1ð1640Þ
appears clearly as a peak in the f2ð1270ÞπP wave with
associated phase motion but has only a small relative
contribution to the ρð770ÞπS wave. In general, the descrip-
tion of the ρð770ÞπS and f2ð1270ÞπP intensities appears to
be difficult. The disagreement of the model with the data
induces large systematic uncertainties. The a1ð1420Þ is
observed as a clear peak in the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπPwavewith
associated phase motion (see Figs. 28 and 29). There is no
clear signature for the presence of the a1ð1420Þ in the other
two 1þþ waves.
In order to study the significance of the a1ð1420Þ
resonance we have removed it from the fit model, so that
the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπPwave is described by the nonresonant
component only. This fit has a minimum χ2 value that is
1.44 times larger than that of the main fit.42 Without
the a1ð1420Þ, the model is not able to describe the
f0ð980ÞπP intensity and relative phases (red dashed curve
in Fig. 36).
In order to check if the peak in the f0ð980ÞπP wave
could be a threshold effect of the a1ð1260Þ, we performed a
fit, in which the a1ð1420Þ component is replaced by the
a1ð1260Þ component, so that the latter appears in all three
1þþ waves. The minimum χ2 value of this fit is 1.09 times
larger than that of the main fit.43 Figure 37 shows the
contributions from the spin-density matrix elements to the
χ2 difference between this and the main fit. The model with
the a1ð1260Þ in the f0ð980ÞπP wave describes the peak in
this wave less well [see Fig. 38(b)]. The model requires a
larger nonresonant component and a more destructive
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FIG. 34. (a) t0-summed intensity of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave.
(b) intensity of this wave in the highest t0 bin. (c) t0-summed
intensity of the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave. The result of the main
fit is represented by the continuous curves. The fit, in which none
of the coupling amplitudes of the resonance components was
constrained via Eq. (21) [Study (M); see Sec. V], is represented
by the dashed curves. The model and the wave components are
represented as in Fig. 28.
41We excluded Study (N) in the determination of the system-
atic uncertainty of the a1ð1420Þ parameters, because the shape of
the intensity distribution of the Deck model in the
1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave contradicts the data [see Fig. 35(c)].
42Compared to the 722 free parameters of the main fit, this fit
has 698 free parameters.
43Compared to the 722 free parameters of the main fit, this fit
has 700 free parameters.
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interference. While the description of the peak in the
ρð770ÞπS wave is slightly improved [see Fig. 38(a)], the
interference termof thiswavewith the2þþ1þρð770ÞπDwave
is described less well [see Fig. 37]. The a1ð1260Þ resonance
parameters and the decomposition of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS
wave in terms of its components change drastically. The
a1ð1260Þ becomes 85 MeV=c2 heavier and 188 MeV=c2
narrower so that its resonance parameters actually become
close to those of the a1ð1420Þ in the main fit [cf. continuous
and dashed blue curves in Fig. 38(b)].44 The ρð770ÞπS
intensity is described nearly completely by the nonresonant
component with only a small contribution from the a1ð1260Þ
[see Fig. 38(a)]. This interpretation of the ρð770ÞπS intensity
seems implausible and would disagree with previous results
on the a1ð1260Þ (see discussion below). We therefore con-
clude that the peak in the f0ð980ÞπP wave requires a
resonance in our model, which is not the a1ð1260Þ.
We estimate the strength of a possible a1ð1420Þ compo-
nent in the other two 1þþ waves by adding the a1ð1420Þ
component to the amplitudes of these waves. The minimum
χ2 of this fit is 0.96 times smaller than that of the main fit.45
The largest contribution to this improvement in the descrip-
tion of the data comes from the intensity of the ρð770ÞπS
wave (see Fig. 39). Adding the a1ð1420Þ component to this
wave improves the description of the peak in the a1ð1260Þ
region [see Fig. 40(a)]. Within the fit range, the descrip-
tion of the f2ð1270ÞπP wave changes only slightly [see
Fig. 40(b)]. However, the extrapolation of the model toward
lower masses disagrees even more strongly with the data
than in the main fit. The description of the f0ð980ÞπP wave
remains practically unchanged.46 The relative contributions
of the a1ð1420Þ to the f2ð1270ÞπP and in particular to the
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FIG. 35. (a) t0-summed intensity of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave. (b) Intensity of this wave in the highest t0 bin. (c) and (d): The t0-
summed intensity of the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP and the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπPwave, respectively. The result of the main fit is represented by the
continuous curves. The fit, in which the parametrization of the nonresonant amplitude was replaced by the square root of the intensity
distribution of the partial-wave decomposition of Deck Monte Carlo data [Study (N); see Sec. V], is represented by the dashed curves.
The model and the wave components are represented as in Fig. 28.
44Also the parameters of the a1ð1640Þ change. It becomes
85 MeV=c2 heavier and 20 MeV=c2 wider.
45Compared to the 722 free parameters of the main fit, this fit
has 766 free parameters.
46The a1ð1420Þ parameters change only slightly. Its mass
increases by 4 MeV=c2 and its width by 11 MeV=c2. In
contrast, the parameters of the a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ change
substantially. The a1ð1260Þ becomes 27 MeV=c2 lighter and
75 MeV=c2 wider as compared to the main fit. The width of the
a1ð1640Þ decreases by 93 MeV=c2.
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ρð770ÞπS wave are small. The coupling amplitudes of
the a1ð1420Þ in the three waves are not constrained by
Eq. (21) and are therefore freely determined by the fit.
The values of the a1ð1420Þ slope parameters in the three
waves differ significantly: in the ρð770ÞπS wave the
slope is 6.7 ðGeV=cÞ−2, in the f2ð1270ÞπP wave it is
17.5 ðGeV=cÞ−2, and in the f0ð980ÞπP wave it is
9.5 ðGeV=cÞ−2. The latter value is identical to the one
from the main fit (see Table VI). The phase of the
a1ð1420Þ coupling amplitude in the ρð770ÞπS and the
f2ð1270ÞπP waves exhibits a stronger dependence on t0
than that in the f0ð980ÞπP wave. From the above, we
conclude that we do not see convincing evidence for an
a1ð1420Þ component in the ρð770ÞπS or the f2ð1270ÞπP
wave, although we cannot rule out a small contribution.
In order to study the significance of the a1ð1640Þ
component, we performed a fit, in which we omitted
the a1ð1640Þ resonance from the fit model. The minimum
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FIG. 36. (a) t0-summed intensity of the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave
and (b) phase of this wave with respect to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS
wave in the lowest t0 bin. The result of the main fit is represented
by the continuous curves. The fit, in which the a1ð1420Þ
component was removed from the model, is represented by
the dashed curves. These curves correspond to the nonresonant
component. The model and the wave components are represented
as in Fig. 28.
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FIG. 37. Similar to Fig. 9, but for the study, in which the
a1ð1420Þ resonance in the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave was replaced
by the a1ð1260Þ.
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FIG. 38. t0-summed intensities of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and the
1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave. The result of the main fit is represented
by the continuous curves. The fit, in which the a1ð1420Þ
resonance in the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave was replaced by the
a1ð1260Þ, is represented by the dashed curves. The model and the
wave components are represented as in Fig. 28.
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χ2 value of this fit is 1.13 times larger than that
of the main fit.47 Figure 41 shows the contributions from
the spin-density matrix elements to the χ2 difference
between this and the main fit. Without the a1ð1640Þ,
the model describes less well in particular the
intensity distributions of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves (see Fig. 42). The width of
the a1ð1260Þ becomes 47 MeV=c2 larger. From the above,
we conclude that the a1ð1640Þ component is necessary to
describe the data but its parameters are not well determined.
Although the a1ð1260Þ is a well-established resonance
that has been observed in many experiments, its para-
meters are not well determined. Depending on the analyzed
process and the employed parametrizations, the values of the
a1ð1260Þ parameters differ substantially [94]. The measure-
ments listed by the PDG cover a wide range of mass values
from 1041 13 MeV=c2 [95] up to 1331 10ðstatÞ 
3ðsysÞ MeV=c2 [96] and width values from 230
50 MeV=c2 [95] up to 814 36ðstatÞ13ðsysÞ MeV=c2
[96]. Due to the large spread of the measured parameter
values, the PDG does not perform an average but provides
only an estimate of ma1ð1260Þ ¼ 1230 40 MeV=c2 and
Γa1ð1260Þ ¼ 250 to 600 MeV=c2 [10]. Our measured
a1ð1260Þ mass of ma1ð1260Þ ¼ 1299þ12−28ðsysÞ MeV=c2 is
larger than the PDG estimate but compatible within our
large uncertainties. Our measured width of Γa1ð1260Þ ¼
380 80ðsysÞ MeV=c2 has large uncertainties and is close
to the center of the range estimated by the PDG. Compared
to our previous measurement of the π−π−πþ final state
diffractively produced on a solid lead target [17], the width
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FIG. 39. Similar to Fig. 9, but for the study, in which the
a1ð1420Þ resonance was also included in the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS
and 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves.
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FIG. 41. Similar to Fig. 9, but for the study, in which the
a1ð1640Þ resonance was omitted from the fit model.
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FIG. 40. t0-summed intensities of (a) the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave
and (b) the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave. The result of the main fit is
represented by the continuous curves. The fit, in which the
a1ð1420Þ resonance is also included in the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves, is represented by the dashed curves.
The model and the wave components are represented as
in Fig. 28.
47Compared to the 722 free parameters of the main fit, this fit
has 696 free parameters.
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agrees well but we obtain a larger mass that is in slight
disagreement. However, since the lead-target data sample is
approximately 2 orders ofmagnitude smaller, the analysis in
Ref. [17]was performedby integrating over the t0 range from
0.1 to 1.0 ðGeV=cÞ2 and assuming a model for the t0
dependence of the partial-wave amplitudes. Considering
the unexpected t0 dependence of the shape of the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS intensity distribution as observed in
Fig. 30, this might have been an inadequate approximation
in former analyses and might explain the mass difference.
As already discussed in Ref. [19], the nature of the
peculiar resonancelike a1ð1420Þ signal, which is listed by
the PDG as “omitted from summary table” [10], is still
unclear and several interpretations were proposed. In
Ref. [19] and in this analysis we have shown that it is
consistent with a Breit-Wigner amplitude. Hence it could
be the isospin partner to the f1ð1420Þ. Isovector ½nn½n¯ n¯
and ½ns½n¯ s¯ states with n ¼ u or d were predicted in the
1.4 GeV=c2 mass range in quark-model calculations that
included tetraquark states [97]. The a1ð1420Þ signal was
also described as a two-quark-tetraquark mixed state [20]
and as a tetraquark with mixed flavor symmetry [25]. In
addition, calculations based on a soft-wall AdS/QCD
approach predict a ½ns¯½sn¯ tetraquark with a mass of
1414 MeV=c2 [27]. The authors of Ref. [98] studied the
two-body decay rates for the modes a1ð1420Þ→ f0ð980Þπ
and a1ð1420Þ → KK¯ð892Þ for four-quark configurations
using the covariant confined quark model. They found that
a molecular configuration is preferred over a compact
diquark-antidiquark state. However, other models were
proposed that do not require an additional resonance.
Basdevant and Berger proposed resonant rescattering
corrections in the Deck process as an explanation
[21,22], whereas the authors of Ref. [23] suggested an
anomalous triangle singularity in the rescattering diagram
for a1ð1260Þ → KK¯ð892Þ → KK¯π → f0ð980Þπ. The
results of the latter calculation were confirmed in
Ref. [26]. Preliminary studies show that the amplitude
for the triangle diagram describes the data equally well as
the Breit-Wigner model. In the case of a triangle singu-
larity, the production rates of the a1ð1420Þ would be
completely determined by those of the a1ð1260Þ.
Therefore, the slope parameters of the two peaks would
be equal. Unfortunately, in our analysis the systematic
uncertainties of the slope parameters are too large in order
to draw any conclusion (see Table VI). Hence more detailed
studies are still needed in order to distinguish between
different models for the a1ð1420Þ.
The a1ð1640Þ is listed by the PDG as “omitted from
summary table” based on four measurements [48,99–101].
This state therefore requires further confirmation. The PDG
world averages for the a1ð1640Þ parameters arema1ð1640Þ ¼
1647 22 MeV=c2 and Γa1ð1640Þ ¼ 254 27 MeV=c2
[10]. Compared to other waves, the agreement of our
model with the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP
intensities is worse and thus our measured a1ð1640Þ param-
eters, ma1ð1640Þ ¼ 1700þ35−130ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and Γa1ð1640Þ¼
510þ170−90 ðsysÞMeV=c2, have large systematic uncertainties.
Our a1ð1640Þ mass value is larger but within uncertainties
compatible with the world average. However, our width
value is significantly larger. As the study with the a1ð1420Þ
component in all three 1þþ waves suggests (see discussion
above), this discrepancy might be due to the disagreement
between model and data in the mass region between
a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ in the ρð770ÞπS and f2ð1270ÞπP
intensities. It might also be a consequence of not including
any higher-lying a1 states in the fit model.
The PDG [10] lists three further a1 states: a1ð1930Þ [77],
a1ð2095Þ [86], and a1ð2270Þ [77]. Although we do not
see clear resonance signals of heavy a1 states in the mass
range from 1900 to 2500 MeV=c2 in the analyzed waves,
we cannot exclude that some of the observed deviations of
the model from the data at high masses are due to additional
excited a1 states that we do not take into account.
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FIG. 42. t0-summed intensities of (a) the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave and (c) the 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP wave. In (b), a zoomed view of (a) is
shown. The result of the main fit is represented by the continuous curves. The fit, in which the a1ð1640Þ component was removed from
the fit model, is represented by the dashed curves. The model and the wave components are represented as in Fig. 28.
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F. JPC = 1− + resonances
1. Results on 1− + resonances
In addition to waves with ordinary qq¯ quantum num-
bers, our analysis also includes the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP wave
with an exotic JPC combination. This wave contributes
0.8% to the total intensity. Figure 43 shows the intensity
distributions for all 11 t0 bins. The shapes of these
distributions exhibit a surprisingly strong dependence
on t0. At low t0, the intensity distribution is dominated
by a broad structure that extends from about 1.0 to
1.7 GeV=c2 with a maximum at approximately
1.2 GeV=c2. With increasing t0, the structure becomes
narrower and the maximum moves to about 1.6 GeV=c2.
This behavior suggests large contributions from nonreso-
nant processes in this wave. In the highest t0 bin, a dip
appears at 1.25 GeV=c2 where the intensity nearly van-
ishes. At low t0, a narrow enhancement appears at
1.1 GeV=c2 on top of the broad structure. This enhance-
ment is sensitive to details of the wave set that is used in
the partial-wave decomposition, and we therefore suspect
it to be an artifact induced by imperfections in the
PWA model.
Figure 44 shows selected phases of the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP
wave with respect to other waves in the lowest and
the highest t0 bins (top and bottom rows, respectively).
At low t0, decreasing phases appear at masses that
correspond to resonances in the other waves.48 In
Figs. 44(a) and 44(d) slightly rising phases are observed
in the 1.6 GeV=c2 region. The phase with respect to
the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave is approximately constant
between 1.4 and 1.6 GeV=c2. Its rapid rise at
1.7 GeV=c2 [see Fig. 44(b)] is induced by the nearly
vanishing intensity of the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave (see
Sec. VI C 1). Compared to the intensity of the 1−þ wave,
its phase motions with respect to most waves show less
dependence on t0 in the 1.6 GeV=c2 region (see bottom
row of Fig. 44). At high t0, rapidly decreasing phases
appear at 1.25 GeV=c2 because of the nearly vanishing
intensity of the 1−þ wave.49 It is worth noting that we
do not observe any phase motions in the 1.1 GeV=c2
region, where the narrow enhancement is observed in
the intensity distribution. This supports interpretation of
this structure as a model artifact.
We describe the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP amplitude by a spin-
exotic JPC ¼ 1−þ resonance, the π1ð1600Þ, and a nonreso-
nant component. The π1ð1600Þ is parametrized by
Eqs. (22) and (23), the nonresonant component using
Eq. (27) (see Table II). The 1−þ wave is fit in the mass
range from 0.9 to 2.0 GeV=c2.
The model is in fair agreement with the intensity
distributions. It reproduces in particular the strong t0
dependence of the shape of the intensity distribution by
a t0-dependent interference of the π1ð1600Þ with the
nonresonant component. The latter strongly changes
shape, strength, and phase with t0. At low t0, the
intensity is dominated by the large nonresonant com-
ponent, which interferes constructively with the
π1ð1600Þ at low masses. With increasing t0, the strength
of the nonresonant component decreases quickly so that
the π1ð1600Þ becomes the dominant component. In the
two highest t0 bins, the nonresonant component is small
or even vanishes in the 1.6 GeV=c2 region, and the
broad peak in the data is nearly entirely described by
the π1ð1600Þ. The intensity dip at 1.25 GeV=c2 in the
highest t0 bin is reproduced by a destructive interference
of the π1ð1600Þ and the nonresonant component.
However, the shape of the nonresonant component in
the highest t0 bin seems implausible since it is incon-
sistent with the continuous evolution with increasing t0
(see the discussion of the Deck model below). At low t0,
the model does not describe well the low-mass part of
the intensity distribution. In particular, the model cannot
reproduce the presumably artificial narrow enhancement
at 1.1 GeV=c2.
The model describes the phases of the 1−þ wave well
within the fit range. The π1ð1600Þ component causes
only slight phase motions. This becomes particularly
obvious in the nearly constant phase with respect to the
4þþ1þρð770ÞπG wave in the 1.6 GeV=c2 region [see
Figs. 44(d) and 44(h)]. The 4þþ wave contains no reso-
nance in this mass range. For some waves, the model
extrapolations to low or high masses deviate from the data
[see e.g., Figs. 44(a) and 44(c)].
The strong t0 dependence of the relative strength of the
nonresonant and the π1ð1600Þ components is shown in
Fig. 45(a). For t0 ≳ 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2, the π1ð1600Þ contri-
bution dominates, whereas in the lowest t0 bin the
intensity of the nonresonant component, integrated over
the fit range, is nearly an order of magnitude larger.
The t0 spectrum of the π1ð1600Þ is not well described
by the parametrization in Eq. (41). The model is not able
to reproduce the downturn toward low t0. This may be a
hint that, at low t0, the fit is not able to separate the small
π1ð1600Þ component from the dominant nonresonant
component due to an inappropriate description of the
shape of the latter. This hypothesis is supported by the
48The slightly decreasing phase with respect to the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave around 1.2 GeV=c2 is caused by the
a1ð1260Þ [see Fig. 44(a) and Sec. VI E 1]. The rapidly decreasing
phase with respect to the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave around
1.3 GeV=c2 is caused by the a2ð1320Þ [see Fig. 44(b) and
Sec. VI C 1]. The slightly decreasing phase with respect to the
2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave around 1.7 GeV=c2 is caused by the
π2ð1670Þ [see Fig. 44(c) and Sec. VI D 1]. The decreasing phase
with respect to the 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG wave around 1.9 GeV=c2 is
caused by the a4ð2040Þ [see Fig. 44(d) and Sec. VI B 1].49This is the same effect as seen in the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπSwave;
see Sec. VI A 1 and Figs. 10(h) and 10(i).
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FIG. 43. (a) to (k): Intensity distribution of the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπPwave in the 11 t0 bins. (l) The t0-summed intensity. The model and the
wave components are represented as in Fig. 10, except that the blue curve represents the π1ð1600Þ.
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result of a study, in which the shape of the nonresonant
component was determined from a Deck model (see
discussion below). Limiting the fit range to the region
0.189 < t0 < 0.724 ðGeV=cÞ2, where the model is able to
describe the data, yields a π1ð1600Þ slope parameter of
7.3 ðGeV=cÞ−2. This value lies in the range that is typical
for resonances and is clearly much smaller than the slope
value of the nonresonant component. The model in
Eq. (41) is in fair agreement with the t0 spectrum of
the nonresonant component, which has a slope parameter
value of 19.1þ1.4−4.7ðsysÞ ðGeV=cÞ−2. This is the second
largest slope value of all wave components in the fit.50
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FIG. 45. Similar to Fig. 11, but showing the t0 spectra of the two JPC ¼ 1−þ wave components as given by Eq. (40): the π1ð1600Þ
component is shown as blue lines and light blue boxes, and the nonresonant component as black lines and gray boxes. The red and green
curves and horizontal lines represent fits using Eq. (41). (a) The result of the main fit. (b) The result of a fit, in which the parametrization
of the nonresonant amplitude was replaced by the square root of the intensity distribution of the partial-wave decomposition of Deck
Monte Carlo data [Study (N); see Sec. V and Fig. 46].
50Only the nonresonant component in the 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS
wave has an even steeper slope (see Table VI and Sec. VI A 1).
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From the fit, we obtain the Breit-Wigner reso-
nance parameters mπ1ð1600Þ ¼ 1600þ110−60 ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and
Γπ1ð1600Þ ¼ 580þ100−230ðsysÞ MeV=c2. Since the 1−þ wave has
a small intensity and is dominated by nonresonant con-
tributions, the π1ð1600Þ resonance parameters are sensitive
to changes of the fit model discussed in Sec. V and hence
have large systematic uncertainties. In the systematic
studies, we observe a correlation of the π1ð1600Þ param-
eters with the a1ð1260Þ, a1ð1640Þ, and a2ð1700Þ param-
eters. We also observe that the π1ð1600Þ parameters depend
on the choice of the waves included in the fit. Studies (O)
and (P) with alternative χ2 formulations (see Appendix C)
indicate that larger width values are preferred when less
weight is given to the phase information in the χ2 function.
The π1ð1600Þ parameters are also sensitive to the range
parameter qR in the Blatt-Weisskopf factors. More details
on the results of these systematic studies are discussed in
Appendix D 3.
Since the 1−þ wave is dominated by the nonresonant
component, the fit result depends on the choice of
the parametrization for the nonresonant component.
In order to estimate this dependence, we performed
Study (N), in which the parametrization of the nonreso-
nant amplitude was replaced by the square root of the
intensity distribution of the partial-wave decomposition of
Deck Monte Carlo data generated according to the model
described in Appendix B. This fit describes the 1−þ
amplitude fairly well (see Figs. 9 and 46). The Deck
model behaves qualitatively similar to the empirical
parametrization used in the main fit, except in the highest
t0 bin, where the Deck model has a more plausible shape.
The main difference with respect to the main fit is a larger
π1ð1600Þ yield at low t0. The resulting t0 spectrum for the
π1ð1600Þ [see Fig. 45(b)] is much better described by the
parametrization in Eq. (41) than the t0 spectrum of the main
fit [see Fig. 45(a)]. The slopevalue of 8.5 ðGeV=cÞ−2 that is
extracted using a fit range of 0.113 < t0 < 0.742 ðGeV=cÞ2
is in the range typical for resonances.Mass andwidth of the
π1ð1600Þ resonance decrease by 60 MeV=c2. Study (N)
defines the lower boundary of the uncertainty interval for
the π1ð1600Þ mass.
In the related Study (A), we estimate the effect of an
increased background contamination on the fit result by
using weaker event-selection criteria. The t0-summed
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FIG. 46. (a) t0-summed intensity of the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP wave. (b) and (c): Intensity of this wave in the lowest and highest t0 bins,
respectively. (d) Phase of the 1−þ wave relative to the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπSwave in the lowest t0 bin. The result of the main fit is represented
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curves. The model and the wave components are represented as in Fig. 43.
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π1ð1600Þ yield remains approximately unchanged while
the strength of the nonresonant component increases.51
Since at low t0 the intensity distribution of the 1−þ wave
exhibits presumably artificial structures in the low-mass
region, we performed a study, in which the fit range for the
1−þ wave was limited to 1.4 < m3π < 2.0 GeV=c2. In this
study, the mass of the π1ð1600Þ increases by 60 MeV=c2
but remains within the systematic uncertainty while the
width remains unchanged. A similar result is obtained in
Study (L), in which the analysis was performed using only
eight t0 bins, so that the subdivision of the analyzed t0 range
into 11 bins seems to be sufficient to capture the rapid
change of the shape of the intensity distribution of the 1−þ
wave with t0.
We obtain slightly changed values for mass and width,
i.e., mπ1ð1600Þ ¼1650MeV=c2 and Γπ1ð1600Þ ¼560MeV=c2,
if we use a mass-dependent width for the parametriza-
tion of the π1ð1600Þ analogous to Eq. (25) and assume
that this width is saturated by the ρð770ÞπP-wave
decay mode.
2. Discussion of results on 1− + resonances
The results of previous experiments on the existence
of a π1ð1600Þ signal in the 3π final state are contradictory.
On the one hand, the BNL E852 experiment, which
analyzed pion diffraction at 18 GeV=c beam momentum,
claimed a π1ð1600Þ signal in the ρð770Þπ decay mode
[47,48]. On the other hand, the authors of Ref. [42]
concluded that the peak structure in the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP
wave that was reported in Refs. [47,48] was due to leakage
caused by a too small wave set and that they do not observe
a significant π1ð1600Þ signal in the ρð770Þπ channel. This
conclusion was based on a partial-wave analysis of a much
larger 3π data set also from the BNL E852 experiment in
the kinematic range 0.08 < t0 < 0.53 ðGeV=cÞ2 using an
extended wave set. However, a π1ð1600Þ signal was
observed in a combined analysis of η0π, b1ð1235Þπ, and
ρð770Þπ final states from pion diffraction at 36.6 GeV=c
beam momentum by the VES experiment [102,103]. No
π1ð1600Þ signal was found by the CLAS experiment in
π−π−πþ photoproduction [104,105].
We have studied the significance of the π1ð1600Þ signal
by performing a fit, in which we omitted the π1ð1600Þ
component from the model. Hence in this fit, the
1−þ1þρð770ÞπP wave is described solely by the nonreso-
nant component. The minimum χ2 value of this fit is 1.17
times larger than that of the main fit.52 Figure 47 shows the
contributions from the spin-densitymatrix elements to the χ2
difference between this and the main fit. In particular, the
intensity of the 1−þ wave and its phase relative to the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave are described less well by the model
without the π1ð1600Þ (see Fig. 48). The disagreement is
largest in the two highest t0 bins where the model cannot
describe the data. However, at lower t0 the nonresonant
component is sufficient to describe the basic features of
the data.53 Furthermore, we performed a fit with a model
that describes the 1−þ amplitude using two independent
coherent nonresonant contributions but no π1ð1600Þ. Also
this fit does not yield a satisfactory description of the
data. Based upon the items discussed above, we conclude
that the significance of the π1ð1600Þ signal is strongly t0
dependent. At t0 below about 0.5 ðGeV=cÞ2, there is only
weak evidence for the π1ð1600Þ. This is consistent with
the nonobservation of the π1ð1600Þ in the BNL E852
data in the kinematic range t0 < 0.53 ðGeV=cÞ2 [42], as
discussed above. However, our data show that a reso-
nancelike signal is required to describe the data in the t0
region above about 0.5 ðGeV=cÞ2, which was not ana-
lyzed in Ref. [42].
The π1ð1600Þ is considered by the PDG to be an
established state. It was seen by the BNL E852 and VES
experiments in diffractively produced η0π [52,106],
ηπþπ−π− [86,107], and ωπ−π0 [73,107] final states.
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FIG. 47. Similar to Fig. 9, but for the study, in which the
π1ð1600Þ resonance was omitted from the fit model.
51However, the π1ð1600Þ parameters change. It becomes
46 MeV=c2 heavier and 130 MeV=c2 narrower.
52Compared to the 722 free parameters of the main fit, this fit
has 698 free parameters.
53The omission of the π1ð1600Þ also affects some of the
resonance parameters in the fit. Most striking is the impact on the
description of the intensity distribution of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS
wave. Although this wave has a relative intensity that is about 40
times larger than that of the 1−þ wave and although the a1ð1260Þ
and the π1ð1600Þ have a mass difference of about 300 MeV=c2,
the a1ð1260Þ becomes 56 MeV=c2 heavier and 78 MeV=c2
narrower if the π1ð1600Þ is omitted from the model. Also the
a1ð1640Þ and a2ð1700Þ parameters change substantially. The
a1ð1640Þ becomes 92 MeV=c2 heavier and 26 MeV=c2 wider;
the a2ð1700Þ becomes 28 MeV=c2 heavier and 60 MeV=c2
wider.
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Evidence for the π1ð1600Þ was also found in an analysis
of pp¯ → ωπþπ−π0 Crystal Barrel data [101] and in
χc1 → η0πþπ− decays by the CLEO-c experiment [108].
The PDG world averages for mass and width of the
π1ð1600Þ are mπ1ð1600Þ ¼ 1662þ8−9 MeV=c2 and Γπ1ð1600Þ ¼
24140MeV=c2, respectively [10]. Our measured
π1ð1600Þ mass of mπ1ð1600Þ ¼ 1600þ110−60 ðsysÞ MeV=c2 is
consistent with the world average within the large system-
atic uncertainties; however, our measured π1ð1600Þ width
of Γπ1ð1600Þ ¼ 580þ100−230ðsysÞ MeV=c2 is larger. This dis-
crepancy is mainly due to the extremely small width value
of Γπ1ð1600Þ ¼ 185 25ðstatÞ  28ðsysÞ MeV=c2 quoted
by the BNL E852 experiment for the ωπ−π0 final state
[73]. The present width is also larger than our previously
published one from an analysis of the same process on a
solid-lead target [17]. Due to the approximately 2 orders of
magnitude smaller data sample, the analysis in Ref. [17]
was performed by integrating over the t0 range from 0.1 to
1.0 ðGeV=cÞ2 and by assuming a model for the t0 depend-
ence of the partial-wave amplitudes. Therefore, the t0
dependence of the shape of the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP amplitude
was not taken into account. It is remarkable that in the lead-
target data, the contribution of the nonresonant component
is much smaller than that in the proton-target data so that
the t0-integrated lead-target data resemble the high-t0 region
of the proton-target data.
The PDG summary table lists the π1ð1400Þ as an
additional JPC ¼ 1−þ resonance. This state was observed
by several experiments in the ηπ final state [49,109–115].
In the ρð770Þπ channel, it was only observed by the Obelix
experiment [75]. We do not see any clear resonance signal
below 1.5 GeV=c2 in the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP wave. Aside
from the presumably artificial narrow structure at
1.1 GeV=c2, the description of the intensities and phases
by our model leaves little room for a possible π1ð1400Þ
component in the ρð770ÞπP wave.
The BNL E852 experiment also reported a heavy spin-
exotic state, i.e., the π1ð2015Þ, in the f1ð1285Þπ [86] and
b1ð1235Þπ [73] decay modes. We do not see any clear
resonance signal of a heavy π1 state in the mass range from
1900 to 2500 MeV=c2 in the ρð770ÞπPwave. However, we
cannot exclude that some of the observed deviations of the
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model from the data at high masses are due to an additional
excited π1 state.
VII. RESULTS ON t0 DEPENDENCE OF RELATIVE
PHASES OF COUPLING AMPLITUDES
As discussed in Sec. IV, our fit model in Eq. (20)
contains coupling amplitudes Cjaðt0Þ for each wave com-
ponent j in partial wave a, in addition to the shape
parameters of the resonant and nonresonant components.
The coupling amplitudes in the 11 t0 bins are independent
parameters of the model, which are determined by the fit. In
order to reduce the number of these fit parameters, the
coupling amplitudes of resonance components that appear
in waves with the same JPCMε quantum numbers but
different decay modes are constrained to have the same t0
dependence via Eq. (21). In Sec. VI, we already discussed
the t0-dependent yields of the resonant and nonresonant
components as given by Eq. (40). Most of these t0 spectra
approximately follow the simple model in Eq. (41).
In this section, we discuss the t0 dependence of the
relative phases between the coupling amplitudes of
wave component j in wave a and of wave component k
in wave b,
Δϕj;a;k;bcoupl. ðt0Þ≡ arg ½Cjaðt0ÞCkb ðt0Þ: ð50Þ
In the text below, we refer to these relative phases as
coupling phases. Coupling amplitudes of the same reso-
nance in different decay channels, which are constrained
via Eq. (21), have t0-independent relative coupling phases
that correspond to arg½bBja.
As the coupling amplitude of a particular wave compo-
nent is the product of the actual production amplitude of
this wave component and the complex-valued couplings,
αX→ξπ and αξ→ππ , which appear in its decay via the isobar ξ0
(see Sec. IV), the physical interpretation of the coupling
phase is not straightforward. Assuming that a single
production mechanism dominates, we would expect the
coupling phases of resonances to be approximately inde-
pendent of t0. These phases may be altered by effects from
final-state interactions.
Our fit model assumes that resonances are described by
Breit-Wigner amplitudes and that they have the same
masses and widths in different waves and in all t0 bins.
In contrast, the shape of the nonresonant components can
be adapted individually for each wave by the fit. For some
waves, we allow the shape of the nonresonant component
to change with t0 (see Table II). In addition, the fit has the
freedom to choose the relative strengths and phases for the
different components within a single wave and the relative
strengths and phases between different waves. The imper-
fections in our model, in particular concerning the para-
metrization of the nonresonant components (see Sec. VI),
might cause offsets in the relative phases, which may even
be uncorrelated across t0 bins. Considering these possible
artifacts, we consider small phase differences up to 20° as
insignificant for the physical interpretation.
The discussion of coupling phases will focus mostly on
the resonance components. In Fig. 49, we show the t0
dependence of the coupling phases of the 11 resonance
components in the dominant wave of the respective JPC
sector relative to the π2ð1670Þ in the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS
wave. The dominant waves are characterized by a large
contribution from the respective ground-state resonance,
while the contributions from higher excited states are
substantially smaller. Since the a1ð1420Þ does not appear
in the dominant 1þþ wave, its coupling phase is shown for
the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπPwave. In Fig. 49, we have chosen the
π2ð1670Þ as the reference component because it turned
out to be relatively stable in our systematic studies. The
coupling phases of all resonances show a smooth variation
as a function of t0. Since the model does not contain any
assumptions on the t0 behavior of the coupling phases, the
observed continuous behavior is a nontrivial result, which
supports our analysis model. We observe a similar behavior
for the coupling phases of the nonresonant components,
although the variation with t0 is typically larger (see
Figs. 50–55 in Secs. VII A and VII B below).
The coupling phases of the resonance components
exhibit three striking features in their t0 dependence:
(i) for most resonances, we find for t0 ≲ 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2 a
slow change of the coupling phases with t0, whereas for
t0 ≳ 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2 the phases level off; (ii) with the
exception of the a1ð1420Þ, the coupling phases of different
states with the same JPC show large relative offsets in the
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FIG. 49. t0 dependence of the relative phases Δϕcoupl. of the
coupling amplitudes [see Eq. (50)] of the 11 resonance compo-
nents in the fit model with respect to the π2ð1670Þ. The coupling
phases are shown for the dominant wave of the respective JPC
sector: 0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS, 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS, 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP,
2þþ1þρð770ÞπD, 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS, and 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG.
The only exception is the a1ð1420Þ, which appears only in the
1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP wave. The width of the horizontal lines
represents the statistical uncertainty. The systematic uncertainty
is not shown.
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highest t0 bin; and (iii) the coupling phases of the ground-
state resonances do not deviate by more than 60° from
the phase of the π2ð1670Þ in the highest t0 bin. In particular
the nearly constant phases of all resonances for t0 ≳
0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2 are remarkable and appear to be character-
istic of resonances. This behavior is consistent with a
common production mechanism for the resonances.
A. Relative phases of the coupling amplitudes
of the πJ resonances
The t0 dependence of the coupling phases of the 2−þ
wave components is shown in Fig. 50 relative to the
π2ð1670Þ in the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS wave. The t0 depend-
ence of the coupling phases of the resonance components in
the three 2−þ waves withM ¼ 0 is constrained via Eq. (21).
Therefore, in these waves the coupling phases of the
resonances follow the same t0 dependence but may have
relative offsets, which correspond to the phase of the
branching amplitudes bB
j
a. As for the resonance parameters
and the t0 spectra that were discussed in Secs. VI A–VI F,
the uncertainties of the coupling phases are dominated by
systematic effects; i.e., statistical uncertainties are negli-
gible in comparison. The t0 dependence of the coupling
phases differs in the various systematic studies (see Sec. V).
In order to illustrate the magnitude of the systematic effects
at least qualitatively, we show in Fig. 50 for each wave
component in addition to the continuous lines, which
represent the result of the main fit, two sets of dashed
lines. They represent the results of the two systematic
studies that in the highest t0 bin have the largest deviation
from the coupling phase of the main fit. In order to guide
the eye, the region between the two sets of dashed lines is
shaded.54
The coupling phase of the π2ð1670Þ in the f2ð1270ÞπS
wave with M ¼ 0 is zero by definition. The coupling
phases of the π2ð1670Þ in the f2ð1270ÞπD wave and in the
f2ð1270ÞπS wave withM ¼ 1 are similar and offset by less
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FIG. 50. t0 dependence of the coupling phases of the wave components in (a) the 2−þ0þρð770ÞπF, (b) the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS, (c) the
2−þ1þf2ð1270ÞπS, and (d) the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπD wave. The coupling phases of the π2ð1670Þ (blue lines), the π2ð1880Þ (green lines),
the π2ð2005Þ (red lines), and the nonresonant components (black lines) are shown relative to the π2ð1670Þ in the 2−þ0þf2ð1270ÞπS
wave. For each wave component, the magnitude of the effects observed in the systematic studies (see Sec. V) is illustrated qualitatively
by two sets of dashed lines with shaded area in between (see text).
54Note that the shaded areas defined in this way cannot be
interpreted as systematic uncertainties.
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than 20° (see Fig. 50). The latter observation is remark-
able because the coupling phase of the π2ð1670Þ in the
f2ð1270ÞπS wave with M ¼ 1 is not constrained via
Eq. (21). In the ρð770ÞπF wave, the π2ð1670Þ coupling
amplitude shows a larger offset of about þ50°.
The π2ð1880Þ shows a coupling phase offset of about
−180°55 in the f2ð1270ÞπD wave (see Fig. 50). In this
wave, the π2ð1880Þ is the dominant component. Therefore,
the corresponding coupling phase is relatively stable with
respect to the systematic studies. In contrast, the relative
contribution of the π2ð1880Þ to the other 2−þ waves is
much smaller, which leads to larger variations of these
coupling phases in the systematic studies. In the two
f2ð1270ÞπS waves, the coupling phase remains at an offset
of about −180°. However, in the ρð770ÞπF wave the
π2ð1880Þ has a coupling phase of about 0°.
The π2ð2005Þ is best determined by the ρð770ÞπF
wave and shows a phase offset of about þ150° (see
Fig. 50). Similar offsets, although with larger systematic
variations, are also observed in the f2ð1270ÞπD wave
and in the f2ð1270ÞπS wave with M ¼ 1. In contrast, the
coupling phase in the f2ð1270ÞπS wave with M ¼ 0 is
about −90°.
The t0 dependence of the coupling phase of the πð1800Þ
follows that of the π2ð1670Þ with an offset close to
þ180° (see Fig. 49). The black lines in Fig. 51 show the
coupling phase of the nonresonant component in the
0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave relative to the πð1800Þ. At low
t0, the nonresonant coupling phase is offset by aboutþ100°.
It then jumps by aboutþ150° at t0 ≈ 0.3 ðGeV=c2Þ, thereby
changing the sign of the coupling amplitude with respect to
the πð1800Þ. At the same t0 value, we observe a dip in the t0
spectrum of the nonresonant component (see Fig. 11).
The coupling phase of the π1ð1600Þ relative to the
π2ð1670Þ shows the most pronounced t0 dependence of
all resonances in Fig. 49 but stays within about 30° of the
π2ð1670Þ coupling phase. Qualitatively, the π1ð1600Þ
coupling phase behaves similar to that of the ground-state
resonances. The coupling phase of the nonresonant
component in the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP wave relative to the
π1ð1600Þ shows a strong t0 dependence (see Fig. 52).
Below t0 ≈ 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2, the coupling phase of the
nonresonant component is approximately similar to the
coupling phase of the π1ð1600Þ with a negligible offset.
In this t0 region, the 1−þ wave is dominated by the
nonresonant component (see Sec. VI F 1). Therefore, the
π1ð1600Þ is not well separated from the nonresonant
component. Above t0 ≈ 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2, the coupling phase
rises rapidly to about þ180°. This rapid change of the
interference pattern between the π1ð1600Þ and the non-
resonant component at high t0 is needed for the model to
describe the changing shape of the 1−þ intensity dis-
tribution. However, the variation of the coupling phase in
the systematic studies is large as in the case of the
π1ð1600Þ resonance parameters.
B. Relative phases of the coupling amplitudes
of the aJ resonances
The coupling phase of the a1ð1260Þ relative to the
π2ð1670Þ shows the largest variation with t0 of all ground-
state resonances in Fig. 49. It starts at þ100° at t0 ¼
0.1 ðGeV=cÞ2 and falls until t0 ≈ 0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2, after which
it levels off at about þ50°. Figure 53 shows the coupling
phases of the 1þþ wave components relative to the a1ð1260Þ
in the ρð770ÞπS wave. The t0 dependence of the coupling
phases of the resonance components in the ρð770ÞπS and
f2ð1270ÞπP waves are constrained via Eq. (21). The phase
offset between the coupling phases of the a1ð1260Þ in these
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FIG. 51. Similar to Fig. 50 but for the wave components in the
0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave. The coupling phase of the nonresonant
component (black lines) is shown relative to the πð1800Þ
(blue line).
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55This is, of course, mathematically equivalent to þ180°.
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two waves is about þ50°. However, the variation of the
a1ð1260Þ coupling phase in the f2ð1270ÞπP wave in
the systematic studies is large. In the ρð770ÞπS wave, the
coupling phase of the nonresonant component rises by about
100° with respect to the a1ð1260Þ over the analyzed t0 range.
This change of the interference pattern is needed for the
model to describe the movement of the peak in the intensity
distribution of the ρð770ÞπS wave with t0.
The a1ð1640Þ coupling phase with respect to the
π2ð1670Þ is approximately independent of t0 with an offset
of about −70° (see Fig. 49). Relative to the a1ð1260Þ, the
coupling phases of the a1ð1640Þ rise up to t0 ≈
0.3 ðGeV=cÞ2 and then level off (see Fig. 53). As discussed
in Sec. VI E 1, the parameters of the a1ð1640Þ are mainly
determined by the f2ð1270ÞπP wave. This is also true for
its coupling phase, which has a much smaller systematic
variation in the f2ð1270ÞπP wave. In this wave, the
a1ð1640Þ has a phase offset with respect to the a1ð1260Þ
of about þ130° at high t0, whereas in the ρð770ÞπS wave,
the phase offset is about −130°. However, the variation of
the latter coupling phase in the systematic studies is large
because the a1ð1640Þ is only a small signal in the tail of the
dominant a1ð1260Þ.
The a1ð1420Þ has a nearly constant coupling phase
relative to the π2ð1670Þ with an offset of about þ40°
(see Fig. 49). It therefore behaves qualitatively similar to
the ground-state resonances. In our model, the a1ð1420Þ
appears only in the f0ð980ÞπP wave. Its coupling phase
relative to the a1ð1260Þ is shown as red lines in Fig. 53(b).
This phase rises from about −60° at low t0 to about 0° at
high t0 and thus changes more strongly than the one with
respect to the π2ð1670Þ.
The a2ð1320Þ is the narrowest resonance in our analysis.
In the two 2þþρð770ÞπD waves, all other wave compo-
nents are very small in the 1.3 GeV=c2 mass range. The
coupling phase of the a2ð1320Þ in the ρð770ÞπDwave with
M ¼ 1 relative to the π2ð1670Þ shows a weak dependence
on t0 with an offset of about þ60° (see Fig. 49). Figure 54
shows the coupling phases of the 2þþ wave components
relative to the a2ð1320Þ in the ρð770ÞπDwave withM ¼ 1.
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FIG. 53. Similar to Fig. 50 but for the wave components in (a) the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS, (b) the 1þþ0þf0ð980ÞπP, and (c) the
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπPwave. The coupling phases of the a1ð1260Þ (blue lines), the a1ð1420Þ (red lines), the a1ð1640Þ (green lines), and the
nonresonant components (black lines) are shown relative to the a1ð1260Þ in the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave.
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FIG. 54. Similar to Fig. 50 but for the wave components in (a) the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD, (b) the 2þþ2þρð770ÞπD, and (c) the
2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave. The coupling phases of the a2ð1320Þ (blue lines), the a2ð1700Þ (green lines), and the nonresonant component
(black lines) are shown relative to the a2ð1320Þ in the 2þþ1þρð770ÞπD wave.
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The t0 dependence of the coupling phases of the resonance
components in the ρð770ÞπD wave with M ¼ 1 and in the
f2ð1270ÞπP wave are constrained via Eq. (21). The phase
offset of the a2ð1320Þ in these two waves is close to zero,
which confirms that we indeed see the f2ð1270Þπ decay
mode of the a2ð1320Þ. The coupling phases of the
a2ð1320Þ in the ρð770ÞπD wave with M ¼ 2 is practically
identical to that in the ρð770ÞπD wave with M ¼ 1. This
result is particularly remarkable since the ρð770ÞπD wave
with M ¼ 2 has a small relative intensity and the coupling
phase of the a2ð1320Þ component in this wave is not
constrained via Eq. (21).
The coupling phase of the a2ð1700Þ in the ρð770ÞπD
wave with M ¼ 1 has a nearly constant offset of −140°
with respect to the π2ð1670Þ (see Fig. 49). Relative to the
a2ð1320Þ, the coupling phase of the a2ð1700Þ shows a
similar behavior in the ρð770ÞπDwave withM ¼ 1 and in
the f2ð1270ÞπP wave with a nearly constant offset of
about þ180° (see Fig. 54). In the 2þþ2þρð770ÞπD wave,
the coupling phase starts at 0° at low t0 and decreases to
−180° at high t0. However, the a2ð1700Þ signal is very
small in this wave and therefore not extracted reliably (see
Sec. VI C 1).
Compared to the other ground-state resonances in
Fig. 49, the coupling phase of the a4ð2040Þ is closest to
that of the π2ð1670Þwith an offset of aboutþ30°. Figure 55
shows the coupling phases of the 4þþ wave components
relative to the a4ð2040Þ in the ρð770ÞπG wave. The t0
dependence of the coupling phases of the a4ð2040Þ in the
ρð770ÞπG and f2ð1270ÞπF waves are constrained via
Eq. (21). The coupling phase offset of the a4ð2040Þ in
the f2ð1270ÞπF wave is close to 0°.
VIII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have presented the results of a fit of a
Breit-Wigner resonance model to 14 selected partial-wave
amplitudes with JPC ¼ 0−þ, 1þþ, 2þþ, 2−þ, 4þþ, and spin-
exotic 1−þ quantum numbers. The amplitudes result from a
partial-wave analysis of 46 × 106 exclusive events of the
diffractive reaction π− þ p → π−π−πþ þ precoil using a
model with 88 partial waves [30].
We have measured the masses and widths of the aJ-like
resonances: a1ð1260Þ, a1ð1640Þ, a2ð1320Þ, a2ð1700Þ,
a4ð2040Þ, and of the resonancelike a1ð1420Þ [see
Fig. 56(a) and Table V]; and those of the πJ-like reso-
nances: πð1800Þ, π2ð1670Þ, π2ð1880Þ, π2ð2005Þ, and the
spin-exotic π1ð1600Þ [see Fig. 56(b) and Table V].
The parameters of a1ð1420Þ, a2ð1320Þ, a4ð2040Þ,
πð1800Þ, and π2ð1670Þ are reliably extracted with com-
paratively small uncertainties. The consistency of the
a1ð1420Þ signal with a Breit-Wigner amplitude is con-
firmed. The a1ð1420Þ parameter values are consistent with
those from a simpler analysis of the same data in Ref. [19],
but have smaller uncertainties. The a2ð1320Þ and πð1800Þ
parameter values are consistent with previous measure-
ments. The measured values of the a4ð2040Þ mass and
width are the most accurate so far. We find a lower
a4ð2040Þmass and a larger width than some of the previous
experiments.
We observe production of the a2ð1320Þ with spin
projectionM ¼ 2 along the beam axis. In order to describe
the 2þþ partial-wave amplitudes, the inclusion of an
excited a2ð1700Þ is necessary. It appears most strongly
in the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave. The a2ð1700Þ mass is
consistent with previous measurements while the width
is larger.
In order to describe the four 2−þ partial-wave amplitudes
that are included in the fit, three resonances are needed, the
π2ð1670Þ, the π2ð1880Þ, and the π2ð2005Þ. The latter one is
not an established state. The measured π2ð2005Þ parameter
values are consistent with the two measurements by
previous experiments. We find the π2ð1670Þ to be lighter
and broader than the world average. The π2ð1880Þ → 3π
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FIG. 55. Similar to Fig. 50 but for the wave components in (a) the 4þþ1þρð770ÞπG and (b) the 4þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπF wave. The
coupling phases of the a4ð2040Þ (blue lines) and the nonresonant component (black lines) are shown relative to the a4ð2040Þ in the
4þþ1þρð770ÞπG wave.
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decay is observed for the first time. The measured π2ð1880Þ
width is consistent with the world average, and the mass is
found to be smaller.
The 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP partial-wave
amplitudes are dominated by the nonresonant components
and are difficult to describe. This is a main source of
systematic uncertainty. The shape of the intensity distri-
butions of both waves depends strongly on t0. By fitting the
resonance model simultaneously in 11 t0 bins, we achieve a
better separation of the resonant and nonresonant compo-
nents in these waves compared to previous analyses of
diffractive-dissociation reactions. In both waves, the inten-
sity of the nonresonant components behaves similar to a
model for the Deck effect. The resonance model is not able
to describe all details of the a1ð1260Þ peak in the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave, which leads to comparatively large
uncertainties for the a1ð1260Þ parameters. The data require
an excited a1ð1640Þ state. However, because of the
dominant a1ð1260Þ, the a1ð1640Þ parameters are not
well determined. The data also require a spin-exotic
resonance, the π1ð1600Þ, in the 1−þ1þρð770ÞπP wave.
The t0-resolved analysis allows us to establish for the first
time that a significant π1ð1600Þ signal appears only for
t0 ≳ 0.5 ðGeV=cÞ2, whereas at low t0 the intensity of the
spin-exotic wave is saturated by Deck-like nonresonant
contributions. The π1ð1600Þ parameters have large uncer-
tainties. The measured width is significantly larger than that
observed in previous experiments including our own result
from the data taken with a lead target, but it has a large
systematic uncertainty toward smaller values.
The resonance yields are found to be much more
sensitive to model assumptions than the resonance
parameters. For the a2ð1320Þ and a4ð2040Þ the systematic
uncertainties are small enough to extract their branching-
fraction ratios for the decays into ρð770Þπ and f2ð1270Þπ.
The branching-fraction ratio for the a4ð2040Þ was mea-
sured to be Ba4;corrρπG;f2πF ¼ 2.9þ0.6−0.4 . This value is corrected for
the unobserved π−π0π0 decay mode, the effects from self-
interference, and the branching fraction of the f2ð1270Þ
into 2π. The measured value is in good agreement with
predictions by the 3P0 decay model. The corresponding
branching-fraction ratio Ba2;corrρπD;f2πP ¼ 16.5þ1.2−2.4ðsysÞ for the
a2ð1320Þ was measured for the first time to our knowledge.
Since the resonance-model fit is performed simultane-
ously in 11 bins of t0, the t0 dependence of the amplitudes of
the resonant and nonresonant wave components has been
studied in unprecedented detail. The t0 dependence of
the intensities of most of the resonance signals follows
approximately the expected exponential behavior with
slope parameters between about 7 to 9 ðGeV=cÞ−2 (see
Table VI). This is in particular true for the a1ð1420Þ. The
π1ð1600Þ exhibits an exponential t0 spectrum only, if the
Deck model is used to describe the nonresonant compo-
nents. The slope parameters of the higher-mass states are
found to be smaller than those of the ground states. In many
waves, the slope of the nonresonant component is steeper
than that of the resonances.
The t0 dependence of the relative phases of the wave
components was studied for the first time to our knowledge.
Most resonances, including the a1ð1420Þ, are produced
with a phase that is approximately independent of t0, which
is expected if the production mechanism is the same over
the analyzed t0 range. The production phase of the
π1ð1600Þ exhibits a stronger dependence on t0. In many
waves the production phase of the nonresonant component
exhibits a strong t0 dependence, which is a hint that more
than one production mechanism contributes.
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APPENDIX A: POLE POSITIONS
For those resonances that are described by the simple
relativistic Breit-Wigner amplitude,
DRj ðm3π;mj;ΓjÞ ¼
mjΓj
m2j −m23π − imjΓj
[see Eqs. (22) and (23) in Sec. IVA 1], we can calculate the
pole positions in the complex energy plane. The pole
position sR;j of the Breit-Wigner amplitude for resonance j
is given by
sR;j ¼ m2j − imjΓj: ðA1Þ
Traditionally, the pole position is related to the resonance
mass mR;j and the total width ΓR;j by [64]
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
sR;j
p ¼ mR;j − i
ΓR;j
2
: ðA2Þ
In Table VII, we compare the Breit-Wigner parameters mj
and Γj from Table V with the pole parameters mR;j and
ΓR;j. Except for the a2ð1320Þ, the listed pole parameters are
estimated using Eqs. (A1) and (A2). The parametrization
for the a2ð1320Þ uses the mass-dependent width in
Eq. (25). Therefore, Eq. (A1) does not hold and the
a2ð1320Þ pole position was estimated by numerical meth-
ods.56 The a1ð1260Þ is an even more complicated case. In
TABLE VII. Breit-Wigner resonance parameters from Table V compared to pole parameters defined in Eq. (A2).
(a) aJ-like resonances
a1ð1420Þ a1ð1640Þ a2ð1320Þ a2ð1700Þ a4ð2040Þ
(Sec. VI E) (Sec. VI C) (Sec. VI B)
BW Mass 1411þ4−5 1700
þ35
−130 1314.5
þ4.0
−3.3 1681
þ22
−35 1935
þ11
−13
[MeV=c2]
Width 161þ11−14 510
þ170
−90 106.6
þ3.4
−7.0 436
þ20
−16 333
þ16
−21
[MeV=c2]
Pole Mass 1413 1718 1306.8 1695 1942
[MeV=c2]
Width 160 501 105.2 433 332
[MeV=c2]
(b) πJ-like resonances
πð1800Þ π1ð1600Þ π2ð1670Þ π2ð1880Þ π2ð2005Þ
(Sec. VI A) (Sec. VI F) (Sec. VI D)
BW Mass 1804þ6−9 1600
þ110
−60 1642
þ12
−1 1847
þ20
−3 1962
þ17
−29
[MeV=c2]
Width 220þ8−11 580
þ100
−230 311
þ12
−23 246
þ33
−28 371
þ16
−120
[MeV=c2]
Pole Mass 1808 1629 1649 1851 1971
[MeV=c2]
Width 220 574 310 245 369
[MeV=c2]
56The a2ð1320Þ amplitude has additional poles that are caused
by the phase-space terms in Eq. (25). However, these poles lie
below 1 GeV=c2, far away from the a2ð1320Þ pole.
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order to calculate its pole position, one would need to
analytically continue the phase-space integral Iaaðm3πÞ in
Eq. (24) into the complex plane. We therefore omit the
a1ð1260Þ in Table VII.
The width values of the pole positions are nearly identical
to the Breit-Wigner width values. For some resonances,
the pole masses differ slightly from the Breit-Wigner
masses. Interestingly the pole masses for the a2ð1320Þ and
a2ð1700Þ are closer to the pole masses of 1307 1ðstatÞ 
6ðsysÞ MeV=c2 and 1720 10ðstatÞ  60ðsysÞ MeV=c2,
respectively, which were obtained in an analysis of the ηπ
D-wave intensity using an analytical model based on the
principles of the relativistic S-matrix [67]. However, the
discrepancy in the a2ð1700Þwidth remains (see Sec. VI C 2).
The caveats of our simple Breit-Wigner model, which are
discussed in Sec. IVA 4, also apply to the extracted pole
parameters and may be the reason for this discrepancy.
APPENDIX B: DECK MODEL
To construct a model for the Deck process [44] (see also
Fig. 8), we follow Ref. [31], where the Deck amplitude is
described as a product of two vertex amplitudes and a pion
propagator in the t channel:
Aðsππ;sπp; tπ; tÞ¼AππðsππÞAπpðsπp; tÞ
e−b2ðm2π−tπÞ
m2π− tπ : ðB1Þ
Here, tπ is the squared four-momentum of the exchanged
pion. The amplitude Aππ , which depends on the squared
center-of-mass energy sππ of the π−πþ system, describes
production, propagation, and decay of the isobar ξ0. As a
parametrization of Aππ , we use the elastic ππ scattering
amplitude from Ref. [116], which includes the dominant
isobars used in our PWA model: ½ππS, ρð770Þ, f0ð980Þ,
f2ð1270Þ, and ρ3ð1690Þ. The amplitude
Aπpðsπp; tÞ ¼ isπpσπp→πpeb1t ðB2Þ
describes the elastic scattering of pion and proton and
depends on the squared center-of-mass energy sπp of the
bachelor pion and the recoil proton and on the squared four-
momentum t transferred to the target nucleon. We use a
value of σπp→πp ¼ 64 GeV−2 ¼ 25 mb for the total π−p
elastic scattering cross section and choose the slope
parameter to be b1 ¼ 8 ðGeV=cÞ−2. The description of
the observed t dependence around m3π ¼ 1 GeV=c2
requires the additional exponential factor in Eq. (B1) with
b2 ¼ 0.45 ðGeV=cÞ−2.
APPENDIX C: ALTERNATIVE χ 2
FORMULATIONS
The elements of a rank-1 spin-density matrix ϱab are
related by Eq. (35). Therefore, the full information from the
mass-independent analysis is already contained in a single
row (or column) of ϱab. For a chosen reference wave with
index r, the elements of the corresponding row vector
ϱra ¼ T rT a represent in total ð2Nwave − 1Þ independent
real values. This corresponds to the number of independent
real values of the Nwave transition amplitudes. The
deviation of the model from the data is measured by the
quantities
ΔRea ¼ Re½ϱra − Re½ϱˆra ðC1Þ
and
ΔIma ¼ Im½ϱra − Im½ϱˆra ðC2Þ
for a ≠ r, and
Δr ¼ ϱrr − ϱˆrr ðC3Þ
for a ¼ r. These deviations are collected into the
ð2Nwave − 1Þ-dimensional vector57
Δ≡ ðΔRe1 ;ΔIm1 ;ΔRe2 ;ΔIm2 ;…;
ΔImr−1;Δr;ΔRerþ1;…;ΔReNwave ;Δ
Im
Nwave
Þ: ðC4Þ
The total deviation of the model from the data is given by
the sum of the squared Mahalanobis distances [117] over
all m3π and t0 bins:
χ2¼
X2Nwave−1
i;j
Xt0 bins Xðm3π binsÞij
Δiðm3π;t0ÞV−1ij ðm3π;t0ÞΔjðm3π;t0Þ:
ðC5Þ
Here, i and j are the indices of the elements of Δ and Vij is
the covariance matrix of the corresponding terms that
appear in Δ. The matrix Vij is calculated from the
covariance matrix of the transition amplitudes using
Gaussian error propagation.
In contrast to Eq. (34), the χ2 formulation in Eq. (C5)
requires choosing a reference wave. This wave needs to
have significant intensity over the full analyzed mass range,
which extends from 0.9 to 2.3 GeV=c2. Also the model has
to describe this wave over this mass range. In our analysis,
only the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave fulfills these criteria. In
addition, Eq. (C5) is asymmetric with respect to the way the
information of the partial waves enters. The transition
amplitude of the reference wave enters in every term of the
sum, whereas the transition amplitudes of the other waves
enter each only in two interference terms per ðm3π; t0Þ bin.
Furthermore, the transition amplitudes of the reference
57Note that here the wave indices a and r represent both
the quantum numbers of the waves as defined in Eq. (4) and the
numerical index in the list of Nwave waves included in the
resonance-model fit.
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wave appear with a maximum power of 4, whereas the
transition amplitudes of the other waves have a maximum
power of 2. This is in contrast to Eq. (34), where the
transition amplitudes of all waves enter in a symmetric way.
Another possible approach is to construct the χ2 function
from the differences of the modeled transition amplitudes
and those obtained from real data. However, in order to fix
the immeasurable global phase, this approach also requires
a reference wave. The deviation of the model from the data
is measured in terms of the rotated transition amplitudes
eiφrT a ¼
T r
jT rj
T a: ðC6Þ
The corresponding χ2 function can be derived from
Eqs. (C1) and (C2) using the substitution
ϱra ¼ T rT a →
T r
jT rj
T a ¼
ϱra
jT rj
: ðC7Þ
The resulting χ2 function is similar to Eq. (C5). The only
difference is that each term of the sum now contains the
phase of the reference wave instead of the full transition
amplitude.
APPENDIX D: SYSTEMATIC UNCERTAINTIES
OF RESONANCE PARAMETERS
In this section, we discuss the results of selected
systematic studies, in addition to the studies already
covered in Sec. VI. We focus in particular on studies that
yield the largest deviations of resonance parameters from
those of the main fit and therefore define the systematic
uncertainties. The systematic studies are explained
in Sec. V.
1. Systematic uncertainties of
the πð1800Þ parameters
The πð1800Þ parameters vary only slightly among the
systematic studies. They are in particular only weakly
sensitive to how well the nonresonant component describes
the low-mass shoulder. Using the mass shapes of the
nonresonant components from the partial-wave decompo-
sition of a model for the Deck amplitude in Study (N), the
fit is not able to reproduce the enhancement at 1.3 GeV=c2
in the intensity distributions. Nevertheless, the πð1800Þ
width remains practically unchanged and the mass
increases only slightly by 6 MeV=c2, which defines the
upper limit of the uncertainty interval for the πð1800Þmass.
A similar result is obtained in a study, in which the fit
range for the 0−þ wave is narrowed to the πð1800Þ peak
region of 1.6 < m3π < 2.3 GeV=c2. In this study, the
nonresonant component nearly vanishes and the width of
the πð1800Þ increases by only 8 MeV=c2, which defines the
upper limit of the uncertainty interval for the πð1800Þwidth.
The πð1800Þ parameters also depend on the model for
the production probability jPðm3π; t0Þj2 in Eqs. (20) and
(32). In Study (Q), in which jPðm3π; t0Þj2 is set to unity, the
πð1800Þ mass decreases by 9 MeV=c2 and the width by
11 MeV=c2, which both define the lower limits of the
respective uncertainty intervals.
2. Systematic uncertainties of parameters
of the JPC = 1+ + resonances
The parameters of a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ depend
strongly on the interference of the 1þþ and 2þþ waves.
In Studies (E) through (K) (see Table III), the solution with
the narrow a1ð1260Þ (see discussion in Sec. VI E 1) has the
lowest χ2. Study (I) defines the upper limit of the
uncertainty interval for the a1ð1260Þ mass and the lower
limit of the uncertainty interval for the a1ð1260Þ width.
Study (J) defines the upper limit of the uncertainty interval
for the a1ð1640Þ mass.
A strong dependence of the parameters of a1ð1260Þ and
a1ð1640Þ on the number of background events in the
selected data sample is observed in Study (A). In this
study, weaker event-selection criteria lead to an increased
background. Study (A) defines the lower limit of the
uncertainty interval for the a1ð1260Þ mass. This study also
defines the lower limit of the uncertainty interval for the
a1ð1640Þ mass and the upper limit of the uncertainty
interval for the a1ð1640Þ width.
The upper limit of the uncertainty interval for the
a1ð1260Þ width and the lower limit for the a1ð1640Þ
width are defined by the study, which included the
a1ð1420Þ resonance also in the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and
1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves (see discussion in Sec. VI E 2).
This study and Study (A) discussed above are the only two
studies that yield a significantly broader a1ð1260Þ.
In Studies (O) and (P), alternative χ2 formulations (see
Appendix C) are used that, compared to the main fit, give
more relative weight to the intensity distributions than to
the phases. As discussed in Sec. VI E 1, the model is not
able to describe all details of the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS intensity
distributions and the resulting deviations of the model from
the data give a large contribution to the χ2. In both studies,
the fit tries to compensate the deviations by using unphys-
ical values for the a1ð1260Þ and a1ð1640Þ parameters58
[70]. Therefore, the results of Studies (O) and (P) are not
considered for the systematic uncertainties of the a1ð1260Þ
and a1ð1640Þ parameters.
In Study (Q), in which the production probability
jPðm3π; t0Þj2 in Eqs. (20) and (32) is set to unity, the
a1ð1260Þ parameters are only slightly affected but the
a1ð1640Þ width increases by 96 MeV=c2.
58Both resonances become approximately 600 MeV=c2 wide
and have nearly identical masses around 1.35 GeV=c2.
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The parameters of the a1ð1420Þ have significantly
smaller systematic uncertainties than the other two 1þþ
resonances. The upper limits of the uncertainty intervals for
the a1ð1420Þ mass and width are defined by the study,
in which the a1ð1420Þ resonance is also included in the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves (see dis-
cussion in Sec. VI E 2). Study (A) defines the lower limit of
the uncertainty interval for the a1ð1420Þ mass, and Study
(P) the one for the a1ð1420Þ width.
3. Systematic uncertainties of
the π1ð1600Þ parameters
As discussed in Sec. VI F 1, the π1ð1600Þ parameters
depend on the description used for the nonresonant
component. The lower limit of the uncertainty interval
for the π1ð1600Þ mass is defined by Study (N), in which a
model for the Deck amplitude is used to determine the
shape of the nonresonant contribution.
The π1ð1600Þ parameters are also sensitive to the range
parameter qR in the Blatt-Weisskopf factors. In Study (R),
in which qR was set to 267 MeV=c corresponding to an
assumed strong-interaction range of 0.75 fm, the π1ð1600Þ
mass increases by 110 MeV=c2 and the width decreases by
90 MeV=c2. This study defines the upper limit of the
uncertainty interval for the π1ð1600Þ mass. It is worth
noting that increasing the interaction radius in Study (S) to
1.29 fm, which corresponds to qR ¼ 155 MeV=c, leaves
the π1ð1600Þ parameters practically unchanged.
A particularly large effect on the π1ð1600Þ parameters is
observed if the two 2þþρð770ÞπD waves are omitted from
the fit [Study (J)]. In this study, the π1ð1600Þ mass
increases by 80 MeV=c2 and the width decreases by
230 MeV=c2.59 The latter defines the lower limit of the
uncertainty interval for the π1ð1600Þ width.
Studies (O) and (P) with alternative χ2 formulations (see
Appendix C) also influence the π1ð1600Þ parameters. The
mass decreases by 30 MeV=c2, and the width increases by
100 MeV=c2. The latter defines the upper limit of the
uncertainty interval for the π1ð1600Þ width. These studies
show that larger width values are preferred when less weight
is given to the phase information in the χ2 function.60
4. Systematic uncertainties of parameters
of the JPC = 2+ + resonances
As mentioned in Sec. VI C 1, the 2þþ resonance param-
eters are sensitive to the parametrization of the nonresonant
components. We investigated this, by determining the mass
shape of the nonresonant component from the partial-wave
decomposition of a model for the Deck amplitude [Study
(N); see Sec. V]. In all three 2þþ waves, the shape of the
Deck intensity is distinctly different from that of the
nonresonant components determined from data in the main
fit. Study (N) defines the lower limits of the uncertainty
intervals for the masses of a2ð1320Þ and a2ð1700Þ.
The 2þþ resonance parameters also depend on the choice
of the wave set included in the fit. The a2ð1320Þ parameters
change only slightly if we omit the two dominant 1þþ
waves [Study (C)], the four 2−þ waves [Study (B)], or the
two 4þþ waves [Study (D)]. However, Study (I), in which
only the low-intensity 2þþ2þρð770ÞπD wave was included
in the fit, defines the upper limit of the uncertainty interval for
the a2ð1320Þmass and also the lower limit for the a2ð1320Þ
width. The a2ð1700Þ parameters do not depend strongly on
the wave set used in the fit. The only exceptions are Studies
(G), (H), and (I), in which the 2þþ1þf2ð1270ÞπP wave is
omitted from the fit. If, for example, only the two
2þþρð770ÞπD waves are included in the fit [Study (G)],
we observe a strong increase of the a2ð1700Þ mass by
150 MeV=c2 and of the width by 41 MeV=c2. However, the
two ρð770ÞπD waves are dominated by the a2ð1320Þ and
contain only very weak a2ð1700Þ signals. Therefore, the
a2ð1700Þ parameters are not reliably determined in these
three studies and they have been omitted from the determi-
nation of the systematic uncertainties.
Also the value of the range parameter qR in the Blatt-
Weisskopf factors influences the 2þþ resonance parame-
ters. Study (R), in which qR was set to 267 MeV=c
corresponding to an assumed strong-interaction range of
0.75 fm, defines the upper limits of the uncertainty intervals
for the a2ð1320Þ width and the a2ð1700Þ mass. The lower
limit of the uncertainty interval for the a2ð1700Þ width is
defined by Study (S), in which qR was set to 155 MeV=c,
which corresponds to a range of 1.29 fm.
The upper limit of the uncertainty interval for the
a2ð1700Þ width is defined by Study (P), in which an
alternative χ2 formulation (see Appendix C) was used.
5. Systematic uncertainties of parameters
of the JPC = 2− + resonances
As discussed in Sec. VI D 1, the parameters of the π2
resonances depend on the wave set. Study (D), in which
the two 4þþ waves are omitted from the fit, defines the
lower limits of the uncertainty intervals for the masses
of π2ð1670Þ and π2ð1880Þ. The omission of the
1þþ0þρð770ÞπS wave from the fit in Study (E) leads to
the largest π2ð2005Þ width.
Study (A), in which weaker event-selection criteria lead
to an increased background, defines the lower limits of
the uncertainty intervals for the widths of π2ð1670Þ and
π2ð1880Þ. The parameters of the π2ð2005Þ are only weakly
affected.
The parameters of π2ð1880Þ and π2ð2005Þ also depend
on the number of t0 bins. Study (L), in which the analysis
59In Study (J), also the a1ð1260Þ becomes narrower and
the a1ð1640Þ heavier and wider (see Sec. VI E 1).
60In Studies (O) and (P) also the parameters of the a1ð1260Þ
and the a1ð1640Þ change significantly (see Appendix D 2) and
the parameters of the π1ð1600Þ are sensitive to these a1
parameters.
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was performed using only eight t0 bins, defines the upper
limit of the uncertainty interval for the π2ð1880Þ mass and
the lower limit for the π2ð2005Þ mass. The parameters of
the π2ð1670Þ change only slightly.
The π2 resonance parameters are exceptionally sensitive
to them3π and t0 dependences of the production probability
jPðm3π; t0Þj2 in Eqs. (20) and (32). Study (Q), in which this
factor was set to unity, defines the upper limits of the
systematic uncertainty intervals for the π2ð1670Þ mass and
the π2ð1880Þ width. It also defines the lower limit for the
π2ð2005Þ width.
Studies (O) and (P) with alternative χ2 formulations (see
Appendix C) leave the π2ð1670Þ parameters virtually
unchanged. The π2ð1880Þ width increases by about
20 MeV=c2. The strongest effect is observed for the
π2ð2005Þ parameters in Study (P), where the π2ð2005Þ
mass increases by 17 MeV=c2, and the width decreases by
63 MeV=c2. The former value defines the upper limit of the
systematic uncertainty interval for the π2ð2005Þ mass.
The interference of the 2−þ wave with the
0−þ0þf0ð980ÞπS wave affects the widths of the
π2ð1670Þ and the π2ð1880Þ. If the lower limit of the fit
range in the 0−þ wave is increased from 1.2 GeV=c2 to
1.6 GeV=c2, the width of the π2ð1670Þ increases by
12 MeV=c2 and that of the π2ð1880Þ by 32 MeV=c2.
The former value defines the upper limit of the systematic
uncertainty interval for the π2ð1670Þwidth. The latter value
is close to the upper limit for the π2ð1880Þwidth. The width
of the π2ð2005Þ decreases by 90 MeV=c2.
When we use the mass shapes of the nonresonant
components from the partial-wave decomposition of
a model for the Deck amplitude in Study (N), the
intensities and interference terms of all four 2−þ waves
are described less well by the model (see Fig. 9). In this
study, the fit finds smaller intensities for the nonresonant
components. In contrast, the resonance components have
larger intensities and exhibit a sizable destructive inter-
ference. We therefore conclude that the used Deck
model does not describe well the nonresonant components
in the 2−þ waves.
6. Systematic uncertainties of
the a4ð2040Þ parameters
The a4ð2040Þ resonance parameters depend only weakly
on the set of waves included in the fit. This is in particular
true for Studies (K) and (B), in which we omitted the 2þþ
and 2−þ waves from the fit, respectively. In Study (C), in
which the 1þþ0þρð770ÞπS and 1þþ0þf2ð1270ÞπP waves
are omitted, the a4ð2040Þ width increases by 13 MeV=c2.
Also the value of the range parameter qR in the Blatt-
Weisskopf factors influences the a4ð2040Þ parameters.
Study (R), in which qR was set to 267 MeV=c correspond-
ing to an assumed strong-interaction range of 0.75 fm,
defines the lower limits of the uncertainty intervals for the
a4ð2040Þ mass and width.
The upper limit of the uncertainty interval for the
a4ð2040Þ mass is defined by Study (A), in which weaker
event-selection criteria lead to an increased background.
Study (N), in which the parametrization of the nonreso-
nant amplitude was replaced by the square root of the
intensity distribution of the partial-wave decomposition of
Deck Monte Carlo data generated according to the model
described in Appendix B, defines the upper limit of the
uncertainty interval for the a4ð2040Þ width. While the
shape of the Deck intensity in the f2ð1270ÞπF wave is
similar to that of the nonresonant component found in the
main fit, it deviates in the ρð770ÞπG wave leading to a
worse description of the data (see Fig. 9).
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